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Cloth Paper Scissors
Invites mixed-media artists to play and create. 
For the beginning artist/crafter to the advanced, 
CLOTH PAPER SCISSORS features all types of mixed-
media and collage work, including assemblage, 
altered books, visual art journals, stamping, 
stitching, sketching, and book arts.

Fiberarts
Provides inspiration, information, and resources 
on an innovative, rather than traditional, 
approach to wearable art, quilting, tapestry 
and wall hangings, beadwork, surface design, 
papermaking, needlework, basketry, and sculpture.

Quilting Arts Magazine
Inspires quilters and fi ber artists to expand 
their creative boundaries. Covers a wide range 
of skills, includes exceptional how-to articles, 
profi les artists, features guest teachers, and 
explores contemporary textile works, surface 
design, embellishments, and motifs.

Quilting Arts Gifts
Chock-full of fabulous projects to make for 
the holiday season, including home décor, 
decorations, and gifts designed and created by 
some of the world’s best art quilters.

Stitch
Speaks to a new generation of sewing 
enthusiasts and kick-starts the creativity 
of those who have been stitching for years. 
Devoted to the creative possibilities of sewing 
wearables, home décor, accessories, and gifts, 
it’s the sewing magazine for the 21st century.

Studios
Takes readers inside the creative spaces of 
artists who bead, collage, quilt, knit, felt, 
assemble, stitch, and dream, with dozens of tips 
and tricks from artists and professionals on how 
to organize, store, decorate, and more.

Books
Numerous mixed-media and quilting titles offer 
inspiration and in-depth explorations into popular 
topics and techniques.

Magazines

Television

Quilting Arts TV
Combines the basic traditional quilt 
techniques every quilter needs to know with 
contemporary art designs and techniques. 
Join host Pokey Bolton weekly and learn 
about the latest trends and new projects.

Online

The resource for art quilting, fi ber art, and 
mixed-media publications, DVDs, and supplies. 
Find information about magazines, books, DVDs, 
patterns, e-newsletters, and much more.

i n t e r w e a v e s t o r e . c o m

QuiltingArts.com
ClothPaperScissors.com

Fiberarts.com

Read Watch Click ShopWatch ShopRead
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editor’s note

m y eighty-eight-year-old grandmother has 
been sewing all her life. Her sewing room is 
fi lled with endless treasures, from vintage 

patterns and fabrics to notions fi lling myriad jars, tins, 
and boxes. I can get lost in there for hours! Her closets are 
fi lled with amazing pieces she has sewn over the decades. 
She expressed her creative point of view through sewing 
with impeccable tailoring and timeless style. Whatever 
she made, she made it her own 

In honor of my grandmother, the theme of this issue 
is Sew Original, inspired by her attention to classic sewing 
details and the endless design inspiration we can gain from 
past generations. From the trendy TV show Mad Men to 
Anthropologie, vintage-inspired looks are capturing the 
imagination of fashion and interior designers. So read 
our feature story on the appeal of vintage style and see 
how fashions through the ages can infuse contemporary 
sewing designs. Next we meet designers who take a unique 
approach to sewing details. Read our profi le on home 
textile designer Nadia Sparham, who combines appliqué, 
machine embroidery, and vintage notions for one-a-kind 
housewares. See how a new breed of designers are thinking 
outside the box with contemporary interpretations of clas-
sic embroidery techniques. Then go into the studio with 
children’s wear designer Liesl gibson of Oliver + S to learn 
how she designs modern kids’ clothing with a vintage edge. 

Once you have a healthy dose of inspiration, it’s time 
to get sewing with projects that celebrate unique design 
details. From well-placed embellishments with buttons, 
trims, and beads to fun fabric manipulation with pleats, 
ruffl  es, appliqué, and patchwork, we show you how to 
take a simple sewing project from ordinary to original 
with a creative eye on the details. We have projects to sew 
for fashionable kids, pretty and practical items to dress up 
your kitchen, romantic spring looks starring lace, quick-
to-sew accessories from scarves to bags, stash-busting 
projects featuring fun embellishments, and so much 
more! I guarantee this issue will keep you enthralled at 
your sewing machine for months to come. 

tricia waddell
stitchsubmissions@interweave.com

For full-size pattern downloads of 
select projects in this issue, online 
extras, bonus projects, and more, 
visit INTERWEAVESTITCH.COM

Photo of my 
grandmother 

Christina from 
the 1940s.

sew
unique
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HEAT AWAY 
CLEAR FILM is a 
great alternative 
to using tear-away 
or wash-away 
stabilizers when 
you don’t want 
residue left on your 
fabric. The medium-weight film 
melts when ironed, leaving small 
balls that are easily brushed away. 
It is also traceable and stitchable 
and works on most fabric types. 
Sulky, sulky.com, $1.99 for a 1 yd sheet to 

$45.99 for a 25 yd bolt

what’s new + cool
Editors' picks for 
products, tools & notions 
by Stefanie Berganini
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Craftapalooza’s APPLE 
PINCUSHION is the perfect 
pick-me-up for a sewing table or 
work space. The pattern is easy to 
follow and well illustrated, and the 
author’s personable writing style 
makes the instructions engaging to 
read. The pincushion is available 
as a standalone pattern, but a com-
panion kit with bright, whimsical 
fabrics and supplies is also avail-
able. Craftapalooza, craftapalooza.com, 
$10 for the pattern, $15 for the kit

Sometimes the perfect fabric catches 
your eye and demands to be bought, but 
you don’t have a particular pattern in 
mind. How much should you buy? With 
the FABRIC REQUIREMENT CARD, 
you won’t have to worry. Each set of 
wallet-size reference cards includes 
common fabric requirements for skirts, 
pants, tops, dresses, and jackets based 
on outfit size and fabric width. A wom-
en’s clothing set is currently available, 
and men’s and children’s sets are on the 
way. GwynHug, gwynhug.com, $14.95

If you’ve ever wanted to DESIGN YOUR 
OWN FABRIC, Inkbloom makes it possible. 
The patent-pending system uses Loomtack 
stabilizer to print fabric on a household ink-jet 
printer. Three selections of base fabric are 
available, and the Inkbloom website offers a 
gallery of finished projects as well as customi-
zable designs available for download. Inkbloom, 
ink-bloom.com, $18.50 for an 81⁄2 × 108" roll of 

Loomtack, $4.50 to $7.50/yd for base fabric

bookshelf

Sometimes the perfect fabric catches 
your eye and demands to be bought, but 

Get a behind-the-scenes look 
at the world of do-it-yourself 
crafters with the HANDMADE 
NATION DVD. The hour-long 
documentary features art-
ist  interviews, studio tours, 
craft fair visits, and thought-
 provoking discussion on the 
importance of handmade 
objects. From bookbinding 
to lampwork to sewing, this 
DVD proves that DIY craft is 
alive and well. Handmade Nation, 
indiecraftdocumentary.blogspot.com, 
buyolympia.com, $24.95

Get a behind-the-scenes look 

Make cutting out pattern pieces a bit more exciting 
with a fun pair of shears. With decorative handles, the 
DESIGNER’S SERIES DRESSMAKER SHEARS 
from Gingher comes in many styles for a variety of 
cutting needs. A new, limited edition design is re-
leased every few months. Gingher, gingher.com, $49.99 for 

8" dressmaker’s shears

residue left on your 
fabric. The medium-weight film 

what’s new + 

If you’ve ever wanted to 

Make cutting out pattern pieces a bit more exciting 
with a fun pair of shears. With decorative handles, the 
DESIGNER’S SERIES DRESSMAKER SHEARS
from Gingher comes in many styles for a variety of 
cutting needs. A new, limited edition design is re-
leased every few months. 
8" dressmaker’s shears

stabilizers when 
you don’t want 
residue left on your 
fabric. The medium-weight film 
melts when ironed, leaving small 
balls that are easily brushed away. 
It is also traceable and stitchable 
and works on most fabric types. 
Sulky, sulky.com,
$45.99 for a 25 yd bolt
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HEAT AWAY 
CLEAR FILM is a 
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or wash-away 
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balls that are easily brushed away. 
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The Sewing Bible: A Modern 
Manual of Practical and 
Decorative Sewing Techniques
by Ruth Singer, $35

Couture, craft, costume, and classic sew-
ing techniques all get thorough coverage in 
this sewing reference guide. Beginning with 
practical skills such as hems, seams, and but-
tonholes, the instructions cover not only how but also when and why to use 
a specific technique. For stitchers ready for a challenge, nineteen “master 
class” topics address advanced skills such as couture hems, princess seams, 
and bound buttonholes. Nearly half the book is devoted to embellishment and 
detail, including an extensive section on quilting techniques. Twenty projects 
offer a chance to practice the skills, and a section on using the techniques 
gives advice on dressmaking, alterations, cleaning, and mending.
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One-Yard Wonders: 
101 Sewing Fabric Projects
by Rebecca Yaker and 
Patricia Hoskins, $20.95

If you have a stash overflowing with 
beloved fabric with no particular plans, 
you’ll find inspiration and solutions 
throughout this handy book. In 101 
projects for every imaginable use, dozens 
of designers offer their best ideas for 
clothing for adults and kids, home decor 
and organization, accessories, games, 
and even goodies for pets. Full-size paper 
patterns and illustrations show how to 
cut, assemble, and sew each project.

Built by Wendy Dresses: 
The Sew U Guide to 
Making a Girl’s Best Frock
by Wendy Mullin 
with Eviana Hartman, $27.50

In Wendy Mullin’s third book in her popular 
Sew U series, she teaches how to sew her 
favorite dress silhouettes. Paper patterns 
for three basic dress shapes are included, 
and the book walks you through mak-

ing twenty-five different dress variations. 
Although the directions are detailed enough for a begin-
ning seamstress, Wendy doesn’t shy away from teaching 
readers to alter patterns to fit and flatter. She also reveals 
how to use simple adjustments such as adding a collar or 
changing a sleeve to reinvent pieces you already have.

bookshelf

Fun Stuff  for FiberArts!

Wide selection including:
Irish Waxed Linen Thread

Mizuhiki
Shaker Tape

Embellishment Cords
Raffia

Beading Wire 
Basket Weaving Supplies

Tools & Books
Seat Weaving Materials

Patterns & Kits
& much more.....

Royalwood Ltd.
517-ST Woodville Rd.
Mansfield, OH 44907

800-526-1630
Fax: 888-526-1618

www.RoyalwoodLtd.com

www.sewingworkshop.com
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Text  Linzee KuLL Mccray
Photos  JacQuie GerinG

WHat starteD as a searCH for like-
minded stitchers turned into an online quilt-
ing bee for Jacquie Gering. inspired by the 
Gee’s Bend quilts, Jacquie Googled “impro-
visational quilting” and was disappointed 
by the dearth of information. so she put out 
a call on her blog, tallgrass Prairie studio, 
for those who shared her interest in graphic, 
contemporary quilting to create twelve “log-
cabin-ish” blocks. Jacquie thought she might 
hear from “about ten readers.” instead, more 
than 225 quilters participated in Project 
improv, creating their own improvised 
quilts, along with 500 blocks that resulted in 
twenty-fi ve fi nished quilts for charity. “We 
had quilters dip their little toe in or go whole 
hog,” she says about this no-rules approach to 
quilting. “the community we created allowed 
people to ask questions and share frustrations 
along with successes.”

Project improv is just one of scores of 
groups in which members come together to 
inspire and teach one another through blogs, 
Flickr photos, and online challenges. along the 
way, tips are traded and real-time friendships 
happen. Jacquie continues to participate in 
four or fi ve virtual bees. “Coming together like 
this has allowed us to see into one another’s 
creative processes, and that’s a powerful 
thing,” she says.

Jacquie hears daily from people asking 
about how to become part of a virtual bee. 
“there are hundreds of groups online right 
now,” she says. “Don’t wait to be asked to 
join. Find ten like-minded people and start 
your own.”

For more information, visit 
tallgrassprairiestudio.
blogspot.com.

virtual
quilting bees 

sew boutique
From inspiring people to hot 
trends, check out the news 
from around the sewing world.

Colorful quilt blocks and tops 
from Project Improv members.
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For more information, go to projectokurase.org to find out how 
you can help, and aunitedlink.com to find out more about their 
fair trade products. To learn about the sewing machine donation 
program at Pedals for Progress, go to p4p.org.

Clockwise: Silk screening market bags 
outside the sewing center; design for 
mudcloth belts; teaching sewing skills 
to village women; large market bag 
made from recycled flour sacks.

SEWING WITH 
A PURPOSE 
PROJECT OKURASE

Text  TRICIA WADDELL
Photos  BETTY CREMMINS

When Dr. Cynthia Cupit Swenson 
and Ida Taylor began a program in 
1999 to provide west African dance and 
drumming lessons to a group of at-risk 
children, she never expected her South 
Carolina project to lead to a worldwide 
initiative for sewing and self-su�  ciency. 
Through the children’s dance company, 
she met Samuel Nkrumah Yeboah 
(known as Powerful), a master drum-
mer and founder of Nkabom Artist and 
Cra� speople Association in Accra, Gha-
na. Soon Cynthia and Powerful formed 
a global partnership, Project OKURASE 
(which stands for Opportunity, Knowl-
edge, Understanding, Renewed Health, 
Arts-Based, Skills Training, and Educa-
tion) based in a remote village called 
Okurase in eastern Ghana.

The project was created to address 
Ghana’s HIV/AIDS crisis by helping 
children and families a� ected by the 
disease. In the project’s sewing center, 

local women learn job and sewing 
skills by creating fair trade goods to 
support their families. In August 2009, 
New Jersey–based nonprofi t Pedals for 
Progress donated sixty-seven sewing 
machines (along with 513 bicycles) to 
start the center. 

The sewing center initiative is led by 
Rhion Magee, who came to the project 
through a chance meeting with Cynthia 
in an airport. She sees the project as an 
opportunity to “be creative and give 
back.” A creative director of consumer 
products at DreamWorks, Rhion and her 
partner, Laura Byrnes, work 
with local designers to create 
prototypes that are then pro-
duced in the sewing center. 
The products include mud-
cloth belts, cu� s, and journal 
covers, plus market bags 
made from recycled Ghanian 
fl our sacks and rice bags. A 
line of children’s clothes and 
accessories made with African 
fabrics is also in the works. 

Project OKURASE also works with 
Gethsemani Quilters, a volunteer group 
of African-American women quilters 
in Charleston, South Carolina who send 
quilts to Ghana for the children’s hospi-
tal, orphaned children, and young preg-
nant women. “There are so many ways 
you can use your sewing skills to help,” 

says Cynthia. From donating sewing 
supplies to visiting the center in 

Ghana to teach sewing skills, 
grassroots volunteers have 

plenty of opportunities to 
participate. As Rhion says, 
“This project is all about 
feeding the soul.” 

For more information, go to projectokurase.org

accessories made with African 

you can use your sewing skills to help,” 
says Cynthia. From donating sewing 

supplies to visiting the center in 
Ghana to teach sewing skills, 

grassroots volunteers have 
plenty of opportunities to 
participate. As Rhion says, 
“This project is all about 
feeding the soul.” 
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Text  Linzee KuLL Mccray

For artist Ketra oberlander, 2002 was 
a dark time. Nearly simultaneously, she lost 
her job in the dot.com collapse and began 
having problems with her eyesight. “My 
vision deteriorated like a bad cell phone con-

nection breaking up,” she says. “it was very 
scary to experience that kind of loss.” 

today, oberlander is blind. But this opened 
her up to a new opportunity as the founder 
of art of Possibility studios, a company that 
represents physically disabled artists. Her com-
pany has partnered with Free spirit fabrics 

to create Wise tree, a line of vibrant cotton 
fabrics based on the paintings of blind painter 
George Mendoza, whose southwestern roots 
are evident in his saturated colors and ico-
nography. Mendoza is one of several disabled 
artists oberlander represents, licensing their 
images with the goal of enabling them to earn 
a living. “Most ‘help’ for the disabled is based 
on a charity model that unintentionally cre-
ates dependency,” says oberlander, a painter 
herself. “By coming together, we’re in the 
competitive arena with everyone else.”

Wise tree is fabric you’d want to sew with, 
no matter who designed it, and that’s impor-
tant to oberlander. “People will buy it because 
it’s beautiful, and when it provides inspiration 
we become a part of the process. that’s power-
ful stuff, and we don’t take it for granted.”

For more information, 
visit aopstudios.com  
and freespiritfabric.com.

Fabrics from the Wise Tree 
line designed by blind painter 
George Mendoza.

The art of 
        possibility  fabric to sew + inspire
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under it all under it all

a well-made garment looks great 
on the outside and the inside. So 
get the inside scoop on using the 
right interfacing to make your 
sewing projects stand proud. 

Text  Linda Turner GriepenTroG

INTERFACING is a support fabric used in 
areas requiring stability and more body than 
the fabric itself, including buttonholes, col-
lars, lapels, cuff s, facings, and waistbands.

the BasiCs
There are three types of interfacing—woven, 
knitted, and nonwoven—available in several 
weights and in white, black, gray, and/or beige.

Woven interfacings have lengthwise and 
crosswise grains that should be matched to 
the garment fabric. They off er stability in 
both directions, but woven interfacings are 
oft en cut on the bias when used with knits 
or in areas requiring some drape. A specialty 
woven interfacing called hair canvas is 
designed for tailoring projects.

Nonwoven interfacings are made by bond-
ing fi bers together, creating a fl at appearance. 
They can be cut without regard to grain and 
tend to be less drapable than other types.

Knit interfacings are soft  and supple, add-
ing just a hint of structure to fashion fabric. 
They’re oft en used to back an entire garment 
section to help reduce wrinkling and to add 
more body to a soft  fabric. A specialty type 
of knit interfacing is called weft  insertion, 
meaning that an extra set of threads is added 
to increase body.

There are occasions, such as under sheer 
fabrics, where traditional interfacing just 
won’t work, so a self or sheer fabric is the best 
choice for added support without appreciably 
changing the hand or look of the fabric. 
 Organza, organdy, tulle, and batiste 
can all be used as interfacing.

getting it on
Interfacings can be attached 
two ways—sewing or fusing. 
Sew-in interfacing is caught to 
the garment section only in or 

choice for added support without appreciably 
changing the hand or look of the fabric. 

Fusible interfacing 
attached to the 

wrong side of the 
fabric (Perfect Fuse 

medium-weight 
interfacing, shown 

at left).

GUIDE to 
INTERFACING
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near the seamlines, whereas fusible is attached 
throughout the piece by activating the adhe-
sive dots with heat and steam from an iron.

Fusible interfacings are the easiest to use, 
but they’re not appropriate for some fabrics, 
especially those that are lightweight and 
sheer because the adhesive dot patterning can 
show through. Napped fabrics such as velvet 
and corduroy don’t work well with fusibles 
because the heat and pressure needed for fus-
ing damages the pile.

Choosing the  
Right inteRfaCing
Interfacing should be similar in weight to 
the fashion fabric and complement it when 
applied. Fusibles tend to add a bit more body 
than comparable weight sew-ins simply 
because of the adhesive.

Choose a color similar to the fabric tone—
light color interfacing with light color fabric 
and so on. Place a scrap of interfacing under 
your fabric and check for any visible color 
change. In some instances, beige may be a 
better choice than white.  It’s good to have 
several types and colors of interfacing in your 
stash for testing.

Before committing to an interfacing, test it 
with the garment fabric. Cut a 6" to 12" square 
and following the manufacturer’s instructions 
attach it to a same-size scrap of your garment 

fabric. Drape the duo over your hand and see 
whether it adds the support and stability for 
the look you want. If not, try another type. The 
interfacing should not overpower the fabric 
itself, but simply complement it.

PReshRinking
Just as you would pretreat your fashion fabric, 
preshrink your interfacing as well. If you 
don’t, you could end up with bubbles and 
puckers after the first laundering because 
many interfacings do shrink.

Soak it for about ten minutes in a basin of 
warm water and lay it flat on a towel to dry. 
Or you can steam-shrink a sew-in by holding 
the iron over it for several minutes. Nonwo-
vens don’t need pretreating.

Cutting uP
When you purchase interfacing, be sure to 
note the width listed on the pattern envelope, 
because most interfacings are narrower than 
fashion fabrics.

Pattern guide sheets tell you which 
pieces to cut from interfacing, and in some 
instances, there are dedicated pattern pieces 
for interfacing only. Follow the same grain on 
woven or knit interfacings as the correspond-
ing garment section.

Transfer pattern markings to the cut 
pieces because once the interfacing is applied, 

1

2

3

1.French Fuse (Staple Sewing Aids) 
2.Hair Canvas (Tailor's Pride from HTCW 

Products) 3.Nonwoven interfacing 
(Pel-aire from Pellon) 4.Woven interfac-
ing (Armo Press from HTCW Products) 

5.Weft insertion (Ultraweft from Pellon)

4

5

Craft Appeal
If you’re workIng on a craft project, such 
as a fabric bowl, a journal cover, or a brimmed hat, 
look for craft-weight interfacing (right). this heavy 
nonwoven is much denser than garment interfac-
ing, and it can be sew-in or fusible on one or both 
sides, depending on the brand and intended use.
follow the manufacturer’s instructions for applying 
it because the density may require a longer fusing 
time than traditional interfacings do. Because of 
the thickness, trim off all the seam allowances 
when using this specialty product.
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you’ll cover any markings put on the garment area wrong side.
If desired, trim 1⁄4" to 3⁄8" off the outer edges of the interfacing pieces 

and trim corners diagonally—both tactics help reduce bulk.

Ready, Set, attach
Interfacing is always applied to the fabric wrong side before construc-
tion begins.

For fusible interfacings, follow the manufacturer’s instructions for 
applying—most recommend a press cloth and steam; some require a 
damp press cloth. Fuse completely from both sides, overlapping the 
iron positioning to avoid any bubbling, and let the pieces cool in place 
before moving them from the ironing board.

For sew-ins, hand or machine baste the interfacing to its fabric 
counterpart just inside the seamline or foldline. For a quicker applica-
tion, use a washable glue stick to hold it in place until subsequent 
construction catches it in the stitching line.

Linda Turner GriepenTroG is the owner of G Wiz Services. 
She loves sewing, quilting, and all things fabric. In addition to writing, she 
leads fabric-shopping tours to Hong Kong for the American Sewing Guild.

Coming to Terms

Some inner Structure terminology is sometimes con-
fused with interfacing. understand these terms found in some 
garment patterns: 

inTerLininG is added to cold-weather garb for added 
warmth. it can be a quilted fabric in a winter coat or as light-
weight as flannel. interlining is cut like the garment fabric and 
treated with it as one during construction.

STabiLizer is a support fabric used under machine 
embroidery or appliqués to prevent puckering and stretching. 
it may be removed after the stitching is complete.

LininG hides the inner seaming and garment details and 
also makes a garment easier to slip on and off over another 
item of clothing. Lining is usually a silky fabric, much lighter 
than the garment fabric.

underLininG is a support fabric used to back lightweight 
or unstable fabrics to give them more body and/or opacity. 
it’s attached to the outer fabric and treated as one during 
construction.
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Mix DIY exploration with a dash of rock and roll and you’ve got 
ThreadBanger, a multimedia website dedicated to “recycling, up-
cycling and re-fashioning anything and everything with simple sewing 
tools and techniques.” The site’s four online shows feature short video 
episodes covering topics from how to use buttonhole scissors to how 
to make a dress from an old T-shirt. A thorough DIY Directory serves 
as a resource list for creative do-it-yourselfers (there’s even a section 
on the best Star Trek DIY projects!), and a very active forum and blog 
round out the list of features of this fun website for crafters who think 
outside the box. SHOP handmade

Carry custom 
bags for fun 

& functional style

stitch

handmade

4. At 22 × 16", the 
Somerset Bay Bag 

provides a lot of storage! 
The linen and recycled 

textile bag features 
unfinished fabric ruffles 
concealing a hidden ex-
terior pocket and a top 
flap that closes with a 
pretty two-tone ribbon. 

Makool Loves You, 
 makoollovesyou.com, $112
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5.The compact size of Oktak’s 
plastic framed clutch is perfect 
for toting everyday essentials. 
Each handmade bag is con-
structed from 100% cotton 

fabrics, and many are one-of-a-
kind or limited editions. Oktak, 
oktak.com, prices vary, but most 
are between $39–$68, depend-

ing on frame style and fabric

2. Each Kim White 
Handbag is made from 

vintage automotive upholstery 
and tagged with the year and 

make of the fabric. The 11 × 17" 
1980 Ford Mustang shoulder 
bag includes a roomy inside 
zipped pocket and magnetic 
closure. Kim White Handbags, 

kimwhitehandbags.com, $95

14

Purl Soho’s online journal The Purl Bee is part blog, part digital 
university. The site hosts an amazing amount of educational informa-
tion for sewers and quilters both novice and experienced. A thorough 
library of illustrated tutorials will help you brush up on techniques 
from buttonholes to rotary cutters to Japanese pattern drafting. 
Projects journals provide step-by-step instruction for dozens of free 
projects, and interesting sewing news and project photo galleries will 
keep you up-to-date and inspired.

With a focus on fashion, shopping, and women 
in business, Boutique Café aims to give busy 
moms and mompreneurs a bit of inspiration. 
The site’s Daily Dish blog highlights interesting 
tidbits for women on the go, and Mompreneur 
Corner offers business-related posts for those 
with an entrepreneurial spirit. The highlight 
of the site is its podcasts; past podcast topics include trips to Quilt 
Market and other trade shows and interviews with designers Anna 
Maria Horner and Amy Butler.

1. The Bali Handuk Shopper features 
needle-punch work in a Tree of Life design 
and is made exclusively for Lantern Moon 
by a group a single mothers in Bali. With 
durable leather detailing and a fully lined 
cotton interior with a large zipped pocket, 

this large bag is functional as well as 
stylish. Lantern Moon, lanternmoon.com, $115 

3. Each shoulder bag from 
Snap Design is handmade to 

order from a variety of colorful 
vinyl and decorative top-stitching 

patterns. The durable, waterproof 9 × 11" 
bag includes an exterior pocket 

and complementary fabric lining. 
Snap Design, snapcatalog.com, $72

 SHOP handmade SHOP handmade SHOP 

Carry custom 

1. The Bali Handuk Shopper
needle-punch work in a Tree of Life design 
and is made exclusively for Lantern Moon 
by a group a single mothers in Bali. With 
durable leather detailing and a fully lined 
cotton interior with a large zipped pocket, 

this large bag is functional as well as 
stylish. Lantern Moon, lanternmoon.com
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Mix DIY exploration with a dash of rock and roll and you’ve got 
ThreadBanger, a multimedia website dedicated to “recycling, up-
cycling and re-fashioning anything and everything with simple sewing 
tools and techniques.” The site’s four online shows feature short video 
episodes covering topics from how to use buttonhole scissors to how 
to make a dress from an old T-shirt. A thorough DIY Directory serves 
as a resource list for creative do-it-yourselfers (there’s even a section 
on the best Star Trek DIY projects!), and a very active forum and blog 
round out the list of features of this fun website for crafters who think 
outside the box.

threadbanger.com
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Surf the Web for 
 sewing inspiration

Purl Soho’s online journal The Purl Bee is part blog, part digital 
university. The site hosts an amazing amount of educational informa-
tion for sewers and quilters both novice and experienced. A thorough 
library of illustrated tutorials will help you brush up on techniques 
from buttonholes to rotary cutters to Japanese pattern drafting. 
Projects journals provide step-by-step instruction for dozens of free 
projects, and interesting sewing news and project photo galleries will 
keep you up-to-date and inspired.
 
purlbee.com

With a focus on fashion, shopping, and women 
in business, Boutique Café aims to give busy 
moms and mompreneurs a bit of inspiration. 
The site’s Daily Dish blog highlights interesting 
tidbits for women on the go, and Mompreneur 
Corner offers business-related posts for those 
with an entrepreneurial spirit. The highlight 
of the site is its podcasts; past podcast topics include trips to Quilt 
Market and other trade shows and interviews with designers Anna 
Maria Horner and Amy Butler.

boutiquecafe.com

� is spring—sew in style!
techniques * templates * full-size patterns 

You can fi nd these and many other Krause Publication craft 
books at your favorite bookseller, art and craft retailer, or 
online supplier. Or order by calling 1-800-258-0929. 

$27.99 ISBN: 978-1-4402-0357-2 

Now it’s easy to make your own clothes 
with these fresh + pretty designs! Author 

Kay Whitt gives you a boost of con� dence to 
alter a pattern to � t your � gure and style.

You’ll learn to lay it out, cut it 
out, sew it up and put it on!

Find 24 delightful projects including 
skirts, bags and more.

$27.99   ISBN: 978-0-8968-9924-7 

Popular fabric designer Joel Dewberry 
shows you all the simple ways you can 
use fabric to de� ne the spaces in your 

life with color, pattern and texture.

Discover more than 25 projects inspired 
by his Eclectic Modern style.

A DIVISION OF F+W MEDIA
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Stefanie Berganini Starting a business is a scary prospect for any 
aspiring entrepreneur. How did you start, and what did it take to get to 
where you are now?
Nadia Sparham I won a competition to do a mural in a shop when 
I was still studying and offered to sell them cushions that matched. 
It all went very well and gave me the confidence to set up as soon as 
I left college. I did a graduate design fair and got quite a bit of press 
attention; I got my website up and running as soon as possible, and 
things sort of took care of themselves from there. I think the key re-
ally was the website—word got around without me doing anything. 
Things took a while to build, and I’ve been very lucky to have a sup-
portive partner keeping a roof over my head, but it started to pay off 
in the third year. I think of myself more as an artist than an entrepre-
neur, and the business has  grown as organically as my work has. 

SB Your design style is whimsical and organic, yet very modern. What 
inspires your aesthetic decisions, and how does your artistic process work? 
What are the steps from idea to finished piece?
NS Almost all of my work starts with a pen and paper sketch of 
something I like. This could be anything from nature to mechanics. 
In order to develop the sketch into a design, I have to stop thinking 
and let it happen almost automatically. Then I re-create the image/
design using different media; for example, I’ll collage it using fabrics, 
appliqué, and embroidery, or stick it on a wall using paint, sequins, 
and beads. I buy fabrics that I like and can afford from end-of-roll 
outlets, charity shops, and jumble sales and keep them in stock rather 
than buying fabrics especially for designs. Then when it comes to 
putting a piece together, I just root around in my boxes—which in-
clude scraps of fabrics taken from clothes, etc.—and see what works 
nicely together in terms of color and texture. 

For a while after I graduated, I was without a print studio, and it 
was then that I really started to embrace appliqué and embroidery 
because I had to find new ways of creating lines and blocks of color. 
I’m a big fan of free-machine embroidery. I love the way you can draw 
with the needle, and because it’s harder than a pen to control, it gives 
the picture a naïve quality that is suited to my style. Appliqué is good 
for mixing up textures and patterns and is a great way to use fabrics 
that you only have a very small amount of. The best of all is to mix all 
three together—printing, embroidery, and appliqué—and throw in a 
few buttons and sequins for good measure.

SB Your homewares collection includes cushions, wall hangings, and 
upholstery fabric. Does your design process differ depending on whether 
something is intended for hanging on a wall versus covering a chair?
NS More often than not a change in scale is enough to make a 
design work across different substrate. Sometimes function must 

London-based Nadia Sparham 
creates fun, quirky textile 
designs for the home.  

INTERVIEW Stefanie Berganini
PHOTOS David Levine

Q&A Nadia 
Sparham
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come first, and then I’ll have to adapt a design. I really don’t think in 
terms of cushions versus wall hangings when I’m designing fabrics. 
I just play around, and then I cut it into a square, for example, and 
make it into a cushion. It could just as easily become something else. 

SB When you’re having artist’s block or feeling frustrated, what do you do to 
jump-start your creativity? 
NS Take a break and do something different, preferably construc-
tive, but usually not. I just end up in tears of rage if I keep trying. 
Creativity can’t be forced. One of the great things about working 
for yourself is that you can allow for this. I collect buttons and 
sequins and beads and have stacks and stacks of them to look 
through whenever I need them. In many cases, my inspiration is 
the materials I’m working with as much as preliminary sketches, 
etc. I could sit for hours looking at old buttons and ribbons and 
scraps of fabric. My mum asks around at her church and all these 
old ladies give her jars and jars of old buttons and bits and bobs for 
me. Once I inherited a big old sewing box with all these wonderful 
vintage threads and whatnot—that was one of the best days ever!

SB  “Modern” society is characterized by 24/7 convenience and slick gadgets. 
What do you think makes people turn away from the mass-produced in favor 
of handmade objects?

Clockwise from top 
left: Maze Tree pillow in 
pink brown, Bolt Holes 
Button pillow, Bollards 

upholstery, Tweed Birdie 
pillow. Opposite page: 
Bollards Tweed pillow.

NS Sadly, I think very few people do this. I suppose those who do 
want something that is unusual that came straight out of the artist’s 
hands. It is a way of owning art that can be functional and doesn’t 
have to break the bank.

SB Your website says that you strive to make sure your products “are contrib-
uting to the preservation of handcrafts and not to the escalation of unethical 
and bland mass-production.” How does that mission influence your business? 
Has it created particular strengths or hardships?
NS The hardship is that I’m clearly never going to get rich doing this! 
It is a labor of love. The hours spent on my work just about get paid 
for, but I don’t get anything for the days spent sitting behind a stall at a 
craft market or doing my administration. I think you only start to make 
the big money once you expand, and I’m just too precious about my 
work to delegate. It makes me happy to know that people who own my 
products have something that was made by me with love rather than by 
someone in a factory. 

SB  If you could only use one color of fabric for the rest of your life, what 
color would it be and why?
NS Brown. It’s so organic and comforting.

For more information about Nadia Sparham’s 
work, visit nadiasparham.co.uk.

Clockwise from top Clockwise from top 
left: Maze Tree pillow in left: Maze Tree pillow in 

come first, and then I’ll have to adapt a design. I really don’t think in 

left: Maze Tree pillow in 
pink brown, Bolt Holes 
Button pillow, Bollards 

upholstery, Tweed Birdie 
pillow. Opposite page: 
Bollards Tweed pillow.

Clockwise from top 
left: Maze Tree pillow in 
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Lost City Products’ hand-embroidered silk 
Aquila pillow (top) is based on a 14th-
century Sicilian design. Art Nouveau style 
inspired the company’s embroidered silk 
Vienna (center) and Camille (bottom) 
fabrics. 

If you think that 
nothing could be 
more traditional, 
more predictable, 
or less provocative 
than embroidery, 
take another look. 
Text ELAINE LIPSON

IN THE HANDS of today’s designers and 
artists, embroidery is a medium with limit-
less possibilities and an inventive detail for 
fabric, home decor, and even chic clothing. 
As creative needle-wielders rediscover the 
pleasures of stitching and the infi nite varia-
tions that can be made with no more than 
a hoop, a needle, and colorful threads, this 
ancient art is becoming a totally modern 
form of expression.

And ancient it is—it seems that all great 
cultures developed a love of fi ne decorative 
stitching early on. In Egypt, China, Persia, 
and India, ancient civilizations created 
extravagant and beautiful embroider-
ies with silk, fi ne linen, and even metal 
threads. In Europe, the Bayeux Tapestry, 
made in the eleventh century, is probably 
the best-known embroidery in the world. 
In England and later in America, children 
once stitched embroidery samplers at a 
very young age, using a needle and thread 
as easily as we’d use a pencil or computer 
mouse today. 

The very same basic stitches provide 
the means for contemporary interpreta-
tions that reference science, technology, 
and narratives of twenty-fi rst-century life. 
Some put a twist on tradition with bold 
graphic designs; others are inspired by the 
great textile heritage of a multicultural 
world. While sewing machines today can 
be programmed to embroider almost any 
design imaginable, modern stitchers are 
also returning to the unmistakable beauty 
and tactile experience of hand embroidery, 
and even blending the two.  

STITCH MEETS SCIENCE
Leah Evans, based in Madison, Wisconsin, 
is one such artist, combining hand embroi-
dery and machine stitching with hand dye-
ing, reverse appliqué, and other techniques 
in her exquisite small fabric wall pieces. 
Though the designs appear to be abstract, 
many use the visual structure of mapmak-
ing, or are inspired by the shapes of geology 
and biology. “I like to do pieces that refer-

the art of 
embroideryneedled 
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ence new technology, like satellite photog-
raphy and Geographic Information System 
(GIS) stu� ,” Evans says, “but I like rendering 
it in a slow form, a low-technological form 
of hand stitching.” 

Although Evans uses the most traditional 
of materials—pearl cotton and embroidery 
fl oss—and learned her stitches from the 
venerable McCall’s Needlework Treasury and 
other “old-fashioned” books, her work blends 
a modern scientist’s worldview with these 
low-tech tools. Her water-inspired pieces, she 
says, “use a very subtractive process of cut-
ting away that’s like erosion, and how shores 
are cut by water.” The map series “is a way 
to remind [people] that mapmaking used to 
be very labor-intensive handwork, and I love 
that about it.”

THE ART OF THE STORY
For New York City artist Caroline Hwang, em-
broidery is a way of storytelling. In her narra-
tive pieces, she evokes contemporary urban 
sensibilities, embroidering graphic lines, 
colors, and words, and combining stitching 
with patchwork, appliqué, and drawing. An 
art student who taught herself embroidery 
and began with kits from cra�  stores, Hwang 
creates series of embroideries to complete 
her stories, though always, she says, allowing 
viewers to “create a story themselves from 
what they see in my art.” 

For Hwang, as for many stitchers, the 
relative slowness of embroidery is satisfy-
ing and rich. “I like the process of making 
something,” she says. “Embroidering is 
therapeutic. But then you have this thing 
you’ve worked on for so long, and it feels like 
an accomplishment. It’s like a comfort; it 
draws you in.”

Clockwise, from top left: 
Three map-inspired stitched 

works by Leah Evans.  
From lower right: Caroline 

Hwang’s Stop Instantly: What 
Might Have Been Lost, Love 

Vigilantes, and Altering Course 
to Port: Rebuilding Roads.
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BRINGING IT ALL BACK HOME
Although it might seem impossible to 
preserve the traditions of hand embroidery 
on a commercial scale, the artisan fabrics 
and home decor pieces made by Lost City 
Products do just that. Owner and designer 
Afshan Durrani, based in New York, works 
with artisans in her native India to create 
hand-embroidered pillows, scarves, and 
fabrics that pay homage to centuries of 
embroidery and textile design, yet have 
a global, modern impact. Inspired by the 
intricacy and complexity of traditional 
Indian embroidery, as well as by “poetry, 
literature, rock and roll, obscure and lost 
subject matters—by life,” Durrani believes 
that the appeal of Lost City’s designs lies 
in our need for “things that have a story 
behind them, that have a unique quality 
because they are not mass-produced.”

Lost City works to provide sustain-
able and fair wages to the embroiderers it 
employs; such stunning handwork doesn’t 
come cheap, but Durrani sees immeasurable 
value in the preservation of the embroi-
derer’s cra� . “It [embroidery] is part of our 
cultural heritage, and the livelihood of 
many skilled artisans, which is threatened 
by mass industrialization and a shi�  toward 
machine embroidery.” Noting that embroi-
dery is becoming the medium of choice for 

resources
+ Leah Evans

leahevanstextiles.com

+ Caroline Hwang
carolinehwang.net

+ Lost City Products
lostcityproducts.com

+ Hand Embroidery Network
handembroiderynetwork.com 
includes Needle, an online 
embroidery magazine.

+  Sharon B’s Dictionary of 
Stitches for Hand Embroidery
inaminuteago.com/stitch
index.html  
Blogger and stitcher Sharon Boggon 
has created this useful online visual 
dictionary of embroidery stitches. 

+  Flickr.com Stitched by Hand, 
Embroidery & Other Groups
fl ickr.com
Photo-sharing site Flickr.com is a great 
place to see what other stitchers are 
doing; search among the thousands of 
Flickr groups for embroidery-related 
matches. 

many contemporary artists, she also calls it 
a “very cathartic creative process.” 

GO STITCH SOMETHING
Getting started with that creative process is 
easy; you need only a hoop, an embroidery 
needle, and a few colors of six-strand embroi-
dery fl oss from your local fabric or cra�  store. 
Online stitch libraries are plentiful and easy to 
follow. Premade designs are available, ranging 
from the charming and cozy—cherries and 

fl owers for your kitchen towels or apron—to 
the irreverent and hip. From there, only your 
imagination limits what embroidery can do. 
Be inspired by the work of the artists here, look 
online for historical and modern ideas, fi nd 
copyright-free images, and draw, sketch, and 
stitch your own designs. Add embroidery to 
pillowcases, garments you’ve sewn, acces-
sories, and gi� s. Embroidery’s past is long 
and rich, but in the hands of contemporary, 
creative stitchers, its future is equally bright. 

Hair (left) and Low 
(right) pillows by 

Lost City Products 
were inspired by 

images of forensic 
evidence at crime 

scenes; each is em-
broidered with silk 
threads on canvas.
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the irreverent and hip. From there, only your 
imagination limits what embroidery can do. 
Be inspired by the work of the artists here, look 
online for historical and modern ideas, fi nd 
copyright-free images, and draw, sketch, and 
stitch your own designs. Add embroidery to 
pillowcases, garments you’ve sewn, acces-
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BOOK EXCERPT
Quilt artist Malka Dubrawsky presents a dazzling 
collection of contemporary quilts, must-have acces-
sories, and patchwork projects for the home, all made 
with inspired color palettes and modern fl air. In this 
preview of her book due out in December, learn how 
to make these clever coin purses that celebrate the 
joy of improvisational piecing.

by Malka Dubrawsky

Fearless Color, Design & Inspiration

fresh quilting
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Quilt artist Malka Dubrawsky presents a dazzling 
collection of contemporary quilts, must-have acces-
sories, and patchwork projects for the home, all made 
with inspired color palettes and modern fl air. In this 
preview of her book due out in December, learn how 
to make these clever coin purses that celebrate the 
joy of improvisational piecing.

scrap-busting 
coin purse
When is a scrap too small to keep? 
If you consider the size of the scraps 
that make up this small but incred-
ibly useful coin purse, the answer is 
almost never. It’s a quick and easy 
project, and a wonderful way to pre-
serve a few precious fragments of a 
much-loved fabric. These are such fun 
to piece that I sewed up two sample 
versions, one that’s improvisationally 
pieced in a variety of bright colors 
and a second that features a more 
limited palette of fabrics.

FABRIC (for one coin purse)

8 to 12 strips scrap fabric, each 
at least 1" × 6" (2.5 cm × 15 cm) 

Note The width can vary along a 
single strip for Version A, with 1" 
(2.5 cm) as the minimum width. 
For Version B, the minimum strip 
width is 1½" (3.8 cm). See the 
instructions for details.

Two 8" × 8" (20.5 cm × 20.5 cm) 
pieces of cotton muslin 

Two 5¾" × 5" (14.5 cm × 12.5 cm) 
pieces of coordinating lining 
fabric

1½" × 3" (3.8 cm × 7.5 cm) piece of 
scrap fabric for loop (optional)

OTHER SUPPLIES
Tracing paper

Coordinating threads for 
machine sewing and quilting 

7" (18 cm) polyester zipper

Rotary cutter and 
self-healing mat

Quilter’s clear acrylic ruler

Several safety pins 

Fabric marking pen

Zipper foot for 
sewing machine

Point turner or 
similar blunt object 

FINISHED SIZE
5¼" × 4½" (13.5 cm × 11.5 cm).

NOTES
— All seam allowances 
are ¼" (6 mm). 

— Press seams to one side, 
alternating sides where seams 
meet. 

— Version A features a brown print 
fabric alternated with various col-
ored strips. Version B is made from 
yellow and green prints alternated 
with gray solid fabric.

23
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make patchwork
1. From tracing paper, measure and cut a 
rectangle that is 5¾" × 5" (14.5 × 12.5 cm) 
for the purse pattern.

Version A
a. Pin two strips, right sides together, and 
sew one long edge. 

b. Pin a third strip to the sewn pair, right 
sides together, and sew one long edge.

c. Continue pinning, sewing, and pressing 
strips, alternating brown strips with 
colored strips, until the sewn piece 
measures about 6" × 8" (15 × 20 cm). The 
seams between strips do not need to be 
parallel; using strips with varying widths 
makes the patchwork more interesting.

d. Using a rotary cutter and ruler, cut the 
block of sewn strips roughly perpendicular 
to the seams to create two unequal 
sections (FIGURE 1). 

e. Repeat Steps a–d to make a second pair 
of sewn strips. 

1

2

3

cut

: includes all 3 illos below.

f. Pin a primarily brown strip to one section 
from Step e, right sides together, with the 
new strip perpendicular to sewn strips. Sew 
and press the seam (FIGURE 2).

g. Pin another section of sewn strips to 
the remaining long, raw edge of the new 
strip from Step f, right sides together, 
and sew. For greatest variety, choose the 
second pieced section from the other pair 
constructed in Step e; slip it up or down 
in relation to the first pieced section (the 
top and bottom don’t need to be even); 

1

2

3

cut

: includes all 3 illos below.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
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1

2

3

cut

: includes all 3 illos below.

or trim the uneven edge of the pieced 
section and rotate it 180 degrees before 
attaching it to the other side of the new 
strip (FIGURE 3). Make sure the final 
arrangement yields a pieced area large 
enough to cut one pattern piece.

h. Pin the paper pattern to the patchwork 
block, right side up. Trim the sewn piece 
to the pattern size.

i. Repeat Steps f–h to make the second 
coin purse side.

Version B 
a. For this version, cut the strips either 
1½" (3.8 cm) or 2" (5 cm) wide and 6" (15 
cm) long. Cut several of each width from 
the gray solid (A) and from the green and 
yellow scraps (B). 

b. Join strips side by side, alternating 1½" 
(3.8 cm) A strips and 2" (5 cm) B strips 
to create patchwork fabric at least 7" × 6" 
(18 × 15 cm). Join alternating 2" (5 cm) A 
strips and 1½" (3.8 cm) B strips to make a 

FIGURE 3

interweavestitch.com *
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second patchwork block at least 
7" × 6" (18 × 15 cm).

c. Use a rotary cutter to cut one of the 
patchwork blocks into two unequal 
sections, cutting perpendicular to the 
seams between strips (refer to FIGURE 
1). Sew one of the sections to each side of 
the second patchwork block, matching the 
seamlines (FIGURE 4).

d. Using the pattern piece, cut two 
coin purse sides from the pieced fabric. 
Position the pattern so a vertical seam 
between pieced blocks is slightly off center 
on each piece.

sew coin purse
2. Layer one muslin square, wrong side up, 
and one coin purse side, right side up, on 
a flat surface. Pin the layers together with 
safety pins to prepare for quilting.

3. Machine quilt the layers as desired (see 
photo above right), removing safety pins 
as you work (Version A is quilted with 
freehand zigzagging lines; Version B is 
quilted with freehand parallel lines, placed 
at unequal intervals). Trim the muslin to 
match the coin purse fabric. 

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 to make the 
second coin purse side. 

5. By hand or machine, make several 
stitches very close together, across the 
closed zipper teeth, 5¾" (14.5 cm) from 
the top end of the zipper tape. To work by 
machine, set the machine for its widest 
zigzag stitch and a length of 0.1 mm. 
Turn the hand wheel through one full 
rotation to ensure the needle will clear 
the zipper teeth before sewing. These 
stitches will act as a new zipper stop. 
With scissors, trim the excess zipper just 
beyond the stitched zipper stop. 

4

5

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5
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5

6. Press ¼" (6 mm) to the wrong side along 
one long edge of each piece of lining fabric. 

7. With a fabric marking pen, mark a dot 
along the folded edge of each lining piece, 
½" (1.3 cm) from each side edge (refer to 
FIGURE 5).* With right side up, pin the 
folded edge of one lining piece to the wrong 
side of the zipper tape, with the fold ⅛" (3 
mm) from the zipper teeth (FIGURE 5). 

8. With a zipper foot, edgestitch the lining 
to the zipper tape between the two dots.

9. Repeat Steps 7 from * and 8 to attach 
the second side of the lining to the other 
zipper tape.

10. Press ¼" (6 mm) to the wrong side along 
one long edge of one purse piece. Mark a 
dot ½" (1.3 cm) from each end on the purse 
fabric right side, along the folded edge. 

11. With right sides facing up, pin the 
prepared purse fabric to the zipper tape, 
⅛" (3 mm) from the zipper teeth.

12. Starting at the marked dot and using a 
zipper foot, edgestitch the purse fabric to 
the zipper tape between the two dots. 

13.  Repeat Steps 10–12 with the second 
purse fabric piece. 

14.  Important: Partially open the zipper 
before continuing. Pin the lining pieces 
right sides together, being sure not to 
catch the purse fabric in the seam.

15. Sew the lining fabric pieces together 
along the sides and bottom, leaving a 4" 
(10 cm) gap along the bottom edge.

16.  For optional loop: Fold the 1½" × 3" 
(3.8 × 7.5 cm) scrap in half lengthwise, 
wrong sides together, and press. Open 
the fold, and press the two long edges 
to meet at the center fold. Press again. 
Refold the strip along the original crease 
and press once more, enclosing the raw 
edges. Topstitch ⅛" (3 mm) from both long 
edges. Fold the strip in half to form a loop, 
matching the raw edges. Pin the loop to 
one side of the purse, 1" (2.5 cm) below 
the zipper, with the fold toward the purse 
center and raw edges matched. Stitch ⅛" 
(3 mm) from the raw edges. 

17.  Pin the purse pieces right sides 
together. Sew the purse sides and bottom, 
catching the loop in the seam. Trim the 
lower corners of the purse and lining to 
reduce bulk. Turn the purse right side out 
through the gap in the lining. 

18.  Ease the purse corners into place with 
a point turner, pencil eraser, or other blunt 
object, and press the purse flat. Press the 
seam allowance along the gap in the lining 
seam to the wrong side and machine 
stitch the gap closed. Tuck the lining into 
the purse.

fresh quilting

Paperback, 81⁄2" × 101⁄4", 160 
pages, $26.95, 978-1-59668-235-1 
available December 2010

by Malka Dubrawsky

Fearless Color, Design & Inspiration
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Left: Designer-label 
vintage clothing 
hangs proud in a 
10,000-square-foot 
storefront. Photo cour-
tesy of C. Madeleine’s. 
Upper & Lower Right: 
Bright vintage but-
tons add style, while a 
vintage Singer portable 
sewing machine remains 
a great working tool!
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EVERYTHING OLD BECOMES NEW AGAIN, and that’s 
why vintage and vintage-inspired fashion is one of the 
hottest trends today for expressing personal style. There 
are so many ways to make the vintage trend your own. Get 
inspired by true vintage clothing and home accessories 
that need only simple alterations to be as good as new or 
sew with vintage patterns from various eras to re-create 
a classic from fashion history. Or get creative and infuse 
vintage style into new garments using fabric 
from deconstructed vintage clothing, actual 
vintage yardage, or reproduction fabrics, 
combined with vintage buttons and trims. 

ClaSSiC viNtage
One of the many appeals of classic vintage 
clothing is the detailed construction of the cloth-
ing itself. Fitting elements that shape each garment to a 
woman’s body, such as darts, welts, gussets, lining and un-
derlining, and set-in sleeves, are hallmarks of vintage style. 
And tailoring fi nesse, whether a hand-applied zipper or a 

Whether you want a piece 
straight from the vintage 
closet or a modern remix 

of a classic design, you can 
creatively infuse vintage style 

into your sewing projects.

Text MARLENE BLESSING

Vintage
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bound buttonhole, speaks to the care given 
to even everyday wear from past eras.

If you want to work directly from a clas-
sic vintage sewing pattern, you can fi nd a 
variety of websites with a broad selection 
of patterns, from turn-of-the-century sweet 
frocks to more retro looks from the 1940s 
to the 1970s and beyond. Because women’s 
shapes and proportions have changed 
over time—today’s women have broader 
shoulders, are generally taller, have longer 
waists, etc.—you’ll likely have to alter these 
patterns to fi t. Plus, if you’re buying a true 
vintage pattern, what’s available is usually 
only in one size. (See “Vintage Patterns: 
Alteration Basics” opposite.)

You can also fi nd reissues of classic 
vintage patterns from well-known pattern 
companies such as Vogue and Simplicity, as 
well as boutique pattern lines from sources 
such as Indygo Junction and Betsy Ross 
Patterns that boldly reference and reinvent 
styles from the past. 

Nouveau viNtage
Although sewists have always drawn inspira-
tion from vintage looks, today’s afi cionados 
have a freer, more eclectic approach. The 
popular Anthropologie store chain is just one 
example of the movement to combine the 
best fashion of yesterday with today and to-
morrow. Simply take a styling tip from their 
merchandising aesthetic showcasing lace, 
ruffl  es, peplums, and embroidered sweat-
ers—all emblematic of romantic, feminine 
times past—side by side with hip denims, 
mod prints, and body-hugging tees. 

At ModCloth (modcloth.com), a website 
that off ers contemporary vintage-inspired 
clothing from indie designers, founder Susan 
Gregg-Koger perfectly sums up the explosion 
of interest in vintage: “Now that it’s possible 
to get instant access to fashion news, blogs, 
and street style on the Internet, the savvy 
fashionista can draw inspiration not only 
from styles around the world, but styles 

Above: Re-create vintage style with 
patterns from the 1950s through 
the 1970s. Below: Fresh and sassy 
vintage-inspired dresses by indie 
designers. Photos courtesy of 
modcloth.com.

stitch
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bound buttonhole, speaks to the care given 
to even everyday wear from past eras.

If you want to work directly from a clas-
sic vintage sewing pattern, you can find a 
variety of websites with a broad selection 
of patterns, from turn-of-the-century sweet 
frocks to more retro looks from the 1940s 
to the 1970s and beyond. Because women’s 
shapes and proportions have changed 
over time—today’s women have broader 
shoulders, are generally taller, have longer 
waists, etc.—you’ll likely have to alter these 
patterns to fit. Plus, if you’re buying a true 
vintage pattern, what’s available is usually 
only in one size. (See “Vintage Patterns: 
Alteration Basics” opposite.)

You can also find reissues of classic 
vintage patterns from well-known pattern 
companies such as Vogue and Simplicity, as 
well as boutique pattern lines from sources 
such as Indygo Junction and Betsy Ross 
Patterns that boldly reference and reinvent 
styles from the past. 

Nouveau viNtage
Although sewists have always drawn inspira-
tion from vintage looks, today’s aficionados 
have a freer, more eclectic approach. The 
popular Anthropologie store chain is just one 
example of the movement to combine the 
best fashion of yesterday with today and to-
morrow. Simply take a styling tip from their 
merchandising aesthetic showcasing lace, 
ruffles, peplums, and embroidered sweat-
ers—all emblematic of romantic, feminine 
times past—side by side with hip denims, 
mod prints, and body-hugging tees. 

At ModCloth (modcloth.com), a website 
that offers contemporary vintage-inspired 
clothing from indie designers, founder Susan 
Gregg-Koger perfectly sums up the explosion 
of interest in vintage: “Now that it’s possible 
to get instant access to fashion news, blogs, 
and street style on the Internet, the savvy 
fashionista can draw inspiration not only 
from styles around the world, but styles 
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Discovering sources for 

authentic vintage and vintage-

inspired textiles, trims, patterns, 

and inspiration is part of the fun 

of sewing vintage. in addition to 

the websites that follow, there 

are etsy and eBay sources, as 

well as all the usual suspects—

flea markets, garage sales, 

 antique stores, and estate sales.

Fabric 

Full Swing textiles  
fullswingtextiles.com Lovers of  
classic barkcloth, the unique textural 
fabric used for mid-century uphol-
stery and drapery, will be thrilled to 
find newly manufactured gorgeous 
reproductions of this home decor 
classic. 

Reprodepot Fabrics reprodepot.com 
One of the most comprehensive vin-
tage reproduction-fabric websites, 
Reprodepot carries everything from 
sweet 1930s homey prints to mod 
prints and classic Marimekko. 

Revival Fabrics revivalfabrics.com 
Claiming “mint condition” for all 
their offerings, this site specializes 
in true vintage yardage from the 
1920s through the 1970s. 

Ruby Jane’s Retro Fabric  
rubyjane.com Here you’ll find mod-
ern reproductions of vintage fabric, 
including “Hello, Betty” 1930s 
prints from Moda and some of the 
1950s reproductions from Windham 
Fabrics. 

Windham Fabrics baumtextile.com 
There are plenty of reproduction 
vintage designs in this textile line. 
Standouts include the bright, mod 
prints by Jackie Shapiro.

res
ou
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IT TakeS pRaCTICe to perfect your alteration skills. Because vintage yardage is 
usually limited in amount, these basics will ensure that you avoid mistakes: 

 1 
an accurate chart of your key measurements: This includes bust, waist, 
neck to waistline, hip, shoulders (from base of neck to shoulder bone), 
arm length, and neck circumference. 

 2 
Shop by measurements, not the size: Older patterns tend to be smaller 
(a size 10 from 2010 will have larger measurements than a size 10 from 
1960). For best results, try to buy as close to your measurements as pos-

sible so that you don’t have to alter up or down more than a size.

 3 
Basic tools: Measuring tape, a French curve (plastic curve for tracing 
curved areas of the pattern such as armholes or necklines), tracing paper, 
tissue or vellum, a pencil or marker for tracing, pins, scissors, and card-

board cutting surface. 

 4 
Simple alterations: The simplest alterations are hemming changes. 
Reducing the size of darts and using a ½" seam allowance instead 
of the standard 5/8" measure are also easy fixes to enlarge a pattern 

slightly overall—enlarge the darts and/or bump the seam allowance to 1" for the 
opposite sizing issue. plus, many vintage patterns have areas on the pattern that 
show where a bodice, sleeve, or skirt can be lengthened (usually a double line). 
However, it’s more common to need to resize the waist, bust, shoulder, and hip 
areas of patterns, each of which you can do by following the next step.

 5 
Complex alterations: The process is really the same, regardless of 
what body area of the pattern you need to size up or down. 
 

 — If needed, iron the pattern pieces with an iron on a nonsteam setting to 
smooth folds and wrinkles.

 — place the pattern pieces that require adjusting over vellum and trace the 
outer edges. 

 — enlarge the front bodice of a dress by drawing three lines—a vertical line 
from the middle of the armhole to the waist, a vertical line from the middle 
of the shoulder to the waist, and a vertical line from the middle of the neck-
line in front. These lines indicate the areas of the front bodice that should 
expand. Cut the traced pattern along all three lines, spread the pieces on 
a larger piece of vellum, and tape. To calculate the spreading, subtract the 
pattern’s measurements for the shoulder, bust, and waist from your actual 
measurements. Then divide by 2 to account for left and right bodice pieces. 
place the tracing paper over the pieces and carefully pencil the outlines to 
create a strong new pattern piece. Repeat this sizing process as needed for 
each remaining pattern piece.

 6 
Muslin pattern samples: It’s a good idea to create a muslin sampler 
with your altered pattern. Use machine-basting stitches and sew to-
gether only the major pieces of your pattern. This way, you’ll save your 

precious vintage fabric for your prefitted, altered pattern.

vintage patterns
 alteration basics
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across time. Also, young women are trying to 
find more unique (and sustainable) expres-
sions of personal style, opting for vintage, 
handsewn, or independently designed items 
rather than the lookalike garments they find 
in any mall. Plus, shows like Mad Men that re-
ally highlight retro fashion are helping renew 
an excitement about vintage looks.”

the aRt oF Salvage 
Buying vintage fabrics, embellishments, 
and well-conserved clothing in thrift shops, 
at flea markets, online, and at garage sales 
is not only thrifty, but it is also green. Julia 
Grieve, a Toronto-based ecofashion pioneer, 
has created trendy clothing boutiques and a 
line of designs called Preloved based on this 
concept. The stylish tags on each item in her 
boutiques and in the stores that carry her 
clothing express Grieve’s vision: “This gar-
ment is consciously created from reclaimed 
fabrics.” As the largest manufacturer of 
remade vintage clothing in the world,  
Preloved (preloved.ca) purchases vintage 

32
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patterns
Betsy Ross Patterns  
betsyrosspatterns.com Designed  
with vintage style in mind, these indie 
patterns focus on easy-to-sew, easy-
to-wear fashions such as the pencil 
skirt, sundress, and circle skirt.

Folkwear Patterns folkwear.com 
Founded in the 1970s, the vener-
able pattern company’s motto is 
“patterns with timeless style.” 
Their faithful reproduction patterns 
include a retro category that covers 
the 1930s and 1940s.

indygo Junction indygojunction.com 
Vintage-inspired Indygo Junction 
patterns on amy Barickman’s well-
known site range from retro aprons 
to children’s play clothes to wearable 
fashions with vintage details. (See 
sidebar on amy Barickman’s new 
book, Vintage Notions, on page 34.)

Mom’s Patterns momspatterns.com 
Shop by era for vintage patterns on 
this site, starting with the 1940s all 
the way through to recent discontin-
ued patterns from 2000 on.

oliver + S oliverands.com Charm-
ing vintage-inspired patterns for 
children’s clothing, with illustrations 
that look like vintage paper dolls. 
(See page 41 to learn more.)

Rusty Zipper rustyzipper.com  
In addition to an impressive assort-
ment of men’s and women’s vintage 
clothing, this site has a large selec-
tion of vintage sewing patterns.

So vintage Patterns  
sovintagepatterns.com Find original 
patterns for fashions from 1900 
through the 1990s, including a good 
selection of designer patterns. res

ou
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Upper & Lower Right: Exposed zippers 
and stylish re-mixing of vintage fabrics = 
green style. Photos courtesy of preloved.
ca. Upper & Lower Left: 1950s blown-
glass buttons and gorgeous Mokuba 
grosgrain ribbons are a sewist’s find.
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ribbOn, triM 
& nOtiOns

the French general 
frenchgeneral.com This site 
features european fl ea market 
fi nds, from beads to millinery to 
textiles and trims. 

JKM Ribbon & trims 
jkmribbon.com You’ll fi nd loads of 
vintage-inspired ribbons and trims 
on this website, including an “eco” 
grosgrain in cool vintage colors. 

Mokuba New York mokubany.com 
The famed Japanese manufacturer 
of exquisite ribbons and trims 
used widely by the fashion industry 
is loaded with a mere 43,000 
unique ribbons and trims, many of 
which are vintage-inspired. 

the Ribbon Factory 
ribbonfactory.com This place is 
all about great grosgrain ribbons, 
especially colorful stripe combos, 
with names such as “Chocolate 
Bubblegum,” “Lime Glamour,” and 
“Navy pink Surfboard.” 

the Ribbon Jar ribbonjargallery.com 
There is a fabulous collection of 
ribbons on this site, including the 
monthly “Ribbon Jar” selection 
delivered in a vintage Ball jar fi lled 
with 18 yards of theme-grouped 
ribbons and trims. 

tinsel trading Company 
tinseltrading.com This site is a 
treasure trove of both old and new 
vintage decorative elements for 
clothing and the home, including 
beaded and metallic appliqués, 
vintage glass buttons, vintage metal 
fabric, brocade and print ribbons, 
and a huge assortment of passe-
menterie (tassels, braid, cord, 
fringe, etc.). 

res
ou

rce
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clothing, then cuts it open to return each 
piece to its former fabric state. Next, various 
pieces are selected to be cut, combined, and 
sewn into one-of-a-kind new wearables. (For 
a great inside look at how the clothing is 
made, start to fi nish, check out the video at 
preloved.ca/press/videos/fashionfi le.php.)

How diff erent is this from generations 
of women who, over the ages, applied their 
sewing skills to repairing and remaking 
timeworn clothing? Thrift  was the driving 
force in those “Waste not, want not” times. 
Thrift  is important now, too. But modern 
sewists have more freedom than ever to 
mix and match vintage style elements and 
materials. Plus, the return of more feminine 
styles in fashion has also opened the door 
to faithful recreations of designs from the 
1950s, 1960s, and 1970s in particular. 

viNtage FaBRiC & NotioNS
Amy Butler’s popular fabrics turn vintage-
style motifs into trendsetting materials for 
feminine fashions and cozy home decor. Her 
signature birds, fl owers, and scrolly fl our-
ishes are both fresh and familiar, containing 
echoes from the past, such as English chintz 
prints, William Morris prints, American 
Arts-and-Craft s motifs, and more. There are 
also retro prints aplenty with a mod spirit, 
perfect for interpreting the styles of the 1960s 
and 1970s.

For anyone who wants to infuse sewing 
projects with a unique retro edge, authentic 
vintage fabrics are readily available from a 
variety of sources (see Resources on page 31). 
The only caveat is to check the information 
given about the condition of the fabric—is 
it unused yardage in pristine shape, or does 
it have a few wear issues that you’ll need to 
consider before you buy? And is the piece big 
enough for your project?

The hunt for patterns, fabric, and 
trims—whether true vintage or vintage 
reproduction—is part of the adventure 
of sewing with a vintage edge. Whether 
you’re drawn by gauzy full-skirted cocktail 
dresses, ruffl  ed aprons with cherry prints, 
or sassy tent dresses in bright mod fabrics, 
let the rich inspiration of vintage fashion 
infuse your own sewing projects with 
timeless personal style.
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SOME OF TODAY’S hottest trends refl ect the fashions of a hundred 
years ago, resulting in the soaring popularity of all things vintage. At the 
forefront of the movement is entrepreneur Amy Barickman, a leader in 
the sewing, needle arts, and retail craft ing industry and author of Amy 
Barickman’sVintage Notions: An Inspirational Guide to Needlework, Cooking, 
Sewing, Fashion, and Fun (due out September 2010).

Barickman has made her mark on the quilt and clothing pattern craft  
industry as founder and owner of two companies dedicated to the cre-
ative arts, Indygo Junction and The Vintage Workshop. Indygo Junction 

publishes and markets books and patterns 
in the fabric arts. The Vintage Workshop 
combines vintage artwork with computer 
and ink-jet-printable materials for craft  
and printable-fabric projects.

Barickman’s new book is the culmina-
tion of a twenty-year personal journey, 
when she began collecting vintage 
treasures she found at antique stores and 
fl ea markets. “I have a real love for pat-
terns, vintage fabrics and notions, sewing 
ephemera, and vintage books and maga-
zines, and I reached a pivotal point in my 
collecting when I came upon the work of 
Mary Brooks Picken,” says Barickman. 

In 1916, Picken, a pioneer in sew-
ing and fashion, founded the Women’s 
Institute of Domestic Arts and Sciences in 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, the largest school 
in history devoted solely to teaching 
women how to combine the domestic arts 
with entrepreneurism. Later appointed 

as the fi rst woman trustee of the Fashion Institute of Technology in New 
York, Picken wrote beautifully illustrated newsletters that provided what 
Barickman recognized as a “blueprint for living a simple, fulfi lling life.” 
Barickman adds, “The book is fi lled with creative ideas, practical advice, 
vintage fabrics, samples of authentic handiwork, sewing patterns, and 
illustrations of fashion and dress that celebrate the rich heritage of women 
who create.”

Vintage Notions is meant to honor the spirit of Picken by sharing the 
joys of sewing as a much-needed creative outlet in today’s technology-
driven world. And while the book nourishes the creative spirit, it also 
brings to life many inspiring stories from the past. Barickman hopes these 
stories will “spark conversations and transfer family history among today’s 
mothers, daughters and granddaughters through the common thread of 
sewing and the domestic arts.”  

modern inspiration 
for the creative woman

vintage notions
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inspiratiOn
C. Madeleine’s vintage Clothes 
cmadeleines.com This is an upper-
crust vintage site, with lots of 
designer-label clothing from Dior, 
pucci, Yves Saint Laurent, Versace, 
and many more. enjoy a lush visual 
history lesson in women’s fashions 
from the past several decades. 

Dainty June daintyjune.com This 
contemporary, retro-style cloth-
ing is made by an indie designer 
threesome who create nouveau 
vintage in the form of skirts with 
suspenders, smocking detail, and 
appliqué trims on playful jackets.

Dig for victory Clothing 
digforvictoryclothing.com This 
sustainable fashion indie enterprise 
creates one-of-a-kind pieces from 
vintage fabrics. Designs are theatri-
cal and bold, made for “women and 
girls who still love to play dress-up.”

ModCloth modcloth.com Here you’ll 
fi nd vintage-inspired fashion from a 
variety of indie designers, with mix-
and-match references to a variety of 
decades. a separate portion of the 
site is devoted to selling true vintage 
clothing and accessories.

Preloved preloved.ca In the remixed 
retro fashions on this site, get lots of 
ideas for ways to combine different 
fabrics into a unifi ed style.

vintageous vintageous.com Special-
ties on this online vintage clothing 
store are formal wear and wedding 
dresses, with an emphasis on the 
1950s through the 1970s.

vintage vixen vintagevixen.com 
Selling only real vintage, this site 
spans a half-century with clothing 
from the 1930s through the 1980s. 
One of the special highlights of 
this site is all the terrifi c infor-
mation on sizing, clothing care, 
origins, and more.
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BONUS Magic Apron pattern from 
, see page 36»

Welcome Spring 2010 with Laura Berringer’s 

fun and artful mix of vintage motifs and 

contemporary coordinates.  Her butter� ies, 

paisleys, � owers and dots mix and match to 

create home decor, fashion and accessories!

View entire collection at
www.MarcusFabrics.com

by Laura Berringer
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Fabric
For the average figure, 1¼ yd  
(114.5 cm) of 45-inch (115 cm) 
wide fabric 

Other SupplieS
—Matching sewing thread
— 5 yd (4.5 m) of ¼" (6 mm) wide 

double-fold bias tape
—French curve 
—Fabric chalk pencil

FiniShed Size
One size fits most.

nOte
Terms and techniques marked  
with an * are further explained in  
the sidebars on pages 38-39.
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Regularly featured in classic Woman’s Institute newsletters, Magic Pat-
terns are patterns you draw and cut yourself, or cut directly from the fab-
ric using the measurements and diagrams that are provided as a guide.

An attractive print, bias tape in a harmonizing color, and less than 
an hour’s time will produce a practical and becoming apron if the 
simple directions on this page are followed. As the illustration shows, 
this apron fi ts well because of its bias cut. It also has smart lines, and 
its short, slightly full back is very fashionable. The neckline permits 
slipping this over the head readily. 

cuttinG the aprOn
Refer to the diagram at right for assistance with the following steps.

Straighten* the cut edges of your material and make a perfect 36" 
(91.5 cm) square, then fold on the diagonal, right sides together, and 
place it on your cutting table, all edges even, having the two open 
edges next to you and the diagonal fold to your right. 

Consider the corner at the lower right a. From this point, measure 
along the fold a distance of 41⁄2" (11.5 cm) and place point b. Measure 
along the open edges 21⁄2" (6.5 cm) and place point c. Join b and c with a 
straight line. 

From b, measure along the fold 9" (23 cm) and place point d. At 
right angles to the fold, from d, measure 21⁄2" (6.5 cm) and place point e, 
joining the two (d & e) with a straight line.

From e, toward a and parallel to line ad, indicate a straight line 
for a distance of 6" inches (15 cm) and mark its termination f. From f, 
indicate a curve to b, as shown, using a French curve. 

From f, at right angles to line ef, measure 31⁄4" (8.5 cm) and place point 
g. Join g and c with a curved line, equidistant from fb at all points. 

From g, indicate a line to the le� , parallel to the open edges of the 
material, as shown, and mark its end h. From h, measure to the right 
about 61⁄2 – 8" (16.5–20.5 cm), depending on the depth you wish to have 
at the back, and mark point i.

Measure the distance between i and g and, midway between them, 
mark point j. Indicate a dotted guideline from j at right angles to line 
ig, making it 4" (10 cm) long, and mark its end k. 

At right angles to line hg, at point i, measure 2" (5 cm) and mark 
point l. Draw a straight line from i to l, curve it from l to k and then 
from k to g, as shown.

Mark the corner opposite a, point m. From this point, measure 
along the fold a distance of 8" (20.5 cm) and place point n. Along the 
open edges from m, measure 12" (30.5 cm) and place point o. Join 
points n and o with a curved line, as shown. 

Magic Pattern
The Slip-Over Apron
 Fashion Service, 1929
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The diagram, shown 
here illustrates the 
method of cutting the 
Magic Slip-Over Apron 
without a pattern.

BOOK EXCERPT

Amy Barickman's Vintage 
Notions: An Inspirational Guide 
to Needleworking Cooking 
Sewing Fashion & Fun

21⁄2" 
(6.5 cm)

c a

Key
a to b = 4½” (10 cm)
a to c = 2½” (6.5 cm)
b to d = 9” (23 cm)
d to e = 2½” (6.5 cm)
e to f = 6” (15 cm)
f to g =3¼” (8.5 cm) 
h to i = 6½–8” (16.5–20.5 cm)
j = halfway between g and i
j to k = 4” (10 cm)
i to l = 2” (5 cm)
m to n = 8” (20.5 cm)
m to o =12” (30.5 cm)
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back in the skirt section of the apron, making them 31⁄2" 
(9 cm) long. These will narrow the back and provide fullness, 
as shown in the small back view.

Stitch and turn the ties* and pin in place, locating them just 
beyond the folds, as shown in the back close-up diagram. Slip 
the apron on. If it appears to bulge at the armhole edge, fold in 
darts on each side, about 1⁄4"  (6 mm) deep and 21⁄2"  (6.5 cm) long, 
tapering to nothing at the points. Remove the apron and stitch 
the darts. Then, baste the binding around all unfi nished edges, 
and stitch accurately. 

Slip the tie raw edges into the folds in the back and stitch 
securely in place (shown below) . If you wish to have a pocket, 
one may be cut from the section b, e, d remaining a� er cutting 
out the neck opening.

AMY BARICKMAN, founder and owner of Indygo 
 Junction (indygojunctioninc.com) and The Vintage Workshop 
( thevintageworkshop.com), is a leader in the sewing and clothing 
pattern design industries.  Her recent endeavors include authoring 
Hankie Style, published last year, as well as Amy Barickman’s 
Vintage  Notions: An Inspirational Guide to Needlework, 
Cooking, Sewing, Fashion and Fun, to be published in September 
2010 available at amybarickman.com.

3⁄8" (1 cm) fold

French Seam
Position the fabric layers with wrong sides together and 
raw edges matched. Stitch ¼" (6 mm) from the edges. 
Trim the seam allowance close to the stitches. Fold the 
fabric along the new seam, right sides together, enclos-
ing the raw edges. Stitch a second seam ¼" (6 mm) 
from the fold, completely enclosing the raw edges. 

Stitch and Turn the Ties
Fold each tie in half, lengthwise, right sides together. 
Beginning at the folded edge, sew one short edge and 
the long open edge with a ¼" (6 mm) seam. Clip the 
corners to reduce bulk and turn the ties right side out 
through the open end. Press.

To cut the apron, start at h and cut to i, then to l, through k to 
g, from g to c on the curved line, from c to b and to e through f, 
and then to d. Use the straight sections between line hg and the 
open edges for the ties. Cut the curved line from n to o to form the 
curved edge on the front of the apron.

MAKING THE APRON
Join the center-back line above the neck opening (line bc) with a 
French seam and baste the binding around the neckline. 

Next, pin in two 3⁄8" (1 cm) deep folds on each side of the center 
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helpful hints
To Straighten Fabric

Take a look at the fabric and its grain, 
noticing whether the grain slopes in 
one direction or toward the middle 
along one cut edge. Find a point along 
the selvedge that is at least ½" (1.3 cm) 
below the lowest part of the cut edge 
and clip through the selvedge. Grasp 
the fabric on both sides of the clip 
and tear. The fabric will tear along the 
grainline, leaving a perfectly straight 
edge. Use the same technique to 
straighten the other crosswise edge, 
measuring from the first straight edge, 
to ensure a perfectly straight and 
square piece of fabric for the apron.

If the first tear reveals a lot of  
fringing, measure and tear a 36½"  
(93 cm) square, then press. Finally, 
trim ¼" (6 mm) from each edge to 
bring the square to the correct size.

Another way to straighten fabric, 
and the preferred method for more 
delicate weaves, is to pull a thread 
across the fabric and use the gap as a 
cutting guide. Begin as for tearing, but 
after clipping through the selvedge, 
pick up one thread at the clip and pull 
it from the fabric. If the thread breaks, 
use a pin point to pick it up again and 
continue across the fabric. Cut the fab-
ric with scissors along the gap left by 
the removed thread. There’s no fring-
ing with the pulled thread technique, 
so measure exactly 36" (91.5 cm) to 
create the apron square.

Definitions

*   PArAllel: Two lines side by side that 
are always the same distance apart.

*  AT A rIGhT AnGle: 90 degrees 
apart; use a T-square or good-quality 
rotary cutting ruler with a grid to draw 
lines at right angles.

*  IndICATe A lIne Or CUrve:  
Draw a line or curve.

*  FrenCh CUrve: A drawing tool with 
a variety of curved edges. Use several 
parts of the tool in combination to 
draw smooth curves of any shape.

Announcing
www.amybarickman.com

a new website from the founder of 
Indygo Junction and The Vintage Workshop

www.indygojunction.com | 913.341.5559

newfrom
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giving is RECEIVING

20 creative gift designs

$24.95, 136 pages
ISBN: 978-1596681781
Available July 2010

mags kandis  has collected some 

of  her favorite handmade gifts for you to 

share with your family and loved ones. 

From wearable  accessories, such as knitted 

hats and socks, to home décor, like crocheted 

pillows and sewn fabric bags, Gifted offers 

20 creative designs all with extra embellish-

ments of embroidery,  appliqué, buttons, 

beading, and more. Make something special 

to give to your someone special! 

Find Gifted as well as  a great selection 

of other Interweave products at your local 

yarn shop or independent craft retailer.
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Meet “mompreneur”  
Oliver + S children's wear 
designer Liesl Gibson
Profile  anne merrow 

   sewing   playground
Stepping into the Brooklyn offices of 
oliver + S on a cold winter day feels like find-
ing refuge from the harsh wind. tidy bins 
of patterns line one wall, a huge white table 
in the center is empty except for a pot of tea, 
and the view over industrial Brooklyn from 
the massive windows is breathtaking. Liesl 
gibson, the company’s founder and chief 
designer, works on sewing pattern directions 
and technical illustrations in the late morn-
ing sunlight.

But the serene morning is only a pause 
in the hectic pace of this dynamic young 
business. Since the fall of 2007, when oliver 
+ S debuted four patterns for children’s cloth-
ing, the company has grown to offer fifteen 

designs in sizes ranging from newborn to size 
8. Several hundred stores around the world 
carry oliver + S patterns, and the company 
now has three employees and a team of 
freelancers. 

Beginning with BaBy
the idea for oliver + S first arose when 
gibson was looking for stylish children’s 
patterns. After the birth of her daughter, she 
was eager to make a few cute outfits. (to 
protect her privacy, Liesl’s daughter—the 
“S” of oliver + S—is mentioned only by her 
first initial.) gibson found the available pat-
terns unattractive or poorly written, so she 
decided to create some outfits with a fresh 

Liesl Gibson, above left, 
is the founder and chief 

designer of Oliver + S. 
Above right: The “S” of 

the company’s name 
models the Jump Rope 

Dress in action.
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and contemporary feel. the garments drew 
admiration from other moms she knew and 
sometimes passersby on the street, who 
often wanted to buy something similar. “A 
friend said, ‘You should really be publish-
ing these patterns,’ and i said, ‘Why would 
i want to do that?’” she recalls with a laugh. 
“the more i thought about it, the more 
i realized that there was this hole [in the 
market].”

the desire for well-designed sewing pat-
terns for kids coincided with her need for a 
new professional path. Before S’s birth, Liesl 
was a men’s sportswear and textile designer 
for tommy Hilfiger and Ralph Lauren. But 
with a newborn and a husband whose work 
as a consultant involved frequent travel, she 
couldn’t return to her satisfying but grueling 
career. Still, she wanted to maintain a profes-
sional design outlet, so she and her husband 
began to explore launching a new business. 

Although they imagined it as a part-time 
venture that she could work on while her 
daughter was napping or in school, Liesl and 
husband todd approached it with a com-
plete business plan and thorough testing. 
“todd is very analytical, very bottom line, 
and he insisted on doing things in a struc-
tured manner,” she says. Liesl has a back-
ground in business herself, having worked 
in research for a Wall Street brokerage firm 
before going to school for fashion design.

Making the leap to launching the busi-
ness was scary, but with its quick growth, 
the focus has shifted from getting the com-
pany off the ground to finding new ways 
to meet demand. in addition, todd joined 
the company last year. “He’s working on 
growing our business, making things more 
efficient,” Liesl explains. “We’re always on a 
deadline, on a schedule, and there’s always 
more to do than the day is long.”

Contemporary Style,  
Vintage appeal
Many customers first notice oliver + S as “the 
children’s clothing pattern company that does 
those paper dolls.” A white wrapper around 
each pattern envelope bears an illustration 
of the finished outfit along with an old-
fashioned boy or girl paper doll. “our graphic 
designer, Brooke Reynolds, thought it would 
be a fun, interactive way to highlight the 
designs, and we also liked the combination of 
retro and contemporary,” gibson explains. 

each season, illustrator Dan Andreasen 
turns technical illustrations, fabric samples, 
and photographs into dolls for the new pat-
terns. the paper dolls are instantly recogniz-
able, a symbol of the oliver + S style: contem-
porary versions of classic styles. the designs 
are intended to look fresh and fashionable 
while also being timeless.
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teaChing through patternS
As a former sewing teacher, gibson tries 
to educate her customers about sewing 
basics as well as making specific garments. 
“there’s been this resurgence in sewing, but 
the number of people who have never sat 
down at a sewing machine really impresses 
on you the importance of starting at the 
beginning,” she says. Most of the fabric 
stores operating today are quilting stores, so 
garment-sewing instruction can be harder 
to come by. the company recently created a 
syllabus featuring oliver + S designs, a self-
guided curriculum that builds sewing skills 
while progressing from simple “one scissors” 
patterns to advanced intermediate “four scis-
sors” patterns.  

Liesl and an assistant spend days discuss-
ing pattern instructions to help customers 
achieve professional-looking results. pointing 
to the Ruffled Halter pattern (on page 45), 

she comments, “it’s very simple looking and 
not difficult to sew, but boy, did we have a 
hard time figuring out how to sew it.” With 
dressmaking details such as gathering and 
shaped facings, they bring stylish sewing to 
children’s patterns.

model BuSineSS
When seamstresses began asking to use the 
company’s patterns to sew clothing for sale, 
gibson was faced with a dilemma. “it seemed 
like other designers responded in two ways: 
either saying, ‘go ahead,’ and essentially los-
ing control of their design and their copy-
right, or just saying no altogether. i thought 
there had to be some other way,” she says. 
After considering the possibilities, oliver + S 
created a new arrangement for sewing busi-
nesses called the Boutique Sewer program. 
through the program website, the company 
now offers a license to sew and sell individual 

Opposite, from left to right: Bubble Dress 
and 2+2 Blouse and Pleated Skirt. Above: 
The Oliver + S booth at International Quilt 
Market. Below: Pattern for the Sandbox Pant 
and Starfish Appliqué (featuring the signa-
ture paper dolls).
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garments. each license comes with a label 
that reads, “Made from a pattern by oliver 
+ S,” which must be sewn in the finished 
garment. Several dozen small businesses 
 currently participate in the program. 

growing up
Following the whirlwind of the first two 
years, oliver + S is responding to trends 
they’ve observed in the market. A larger size 
range is in the works. “i hear from a lot of 
people that when kids get older, it’s more 
difficult to find age-appropriate clothing,” 
she explains. “So much of what’s available 
is more for teenagers than children.” More 
designs are also in development, as well as 
a shift away from their original rhythm of 
pattern releases. instead of adding two to 
four new patterns each spring and fall, Liesl 
expects to begin releasing new patterns 
throughout the year, while removing less-

popular designs from the catalog.
Speaking about the company’s tremen-

dous growth, gibson says, “it’s exciting and a 
little nerve-racking, too. We still laugh about 
how i thought i’d do this on the side while S 
was napping or in preschool. i still think of 
myself as a stay-at-home mom who’s doing 
this on the side, even though it’s clear it’s not 
really working out that way.”

 
Anne Merrow is a book editor for  
Interweave and an avid knitter, spinner,  
and sewer.

For more information, visit  
oliverands.com and Liesl’s blog, 

disdressed.blogspot.com.

The Brooklyn offices of 
Oliver + S. Below: Jump 
Rope Dress and School 
Days Jacket and Coat.
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BonUSpattern

project instructions 
on page 89 For more information, visit 

oliverands.com and Liesl’s blog, 
disdressed.blogspot.com.

ruffl ed Halter
this adorable halter has a 
simple pull-on style that’s 
easy and fun for summer, 
featuring a casing formed 

by the fi rst ruffl  e for a clean, 
uncluttered fi nish. For other 
fun looks, try making each 

ruffl  e with a diff erent fabric 
or cut the ruffl  es from striped 
fabric with the stripes going 

in diff erent directions.
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SALE
Hurry, ends soon!

Intuitive, Innovative 
Online Workshops

50% OFF

Visit the LQuilt Online Workshop Catalogue 
where you can preview each of the many 
workshops available. Interested in a specifi c 
quilting teacher or technique? You can search 
the catalogue to fi nd exactly what you want 
to learn. With the click of a mouse, in the 
convenience of your home or studio, you can 
begin your workshop today.

Kelli Perkins
Stitch Imagery: 
From Photo to Fabric Fun 

Beryl Taylor 
with Pokey Bolton
Layer by Layer

Jenn Mason
Mixed-Media Medley: 
Explore the Possibilities

Els van Baarle 
Printing on Fabrics

Pam Holland 
Impressionist Portrait

Valerie Hearder 
Landscape Basics

Landscape Project

Olga Prins-Lukowski 
‘Bruneaux’ Puzzle Pieces

Design methods for piecing

Jan Mullen 
Cupcakez Block

Rayna Gillman 
Screen Printing with Paints

Deconstructed Screen 
Printing

Cherilyn Martin 
New Ideas for Machine 
Quilting

Machine Embroidery

Mary Cesar 
Basic Hawaiian Quilt

Sleep Over Bag

Beginners Part 1
Sandwiching

Beginners Part 2
Binding, Sleeve & Label

Joyce R. Becker 
Designing & Creating a 
Landscape Quilt A + B

Threadwork and Overlay 
Embellishments

In celebration of our partnership, 
Quilting Arts and LQuilt are offering 
50% OFF all online workshops. 
Learn from top international teachers 
in workshops ranging from traditional to
art quilting, and contemporary quilting 
trends. Membership is free. You pay 
for workshops only! Sale ends soon, so 
visit www.LQuilt.com today.

trends. 
for workshops only! Sale ends soon, so 
visit

LQuilt.com

More than 
25 Inspiring 
Workshops 
by Worldwide 
Quilt Artists

Rayna Gillman, “Deconstructed Screen Printing”

Jan Mullen, “Cupcakez Block”
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TRUE personal style 
is all about the details, so 
here are 34 projects that 

celebrate that extra special 
design element. Dress up 
a simple project with lace, 

ribbon, beads, buttons, 
and trim for one-of-a-kind 

embellishment. Or play with 
fabric in appliqué, ruffles, 

patchwork, and pleats. 

TRUE personal style 
is all about the details, so 
here are 34 projects that 

celebrate that extra special 

get creative,
get inspired & get
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Grow up in 
style with fun 
projects for 
cool kids.

48

MODERN
BABY

Vintage Tablecloth 
Wrap Dress
Made from a colorful vintage 
tablecloth, this special dress will 
quickly become a treasured keepsake. 
Sized to fi t ages three to four, this 
quick and easy upcyled dress features 
vibrant bias trim and a linen fl ounce at 
the hem.

DesigneD by Paula Corley
{Project instructions on page 93}

 *stitch 
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Springtime Bibs
These garden-inspired bibs are 
almost too pretty for dinnertime! 
Plush organic terry makes a great 
absorbent backing and Velcro makes 
the bib easy to get on and off  wiggly 
toddlers. Colorful bias tape frames 
the bib while holding the layers 
together.

DesigneD by Heidi Boyd 
{Project instructions on page 94}
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Alphabet Baby Quilt
This easy-to-make retro alphabet quilt 
is a breeze for the first-time quilter. The 
colorful, oversized felt appliqué letters 
and fun-to-follow squares are sure to keep 
baby enthralled, and the soft flannel quilt 
backing is perfect for snuggly naptime.

DesigneD by Erin Gilday  
{Project instructions on page 95} 
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Patchwork 
Growth Chart
Our patchwork and linen wall chart is 
great for measuring growing kids plus 
makes a great stash-busting project 
for your favorite prints. Stamp num-
bers and embroider growth marks 
along the length and add simple ties 
for easy hanging.

DesigneD by 
Rashida Coleman-Hale  
{Project instructions on page 97}
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Flight Cap
Made with a cheery cotton print and 
lined with soft cotton Sherpa, this is 
a great little spring hat for those days 
when the weather can change on a 
whim. Put flaps up (secured by a but-
ton and two loops) for light coverage 
and flip them down if a chilly breeze 
blows in. 

DesigneD by Betz White 
{Project instructions on page 100}
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Cathedral Window  
Blocks
These soft baby blocks explore traditional 
cathedral window handquilting in three 
dimensions. A great way to use up your 
favorite scraps and, finished by hand, 
they’re a labor of love just right for a 
special baby. 

DesigneD by Eunny Jang 
{Project instructions on page 101}
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Fleece  
Hedgehog
Not a pokey spine in sight on 
this precious hedgehog that will 
entertain baby for years to come. 
Tantalizing rows of fleece loops are 
fun to play with and even easier to 
keep clean with a toss in the wash. 

DesigneD by Heidi Boyd 
{Project instructions on page 104}

Loopy  
Elephant 
This elephant boasts playful  
flapping ears that are studded 
with silky loops for little fingers to 
explore. Lovingly made with super-
soft flannel and Minky fabrics, he’s 
intentionally designed without  
detachable eyes to be a safe baby 
gift.

DesigneD by Heidi Boyd 
{Project instructions on page 103} 
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Hilltop Drive Baby Quilt 
This is the perfect gift for a toddler ready to move into his  
“big boy” room! With rolling hills and fusible appliqué inspired  
by a fun landscape print, this baby quilt can quickly come  
together in a weekend. 

DesigneD by Kevin Kosbab 
{Project instructions on page 105}
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Bath Time  
Buddies
These cute animal wash mitts 
will make bath time fun! Easily 
constructed from super-soft 
terry toweling, cotton fabric, 
and polar fleece, they can be 
sewn up in no time. Choose 
from three different animal 
variations for the perfect buddy. 

DesigneD by Lisa Cox 
{Project instructions on page 107}
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Tag Friends  
Crib Bumper
Babies love to look at bright colors 
and shapes, and it’s even more fun 
when the shapes include ribbon tags 
for touching. This whimsical bumper 
features charming shapes that are 
padded and appliquéd onto colorful 
background blocks.

DesigneD by Carol Zentgraf 
{Project instructions on page 108} 
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lace it uppatchwork lace top
In love with all the pretty lace options at the fabric store? 
Well, why stop at just one? Fearlessly mix and match dif-
ferent laces to make this bias-cut fl irt-fest of a top. Finish 
it off with a simple drawstring waist and velvet tie.

DESIGNED BY Erin Gilday 
{Project instructions on page 110}
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lace it up

lacy clutch
Add some pizzazz to a simple 
zippered clutch with rows 
of black lace. Layering lace 
trims in various widths and 
patterns over a contrast print 
makes this a must-have 
accessory for those occasions 
when “plain” just won’t do.

DESIGNED BY Rebeka Lambert
{Project instructions on page 112}

Get the romantic 
look of the season with 
lace fabric & trim used 

in fresh ways.

112}
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modern eyelet pillow
Natural burlap meets feminine eyelet in 
this fun pillow with an inspired texture mix. 
The half circles are created with reverse 
appliqué and accented with easy hand 
embroidery. A simple envelope pillow back 
makes it quick to assemble.

DESIGNED BY Blair Stocker
{Project instructions on page 113}
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lace ruffle tunic
This pretty cotton jersey tunic is 
as easy to wear as it is to make. 
The deceptively simple design 
features a lace yoke framed 
by a ruffl e trim attached with 
gathering stitches to create a 
stylish drape. 

DESIGNED BY Beki Wilson
{Project instructions on page 114}
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 alençon

travel lingerie bag
Carry along your favorite undergar-
ments in this sweet travel bag fea-
turing charming lace appliqués. One 
side for clean, one side for dirty, and 
space for your travel slippers in the 
middle, all separated and compact! 

DESIGNED BY Blair Stocker 
{Project instructions on page 115}
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cluny stretch chantilly alençon

lace tips & tricks
All lAces hAve a net or mesh background and 
surface stitch patterns of various configurations, 
giving the lace a specific name. historically, laces 
were named by the european city where the 
pattern originated, such as chantilly or Alençon. 
When shopping for lace, check out different vari-
eties: allover lace fabric, sometimes with shaped 
edges; insertion lace with two straight edges (for 
placing between two other fabrics); and lace trim 
with one or both edges finished or shaped.

When working with lace, keep these ideas and 
tips in mind:
— Try using shaped lace edges as a neckline, hem, 
or sleeve finish for an added romantic touch. simply 
adjust the layout and pattern accordingly.
— cut away fabric under lace appliqués or trims 
for a see-through effect.

— In lieu of interfacing, use tulle for added body.
— cut lace into individual motifs or strips to use 
on seam edges. When making lapped seams (see 
page 131) with continuous lace, match any scal-
lops on trims/edges for an unbroken patterning.
— To avoid flattening, steam lace on a terry-cloth 
towel by holding the iron above it. Use a low tem-
perature to avoid melting nylon laces and bead or 
sequin embellishments.
— Apply stretch laces to lingerie or camisoles with 
a narrow zigzag. On non-stretch lace, use straight 
stitch seams. Keep seams tiny to avoid show-
through. Finish trimmed edges with a narrow 
zigzag or serger stitch or bind seams with sheer 
tricot to soften. —  Linda Turner Griepentrog

Used in lingerie and sportswear, 
it is available in several widths for 

use at waistlines, leg openings, 
and hiplines and as straps.

There are many types of laces, each characterized 
by specific construction details. Check out these 
four commonly used varieties.

looking at Lace }{

A sheer net background 
and filled-in motifs outlined 

with satiny cord.

Features allover flower 
patterning outlined with 
silky threads (not cord).

A  heavy cotton lace 
used for a casual look 

or on table linens.
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wraparound pot holder
Bring dishes to the table in style with this quilted 
double pot holder that’s perfect for grabbing a 
dish with both hands. The main body combines 
a pretty cotton print with linen, and it’s fi nished 
with a bias-cut binding.

DesigneD by Rashida Coleman-Hale
[ Project instructions on page 118]
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Cook & entertain with fun 
& functional projects to 

brighten up your kitchen.

apple coasters
Sew this adorable set of coasters 
that come together to create a 
perfect apple. Make your own bias 
tape to outline the shapes and 
fi nish off  the apple with simple 
embroidery for added texture.

DesigneD by Ayumi Takahashi 
[ Project instructions on page 119]

in the
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lavender trivet
This lavender-filled trivet scents a room 
with a relaxing fragrance. Place a hot pot 
of tea on it and let the heat do its aro-
matherapy magic! Store it in your kitchen 
linen drawer or hang it on the wall for a 
lingering soft scent.

DesigneD by Rashida Coleman-Hale 
[ Project instructions on page 121]
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eco shopper
The environmentally conscious 
shopper will appreciate these 
handy eco market bags. Sew one 
up in a fun print or embroider the 
recycling emblem on solid fabric. 
When not in use it folds up to fit 
inside a small pocket-sized pouch.

DesigneD by Lisa Cox 
[ Project instructions on page 122]
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plastic bag  
dispenser
Pretty patchwork turns a practical plastic 
bag dispenser into a charming kitchen 
accessory. This clever stash-busting project 
has a drawstring cord for hanging and an 
elastic opening for retrieving bags.

DesigneD by Ayumi Takahashi 
[ Project instructions on page 123]
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nametag  
placemats
Show your guests where to sit with person-
alized placemats based on the ubiquitous 
“Hello, My Name Is . . .” nametag. Self-stick 
felt letters and large-stitch handquilting 
make them easy enough to sew up one for 
each family member.

DesigneD by Kevin Kosbab   
[ Project instructions on page 124]
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windows improv 
table runner 
& placemat
Improvisational cutting and piecing 
give this patchwork table runner and 
placemat fresh design. With key elements 
of the blocks aligned, the pattern still comes 
through so you can enjoy quilting your 
own inspired mix of colorful fabrics. 

DesigneD by Malka Dubrawsky  
[ Project instructions on page 125]
DesigneD by

[
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stepping-stones 
pot holder
The wool “stones” on this felt pot 
holder aren’t just for show—they add 
an extra layer to protect your table 
from heat. The appliqué circles are 
attached with fusible web and fi nished 
by hand with a simple blanket stitch.

    DesigneD by Kevin Kosbab
    [ Project instructions on page 128]    
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Sew stylish projects 
showcasing feminine 
fl ounce + tailored pleats 

ruffles
Sew stylish projects 

ruffles
pleats pleats 
Sew stylish projects 

pleats 
Sew stylish projects 

pleats 
ruffles

pleats 
ruffles

pleats pleats 
ruffles

pleats 
ruffles

waterfall scarf
Douppioni silk gets a creative texture 

treatment in this simple scarf featuring shirred 
and ruffl ed edges. The shirring is made by gath-

ering the scarf both vertically and horizontally,  
allowing you to sculpt the ends in unique ways.  

DESIGNED BY  Tricia Waddell

DOWNLOAD THE FULL-SIZE 
PATTERN & PROJECT INSTRUCTIONS 

AT INTERWEAVESTITCH.COM
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one pleat 
skirt
This fun twist on a simple 
A-line skirt features a single 
pleat accented with three 
buttons. Made with a light-
weight stretch fabric and side 
zipper closure, it’s as easy to 
wear as it is to make.  

DESIGNED BY Beki Wilson
{Project instructions on page 131}
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ruffle tote
Think spring with a cheerful Ultrasuede 

tote in a fashion-forward color. Embel-
lished with large ruffl es and contrasting 

buttons, this roomy bag features a coordi-
nating print lining with handy pockets. 

DESIGNED BY Carol Zentgraf 
{Project instructions on page 132}
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undulating      
  pleat scarf
A breezy chiffon scarf is the 
perfect spring accessory to 
complete your look. Cleverly 
combining two colors sewn 
together in alternating strips, 
it features undulating tailored 
blind pleats that maximize the 
tone-on-tone effect.

DESIGNED BY Katrina Walker
{Project instructions on page 133}
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101 storage and 
organization tips 
for your studio
The Spring 2010 issue of Cloth Paper Scissors Studios 
includes 101 ways to store and organize your studio. 
From cabinets to containers to multipurpose tables—
we won’t leave anything out of this issue! 

Other features include:

•  Studio spaces for kids. Kid-friendly art supplies/
products and furniture to give children their own 
space to create. 

•  Close-up, vibrant photographs of the best ways for 
storing and showcasing fabrics, threads, 
paints, embellishments, yarns, rubber 
stamps, beads, paper, trims and other 
studio supplies.  

•  A close look at favorite new products, 
tools, gadgets and storage systems. 

•  A craft studio makeover with before, 
during, and after photos. 

•  World-renowned crafters, sewing and 
mixed-media artists discussing their 
favorite tools of the trade.

148 pages of inspiration!

$14.99

Available Now!

Studios Fall 2008 
available now, $9.99

Studios Fall 2009 
available now, $9.99

Studios Spring 2009 
available now, $9.99

Studios Summer 2009 
available now, $9.99

Order online at interweavestore.com     866-949-1646

Studios Winter 2009 
available now, $9.99

The Spring 2010 issue of Cloth Paper Scissors Studios 
includes 101 storage and organization tips for your  
studio. From cabinets to containers to multipurpose 
tables—we won’t leave anything out of this issue! 
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bejeweled  
pillow
This dazzling pillow gets its 
sparkle from genuine Swarovski 
crystals handsewn onto the inset 
fabric. Make your own pattern 
with the crystals or follow along 
a patterned fabric to add sparkle 
just where you want it.

DesigneD by Blair Stocker 

[Project instructions on page 135] 

Ribbons, trims, buttons  
& beads get star treatment  

in projects with creative  
embellishments.

77

101 storage and 
organization tips 
for your studio
The Spring 2010 issue of Cloth Paper Scissors Studios 
includes 101 ways to store and organize your studio. 
From cabinets to containers to multipurpose tables—
we won’t leave anything out of this issue! 

Other features include:

•  Studio spaces for kids. Kid-friendly art supplies/
products and furniture to give children their own 
space to create. 

•  Close-up, vibrant photographs of the best ways for 
storing and showcasing fabrics, threads, 
paints, embellishments, yarns, rubber 
stamps, beads, paper, trims and other 
studio supplies.  

•  A close look at favorite new products, 
tools, gadgets and storage systems. 

•  A craft studio makeover with before, 
during, and after photos. 

•  World-renowned crafters, sewing and 
mixed-media artists discussing their 
favorite tools of the trade.

148 pages of inspiration!

$14.99

Available Now!

Studios Fall 2008 
available now, $9.99

Studios Fall 2009 
available now, $9.99

Studios Spring 2009 
available now, $9.99

Studios Summer 2009 
available now, $9.99

Order online at interweavestore.com     866-949-1646

Studios Winter 2009 
available now, $9.99

The Spring 2010 issue of Cloth Paper Scissors Studios 
includes 101 storage and organization tips for your  
studio. From cabinets to containers to multipurpose 
tables—we won’t leave anything out of this issue! 
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passementerie  
pincushion
Mix and match small bits of  
fancy trims, ribbons, and lace for 
an elegant pincushion to dress up 
your sewing room. Machine and 
handsew the trims to the taffeta 
cushion, then fill with rice to 
securely hold your pins.

DesigneD by Eva Hanusova  

[Project instructions on page 136]78
 *stitch 
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zippy  
pouches
Buttons, trims, appliqué, 
and embroidery combine 
to make these whimsical 
zippered pouches sewn with 
colorful prints. The cotton 
fabric body is backed with 
fusible interfacing for struc-
ture and lined in coordinat-
ing fabrics.

DesigneD by Heidi Boyd 

[Project instructions on page 136]

79
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pretty petals 
clutch 
Make a one-of-a-kind acces-
sory with a kaleidoscope 
of fabrics from your sew-
ing stash. Featuring fused 
appliquéd petals and a 
handful of sewn-on but-
tons, this small clutch’s fun 
embellishments make a big 
impression.

DesigneD by Rebeka Lambert 
[Project instructions on page 138] 
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cupcake pillow
Enjoy a calorie-free cupcake  
with this whimsical pillow that 
cheers up any room. The body 
of the pillow is made with fleece, 
then embellished with double-
edge ruffle “icing” made from 
gathered cotton strips and a  
pom-pom cherry. 

DesigneD by Donna Babylon 

[Project instructions on page 139]
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Sewing Kit
The following items are essential for your sewing kit. Make 
sure you have these tools at hand before starting any of the 
projects:

Acrylic ruler  This is a clear flat ruler, with a mea-
suring grid at least 2" (5 cm) wide × 18" (45.5 cm) long. A  
6" (15 cm) wide  × 24" (61 cm) long quilt ruler is also 
handy.

cloth meAsuring tApe Make sure it’s at least 
60" (152.5 cm) long.

crAft scissors Use these for cutting out paper  
patterns.

DressmAker’s sheArs These sharp, long-bladed 
scissors are used to cut fabric.

embroiDery scissors These small scissors are 
used to trim off threads, clip corners, and do other intri-
cate cutting work.

fAbric mArking pens & pencils Available in 
several colors for use on light and dark fabrics, use them 
for tracing patterns and pattern markings onto your fabric.

hAnDsewing & embroiDery neeDles Keep 
an assortment of sewing needles (pointed ends) and em-
broidery needles (rounded ends) from fine to sturdy.

iron, ironing boArD & pressing cloths  
An iron is an essential tool when sewing. Use cotton 
muslin or silk organza as a pressing cloth to protect 
delicate fabric surfaces from direct heat.

pinking sheArs These scissors with notched teeth 
leave a zigzag edge on the cut cloth to prevent fraying.

seAm gAuge This small ruler with a movable slider 
is used for marking hems, checking seam allowances, 
placing buttons, and more.

seAm ripper Handy for quickly ripping out seams.

spikeD trAcing wheel & coloreD  
trAcing pAper Use these tools for tracing  
patterns and markings onto your fabric.

strAight pins & pincushion Always keep  
lots of pins nearby.

weights Paper weights or rocks are great for keeping 
fabric in place while drawing, pinning, and cutting. 

* OptiOnal . . . but good to have.

french curve A template of metal, plastic, or wood 
that includes many curved edges for constructing smooth 
curves. 

neeDle threADers These are cheap and make 
threading the eye of the needle super fast.

point turner A pointed object that helps push out 
the corners of your project after you’ve turned it right side 
out. A knitting needle or chopstick can also be used.

rotAry cutter & self-heAling mAt Useful 
for cutting out fabric quickly. Use it with a mat to protect 
the blade and your work surface (a rigid acrylic ruler 
should be used with these to make straight cuts).

tAilor’s chAlk Available in triangular pieces,  
rollers, and pencils in various colors, tailor’s chalk is useful 
for marking cloth. Just brush it away when finished.

tAilor’s hAm This cushion is used when pressing 
curved areas of garments.

thimble Your fingers and thumbs will thank you.

Zipper foot This accessory foot for your machine has 
a narrow profile that can be positioned to sew close to the 
zipper teeth. Zipper feet are adjustable so the foot can be 
moved to either side of the needle.

getting stArteD  
Basic tools, techniques 

& terms you’ll need  
for the projects in  

this issue.
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Pattern SymbolS & markingS
Here is a quick reference guide to the  

symbols and markings on the patterns.

X
L

L

M

S

X
S

Cutting lineS 
Multisize patterns have different  
cutting lines for each size.

grainline 
The double-ended arrow should be  
parallel to the lengthwise grain or fold     
unless marked as crosswise.

PlaCe on fold braCket  
This is a grainline marking with arrows 
pointing to the edge of the pattern. Place 
on the fold of the fabric so that your 
finished piece will be twice the size of 
the pattern piece, without having to add 
a seam.

dartS 
Dashed lines and dots mark darts. The 
dashed lines show where the stitch-
ing will be, and the dot shows you the 
position of the dart point (signaling 
the point, almost at the end of the dart, 
where your stitching should taper down 
to the end). Note: On oversize patterns, 
such as bags, the dart will appear as solid 
lines.

notCheS  
Notches are triangle-shaped symbols 
used for accurately matching seams. 
Pieces to be joined will have correspond-
ing notches.

button & buttonhole  
PlaCement markS 
Solid horizontal lines indicate button-
holes. A large open circle is the button 
symbol and shows placement. 

pl
ac

e 
on

 f
ol

d
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bAcktAck Stitching in reverse for 
a short distance at the beginning and 
ending of a seamline to secure the 
stitches. Most machines have a but-
ton or knob for this function. 

bAste This sewing uses long, loose 
stitches to hold something in place 
temporarily. You can baste by hand 
or machine.

biAs The direction of a fabric that is 
located 45 degrees from the length-
wise or crosswise grain. The bias has 
high stretch and a very fl uid drape.

biAs tApe Made from fabric strips 
cut on a 45-degree angle to the grain-
line, the bias cut creates an edging 
fabric that will stretch to enclose 
smooth or curved edges. You can buy 
bias tape ready-made or make your 
own.

buttonhole siZing To 
determine the size of your button-
hole, fi rst measure the button. For 
example, if your button is 1⁄2" (1.3 
cm) wide, you will make the length 
of the buttonhole (not including the 
fi nished ends) measure 1⁄2" (1.3 cm), 
then add 1⁄8–1⁄4" (3–6 mm) to the width 
measurement. Mark this measure-
ment with a fabric pencil where you 
want the buttonhole placed. 

clipping Involves cutting tiny slits 
or triangles into the seam allowance 
of curved edges so the seam will lie 
fl at when turned right side out. Cut 
slits along concave curves and trian-
gles (with point facing the stitches) 
along a convex curve. Be careful not 
to clip into the stitches.

DArt This stitched triangular fold 
is used to give shape and form to the 
fabric to fi t body curves.

eAse/eAse in When a pattern 
directs to “ease” or “ease in” you are 
generally sewing a longer piece of 
fabric to a shorter piece, or a curved 
piece to a straight piece. This creates 
shape in a garment or object without 
pleats or gathers. To ease the pieces 
together, pin the ends or notches 
together evenly (or pin as instructed 
by the pattern), then pin the pieces 
together at the center or indicated 
notch(es). Continue to pin the 
remaining fabric together, allowing 
the fabric to bubble evenly as you 
pin, but making sure that the raw 
edges match up as smoothly as pos-
sible (you will be forcing the excess 
fabric away from the edge); don’t 
be afraid to use a lot of pins, as this 
will make it easier to ease the pieces 
neatly. Stitch slowly, smoothing as 
necessary to ease the pieces together 
as evenly as possible, being careful 
not to catch tucks in the seam.

eDgestitch A row of stitching 
placed very close (1⁄16–1⁄8") [2–3 mm]) 
to an edge or an existing seamline.

fAbric grAin The grain is cre-
ated in a woven fabric by the threads 
that travel lengthwise and crosswise. 
The lengthwise grain should always 
be parallel to the selvedges, but it 
isn’t always perfectly straight. You 
should always check the grain and 
line up the grainline on your pattern 
accordingly. To check the grain, use a 
pin to pluck out a lengthwise thread 
in an inconspicuous spot or an area 

you don’t plan to use when cutting. 
Gently pull the thread to create a 
small run. This run will show you 
the direction of your lengthwise 
grain. If your fabric weave does not 
lend itself to this method, inspect the 
fabric very closely and try to follow 
the path of a lengthwise thread with 
your eye. 

fAt QuArter A cut of fabric sold 
by many fabric stores (they some-
times come in sets of coordinating 
prints or colors). Most fat quarters 
(such as those cut from quilting 
cottons) are 18" × 22" (45.5 × 56 cm). 
However, you may fi nd fat quarters 
cut to other dimensions, so be sure to 
double-check the dimensions.

finger-press Pressing a fold or 
crease with your fi ngers as opposed 
to using an iron.

grAinline A pattern marking 
showing the direction of the grain. 
Make sure the grainline marked on 
the pattern runs parallel to the grain 
of your fabric. Grainlines are used 
for lining up a pattern piece with the 
lengthwise grain unless specifi cally 
marked as crosswise.

lining The inner fabric of a gar-
ment or bag, used to create a fi nished 
interior that covers the raw edges of 
the seams.

interfAcing Stiff  material used 
to stabilize or reinforce fabrics. 
Fusible interfacing has an adhesive 
coating on one side that adheres to 
fabric when ironed.

glossAry of sewing 
terms & techniQues 

A quick reference to the technical sewing 
terms used throughout the project instructions.
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miter Joining a seam or fold at a 
45-degree angle, like a picture frame.

overcAst stitch  A machine 
stitch, used to fi nish raw edges 
and prevent raveling, which wraps 
around the raw edge. Some sewing 
machines have several overcast 
stitch options; consult your sewing 
machine manual for information on 
stitch settings and the appropriate 
presser foot for the chosen stitch 
(oft en the standard presser foot can 
be used). A zigzag stitch can be used 
as an alternative to fi nish raw edges 
if your machine doesn’t have an 
overcast stitch function.

pink To trim with pinking shears, 
which cut the edge into a zigzag pat-
tern to reduce fraying.

preshrink Many fabrics shrink 
when washed; you need to wash, dry, 
and press all your fabric before you 
start to sew, following the suggested 
cleaning method marked on the 
fabric bolt. Don’t skip this step!

right siDe The front side, or the 
side that should be on the outside of 
a fi nished garment. On a print fabric, 
the print will be stronger on the 
right side of the fabric.

right siDe fAcing The right 
side of the fabric should be facing up.

right siDes together The 
right sides of the fabric should be 
facing each other.

sAtin stitch (mAchine) This is 
a smooth, completely fi lled column 
of zigzag stitches achieved by setting 
the stitch length to 0.2–0.4 mm. 
The length setting should be short 
enough for complete coverage but 
long enough to prevent bunching 
and thread buildup.

seAm AllowAnce The amount 
of fabric between the raw edge and 
the seam.

selveDge This is the tightly wo-
ven border on the lengthwise edges 
of the fabric.

shell The outer fabric of a garment 
or bag (as opposed to the lining, 
which will be on the inside).

stitch in the Ditch Press a 
previously sewn seam open or to one 
side. Lay the seamed fabric face up 
under the presser foot and sew along 
the seamline “ditch”. The stitches 
will fall between the two fabric 
pieces and disappear into the seam.

sQuAring up Aft er you have 
pieced together a fabric block or sec-
tion, check to make sure the edges 
are straight and the measurements 
are correct. Use a rotary cutter and 
an acrylic ruler to trim the block, if 
needed. Because you might trim off  
the backtacking on seams when you 
square up, machine-stitch across any 
trimmed seams to secure.

topstitch Used to hold pieces 
fi rmly in place and to add a decora-
tive eff ect, a topstitch is simply a 
stitch that can be seen on the outside 
of the garment or piece. To topstitch, 
make a line of stitching on the 
outside of the piece, usually a set 
distance from an existing seam.

wrong siDe The wrong side of 
the fabric is the underside, or the 
side that should be on the inside of a 
fi nished garment. On a print fabric, 
the print will be lighter or less obvi-
ous on the wrong side of the fabric. 
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stitch glossAry
A quick reference to the hand and machine 

stitches used throughout the project instructions.

bAckstitch 
Working from right to left, bring the needle 
up at 1 and insert behind the starting point 
at 2. Bring the needle up at 3, repeat by 
inserting at 1, and bring the needle up at a 
point that is a stitch length beyond 3. 

3 1 2

bAsting stitch (machine)

Using the longest straight stitch length on 
your machine, baste to temporarily hold 
fabric layers and seams in position for fi nal 
stitching. It can also be done by hand. When 
basting, use a contrasting thread to make it 
easier to spot when you’re taking it out. 

gAthering stitch (machine)

These are long stitches used to compress 
a length of fabric before sewing it to a 
shorter piece. To gather, set the machine 
for a long stitch length (3.0–4.0 mm; use the 
shorter length for lighter-weight fabrics) 
and loosen the tension slightly. With the 
fabric right side up, sew along the seam-
line, 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the seamline, within 
the seam allowance. Sew a second line of 
stitches ¼" (6 mm) below the fi rst (1⁄8" from 
the seamline). Leave thread tails at each 
end and do not backtack. Pin the fabric to 
be gathered to the shorter piece right sides 
together, matching edges, centers, and 
pattern markings as directed in the pattern. 
Pin at each mark. Grasp the bobbin threads 
from both lines of stitching at one end and 
pull gently. Work the gathers along the 
thread until the entire piece is gathered and 
lies fl at against the shorter fabric piece. Pull 
the bobbin threads from both ends to gather 
long pieces. Stitch the seam, then remove 
the gathering threads.

slip stitch 

Working from right to left, join two pieces 
of fabric by taking a ¼" (6 mm) long stitch 
into the folded edge of one piece of fabric 
and bringing the needle out. Insert the 
needle into the folded edge of the other 
piece of fabric, directly across from the 
point where the thread emerged from 
the previous stitch. Repeat by inserting 
the needle into the fi rst piece of fabric. 
The thread will be almost entirely hidden 
inside the folds of the fabrics. 

strAight stitch 
AnD running stitch 

Working from right to left, make a 
straight stitch by bringing the needle up 
and insert at 1, 1⁄8 to ¼" (3 to 6 mm) from 
the starting point. To make a line of run-
ning stitches (a row of straight stitches 
worked one after the other), bring the 
needle up at 2 and repeat.

2

straight stitch

1

overcAst stitch (machine)

Used to fi nish raw edges and prevent 
raveling, this stitch wraps around the raw 
edge. Some sewing machines have several 
overcast-stitch options; consult your sewing 
machine manual for information on stitch 
settings and the appropriate presser foot for 
the chosen stitch (often the standard presser 
foot can be used). A zigzag stitch can be used 
as an alternative to fi nish raw edges if your 
machine doesn’t have an overcast-stitch 
function. 

blAnket stitch  
Working from left to right, bring the needle 
up at 1 and insert at 2. Bring the needle 
back up at 3 and over the working thread. 
Repeat by making the next stitch in the 
same manner, keeping the spacing even.

blinDstitch

Used mainly for hemming fabrics where an 
inconspicuous hem is diffi cult to achieve. 
Fold the hem edge back about ¼" (6 mm). 
Take a small stitch in the garment, about 
¼" (6 mm), then take the next stitch ¼" (6 
mm) ahead in the hem. Continue, alternat-
ing stitches between the hem and garment.

overhAnD knot 

Make a loop with the thread. Pass the cord 
that lies behind the loop over the front cord, 
then through the loop and pull snug.

whipstitch 

Bring the needle up at 1, insert at 2, and 
bring up at 3. These quick stitches do not 
have to be very tight or close together.

3

2

1

31

2
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creAte binDing

cutting biAs strips 

Cut strips to the width indicated in the 
project instructions. Fold one cut end of the 
fabric to meet one selvedge, forming a fold 
at a 45-degree angle to the selvedge (1). 
With the fabric placed on a self-healing mat, 
cut off the fold with a rotary cutter, using a 
straight edge as a guide to make a straight 
cut. With the straightedge and rotary cutter, 
cut strips to the appropriate width (2).Join 
the strips with diagonal seams.

binDing with  
mitereD corners 

If using double binding (option B below) 
follow the alternate italicized instructions in 
parenthesis wherever you see them.
Open the binding and press ½" (1.3 cm) to 
the wrong side at one short end. Starting 
with the folded-under end of the binding, 
place it along the first side of the project 
to be bound, matching the raw edges, and 
pin in place. Begin sewing near the center 
of one edge, along the first crease (¼" [6 
mm] from the raw edge), leaving several 
inches of the binding fabric free at the 
beginning. Stop sewing ¼" (6 mm) before 
reaching the corner, backtack, and cut the 
threads. Rotate the project 90° to position 
it for sewing the next side. Fold the bind-
ing fabric up, away from the project, at a 
45° angle (1), then fold it back down along 
the project raw edge (2). This forms a 
miter at the corner. Stitch the second side, 

beginning at the project raw edge (2) and 
ending ¼" (6 mm) from the next corner, as 
before. Continue as established until you 
have completed the last corner.  Continue 
stitching until you are a few inches from 
the beginning edge of the binding fabric. 
Overlap the pressed beginning edge of 
the binding by ½" (1.3 cm, or overlap by 
more as necessary for security) and trim 
the working edge to fit. Finish sewing the 
binding (opening the center fold and tuck
ing the raw edge inside the pressed end of 
the binding strip). Refold the binding along 
all the creases and then fold it over the 
project raw edges to the back,  enclosing 
the raw edges (there are no creases to 
worry about with option B). The folded edge 
of the binding strip should just cover the 
stitches visible on the project back. Slip 
stitch the binding in place, tucking in the 
corners to complete the miters as you 
go (3).

cutting strAight strips 
Cut strips to the width indicated in the 
project instructions. Cut strips on the 
crosswise grain, from selvedge to sel-
vedge. Use a rotary cutter and straight-
edge to obtain a straight cut. Remove 
the selvedges and join the strips with 
diagonal seams. 

Folding Binding

Attaching Binding with Mitered Corners

Cutting Bias Strips

2

Folding Binding

Attaching Binding with Mitered Corners

Cutting Bias Strips

1

Folding Binding

Attaching Binding with Mitered Corners

Cutting Bias Strips

1

2

3

DiAgonAl seAms  
for Joining strips 

Lay two strips right sides  
together, at right angles. The  
area where the strips overlap  
forms a square. Sew diagonally  
across the square as shown at  
right. Trim the excess fabric ¼"  
(6 mm) away from the seamline  
and press the seam allowances  
open. Repeat to join all the strips, 
forming one long fabric band.

folD binDing 

a. Double-fold binding This option will create binding that is similar to pack-
aged double-fold bias tape/binding. Fold the strip in half lengthwise, with 
wrong sides together; press. Open up the fold and then fold each long edge 
toward the wrong side, so that the raw edges meet in the middle (1). Refold 
the binding along the existing center crease, enclosing the raw edges (2), and 
press again.
 B. Double binding 

This option creates a 
double-thickness bind-
ing with only one fold. 
This binding is often 
favored by quilters.Fold 
the strip in half length-
wise with wrong sides 
together; press.

Folding Binding

Attaching Binding with Mitered Corners

Cutting Bias Strips

1

2
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There are full-size patterns printed on both sides  
(side A and B) of the pattern insert.  

■ The project instructions for each project state on which 
side of the insert the pattern pieces are located. Each pattern 
piece is labeled with a number that corresponds to a specific 
project. 

■ To find the pattern pieces, look for the number that cor-
responds to the project on the edge of the pattern insert. 

■ Find the lines that correspond to the specific project and 
trace the pattern pieces, either on tissue paper or directly 
onto the fabric, using tracing paper and a tracing wheel.

■ Copy all pattern markings. Check the traced pieces against 
the pattern drawings in the project instructions to make sure 
you have all the right pattern pieces.

■ Read through all the cutting instructions listed in the proj-
ect instructions for directions on how many pattern pieces to 
cut out of your fabric and interfacing.

layOut, MarKing  
& Cutting guiDelineS
1 If you are cutting pattern pieces on the fold or cutting  
two of the same pattern piece, fold the fabric in half,  
selvedge to selvedge, with right sides together. 

2All pattern markings should be on the wrong side  
of the fabric.

3Lay the pattern pieces on the fabric as close together as  
possible. Double-check that all pattern pieces cut “on the 
fold” are placed on the fold.

4Make sure all pattern pieces are placed on the fabric with 
the grainline running parallel to the lengthwise grain. 

5Use weights to hold the pattern pieces down and use pins 
to secure the corners as needed.

6Cut the pieces slowly and carefully. 

pAttern insert guiDe
A quick reference to the full-size  

patterns on the insert.

Download full-size templates and pattern  
PDFs at interweAvestitch.com for the  
following projects in this issue:

ruffle hAlter  
seen on page 45

vintAge tAblecloth Dress  
seen on page 48

springtime bibs  
seen on page 49

AlphAbet bAby Quilt  
seen on page 50

hilltop Drive bAby Quilt  
seen on page 55

pAtchwork lAce top  
seen on page 58

ruffle lAce tunic  
seen on page 61

trAvel lingerie bAg  
seen on page 62

one pleAt skirt  
seen on page 73

Zippy pouches 
seen on page 79

pretty petAls clutch  
seen on page 80

cupcAke pillow  
seen on page 81
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DoWnLoAD THe FULL-siZe 
PATTeRn FoR THis PRoJeCT 
AT inTeRWeAVesTiTCH.CoM

Ruffl ed Halter
By LiesL Gibson {from page 41}

fAbRiC
— 1 (1¼, 1¼, 1½, 1½) yd (91.5 cm [1.1, 1.1, 

1.4, 1.4 m]) light- to medium-weight 
woven fabric, such as quilting cotton, 
shirting, or linen (for a crisper look, try 
silk taffeta or douppioni)

otHeR suPPlies
— Matching sewing thread
— About 9 (10, 11, 12, 13)" (23 [25.5, 28, 

30.5, 33] cm) of 3⁄8" (1 cm) wide elastic
— Tailor’s chalk or water-soluble fabric 

marker
— Point turner or other turning tool such as 

a knitting needle or chopstick
— Scrap of tissue paper (optional)
— Serger or pinking shears (optional)
— Bodkin or safety pin
 — Full-size pattern PDF on interweavestitch.com

finisHeD siZe: XS: fits sizes 18–24M/2T; 
S: fits sizes 3T–4T; M: fits sizes 5–6; L: fits 
sizes 7–8; XL: fi ts sizes 10–12

siZe CHARt
 LenGtH (at SIDe Seam) LenGtH (at Center FrOnt)
XS 9” (23 cm)  121⁄4” (31 cm) 
S 10” (25.5 cm)  133⁄4” (35 cm)
m 11” (28 cm)  151⁄4” (38.5 cm)
L 12” (30.5 cm)  163⁄4” (42.5 cm)
XL 13” (33 cm)  181⁄4” (46.5 cm)
Shown in size Small.

notes 
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see Sew-
ing Basics on pp. 82–88.

— Ruffles cut on the bias have a nice drape, 
and stitching their raw edge helps keep 
fraying under control while giving them a 
soft edge. 

— When instructed to fi nish the seam allow-
ances, you have a few options. Serge the 
edges, use a zigzag or an overcasting stitch 
on your sewing machine along the edges, 
or stitch ¼” (6 mm) from the edge and then 
pink the raw edges to prevent raveling.

Cut fAbRiC
1 Trace and cut all pattern pieces from the 
fabric, referring to the Cutting Layout above. 
Be sure to transfer all pattern markings to 
the wrong side of the fabric, except the Front 
Halter.

BONUSpattern
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1
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3

4

5

6

7

8

figure 4

For Front Halter (see note below): Using tai-
lor’s chalk or a water-soluble fabric-marking 
pen, trace the center front line and the ruffle 
placement lines on the fabric’s right side and 
the dots on its wrong side.
Note: Once you’ve marked the notches and 
transferred the dots to the fabric, an easy way 
to transfer the ruffle placement lines to the 
fabric is to trim the paper pattern piece at the 
Ruffle #3 placement line and lay the trimmed 
pattern piece back on the fabric to trace the 
newly cut line. Then trim the pattern piece 
again, this time at the Ruffle #2 placement 
line, and transfer that line to the fabric. 

Assemble Ruffle #1  
& CReAte tie CAsing
2 Topstitch the bottom edge of Ruffle #1 with 
a regular straight stitch, ¼” (6 mm) from the 
raw edge of the fabric. This stitching will allow 
the ruffle to ravel a bit without getting too 
messy. Be careful not to stretch the bias edge 
as you stitch.
3 Pin the right side of Ruffle #1 to the wrong 
side of the Front Halter, matching the top and 
armhole edges (note that the lower edge of 
Ruffle #1 is wider than the Front Halter, so 
the bottom edge will not lie flat when the top 
and armhole edges are matched together, al-
lowing the ruffle to stand away from the halter 
when it’s worn). Stitch the ruffle’s top edge 
with a ½” (1.3 cm) seam. Then, stitch the arm-
holes with a ½” (1.3 cm) seam, beginning at 
the dot you transferred from the pattern piece 
(located 5⁄8” [1.5 cm] below the top seamline) 

and backtacking at the dot as well as at the 
end of the seam (figure 1). The gap left above 
the dot will become the opening of the casing 
for the halter Tie. 
4 Trim the seam allowances to 1⁄8” (3 mm) 
and turn the ruffle to the right side. As you 
turn the corners right side out, the seam al-
lowances at the opening of the casing might 
get pushed out through the gap; gently tuck 
them back inside (use the point turner, knit-
ting needle, or chopstick) before finger-press-
ing the stitched edges, rolling them slightly to 
the wrong side before pressing them with an 
iron to finish the top and armholes. 
Note: Lay a scrap of tissue paper below the 
corner where you start edgestitching (in Step 
5) to prevent the corner from being pushed 
into the throat plate hole as you begin to 
stitch. Once you’re finished, carefully tear 
the tissue paper away without affecting the 
stitching.
5 With the seam allowances tucked inside 
the casing opening, edgestitch the halter’s top 
edge. 
6 Using tailor’s chalk or a water-soluble 
fabric-marking pen, draw a line 5⁄8” (1.5 cm) 
from the top edge of the halter (1⁄2” [1.3 cm] 
from your edgestitching). This line should 
intersect the bottom edge of the gap you left 

for the casing. Stitch along line to create the 
casing (figure 2).
 
Hem fRont HAlteR  
& AttACH Ruffles
7 Fold and press 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the wrong 
side along the Front Halter’s bottom raw edge, 
then fold and press an additional 1” (2.5 cm) 
to the wrong side. Edgestitch the innermost 
folded edge to finish the hem (figure 3).
8 Topstitch the bottom edge of Ruffle #3 with 
a regular straight stitch, ¼” (6 mm) from the 
fabric’s raw edge, as you did with Ruffle #1 (in 
Step 2). 
9 Stitch two rows of gathering stitches at 
the top edge of Ruffle #3, 1⁄8” (3 mm) and ¼” 

12

3
4

5

6
Cutting lAyout

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

figure 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

figure 3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

figure 2

 Pattern # name
 1  Front Halter
 2  Back Halter
 3  Ruffle #1
 4 Ruffle #2
 5  Ruffle #3
 6  Tie
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figure 5
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figure 6
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figure 8

(6 mm) from the top edge. Fold the ruffle in 
half widthwise to find the center, and mark it 
with a pin.
0 Pin the side edges of Ruffle #3 so that 
the ruffle’s top edge touches the Ruffle #3 
placement line you transferred from the pat-
tern piece. Pin the center of the ruffle to the 
halter’s center line, then pull the gathering 
stitches to match the ruffle width to the halter. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

figure 9

and bottom edges of the Front Halter to the 
notches on the Back Halter. The excess length 
of the Back Halter will become the elastic 
casing at the top edge and the hem at the 
bottom edge. Stitch the sides with a 1⁄2” (1.3 
cm) seam, catching the ruffles in the seam 
(figure 7).
e Finish the seam allowances together and 
press the seam allowances toward the Back 
Halter. Continue pressing the seam allowanc-
es to the wrong side through the casing and 
hem allowances (figure 8). Press carefully to 
avoid flattening the ruffles.
r Fold and press 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the wrong 
side along the Back Halter’s top raw edge. 
Fold and press an additional 1⁄2” (1.3 cm). The 
outside folded edge should match the Front 
Halter’s finished edge (figure 9). Edgestitch 
the innermost folded edge to form the elastic 
casing.
t Fold and press 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the wrong 
side along the Back Halter’s bottom raw edge, 
then fold and press an additional 1” (2.5 cm). 
Edgestitch the innermost folded edge to fin-
ish the hem, and edgestitch (by machine) or 
blindstitch (by hand) the folded short ends of 
the hem to finish them. 
y Attach a bodkin or safety pin to one end of 
the 3⁄8” (1 cm) wide elastic, and feed it through 
the back casing. Adjust the elastic to fit the 
wearer, and pin each end of the elastic along 
the side seams. Stitch back and forth through 
the elastic and all the layers, just inside the 
end of the casing (about ¼” [6 mm] from the 
folded end) to secure it, and trim the excess 
elastic length.
Note: To trim the ends of the elastic, stretch it 
while you cut near the opening of the casing. 
Once you’ve trimmed the elastic, it will bounce 
back inside the casing, hiding the cut edges. 

mAke tie
u Fold and press the short ends of the Tie 
toward the wrong side by 1⁄2” (1.3 cm). Fold the 
Tie in half lengthwise, wrong sides together, 
and press the fold to create a center crease.
i Open the lengthwise fold, and lay the Tie 
flat and wrong side up (with the short edges 
still pressed to the wrong side). Fold each of 
the fabric’s two long raw edges in to meet at 
the center crease, and press these two folds.
o Fold the fabric along the center crease 
again and press it, enclosing the raw edges in 
the fold. The fabric is now folded in four thick-
nesses to form the Tie.
p Edgestitch the Tie along its open edge to 
finish it. 
[ Attach a bodkin or safety pin to one end of 
the Tie, and feed it through the front casing.

LiesL Gibson is the founder and designer for 
the children’s wear pattern company Oliver + S. 
See the profile on Liesl on pages 41–45 and visit 
her website at oliverands.com.

Check to make sure the bottom edge of the 
ruffle matches the finished hem of the Front 
Halter, and adjust the placement of the ruffle 
slightly higher or lower, if necessary. Distrib-
ute the gathers equally and pin the ruffle’s full 
width to the Front Halter (figure 4). 
- Stitch the ruffle to the halter between the 
two rows of gathering stitches (a narrow ¼” 
[5 mm] seam). If desired, use a zigzag stitch 
across the top edge of the ruffle to hold the 
gathered edge flat against the halter. Trim the 
tails of the gathering stitches, or completely 
remove the gathering stitches if desired.
= Repeat Steps 8–11 to prepare and attach 
Ruffle #2 at the second placement line. 
Lift Ruffle #1 out of the way, and align the 
top of Ruffle #2 with the #2 placement line 
(figure 5).
q Pin the side edges of the ruffles to the side 
edges of the Front Halter, and baste them 3⁄8” 
(1 cm) from the raw edges (figure 6).

 Assemble HAlteR
w Align and pin the Front and Back halters, 
right sides together, matching the finished top 

Ru�ed Halter

7

figure 7
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Vintage Tablecloth 
Wrap Dress
By Paula Corley {from page 48}

SiZe Chart
CHILD’S CHEST LENGTH (center back)
Small 2–3 21 –22" (53–56 cm) 213⁄8" (54.3 cm)
Medium 4–5 23–24" (58–61 cm) 23½" (59.5 cm)
Large 6–6X 25–25½" (63–65 cm) 24½" (62 cm)
Shown in size Small (2-3)

FabriC
— Vintage tablecloth, at least 50" × 50" (127 
× 127 cm) or 11⁄2 yd (1.4 m) of 60" (153 cm) 
wide fabric

— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) or 1 fat quarter of 45" (115 
cm) wide 1⁄8" (3 mm) check gingham or 5 1⁄2 

(6, 61⁄3) yd (5 [5.4, 5.8] m) of ¼" (6 mm) wide 
double-fold bias tape for bias binding

— 3⁄4 yd (68.5 cm) of 60" (153 cm) wide white 
linen for Flounce

other SuppLieS
— Heavyweight tracing paper or other pattern 

paper to trace patterns 
— Matching sewing thread
— Pattern weights or canned goods (for hold-

ing pattern pieces in place while cutting)
— Rotary cutter, rigid acrylic ruler, and self-

healing mat (optional)
— Fabric marking pen
— Serger or pinking shears (optional)
— Full-size pattern PDF on interweavestitch.com

noteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

— Anywhere the pattern instructs you to serge, 
you can use your sewing machine’s overcast 
or zigzag stitch to fi nish the edges instead.

— The pattern pieces (except the Flounce) 
are provided in pairs; for example, a Right 
Front Piece and a Left Front Piece. Hav-
ing a copy of each piece will assist you in 
positioning the pattern on the tablecloth to 
take full advantage of the tablecloth print 
while avoiding damaged areas. (Note: Some 
deviation from the marked grainlines may 
be necessary to fi t the pattern pieces on the 
reused fabric. If it’s necessary to alter the 
grain of a pattern piece, handle the fabric 
with extra caution to avoid distortion.)

— Wash and press all fabric before cutting. 
— Premark any imperfections and stains on 

the tablecloth with a marking pen and be 
sure to cut around them.

— Keep cut fabric and corresponding pattern 
pieces together until needed for sewing.

MODERN
BABY

Matching a Print Fabric
If using a patterned fabric, such as the large fl oral print seen here, you’ll need to care-
fully match the print on adjoining pattern pieces. When you are placing your pattern pieces 
on the fabric, be sure that adjoining pieces will match up correctly. To do this, you can 
temporarily place adjoining pieces right sides together (as they would be sewn) and pick 
an adjoining point at the top and bottom of each piece to check the placement; mark these 
spots with a pencil. When you are placing each pattern piece in preparation for cutting, 
make sure you line up your pencil marks along like areas of the print so that the print will 
be continuous once those pieces are joined (you’ll want to ensure that the two pattern 
pieces, once joined, will create one full element of the print, such as a fl ower, as closely as 
possible). Alternatively, you could use the same process to place a cut piece over an adjoin-
ing pattern piece that has not yet been cut, adjusting the placement of the pattern piece 
until the print matches up with the already-cut piece. Make sure that all adjoining pieces 
are matched before or as you cut.

— Note for yields: The yields show the layout of 
pieces for a solid color only. If you are using a 
patterned fabric (such as plaid or large fl oral) 
you may need to match the pattern; therefore, 
the pieces will probably be laid out differently 
than seen here. Refer to the sidebar below for 
assistance with matching a pattern.

Cut FabriC
1 Print out the complete pattern at inter-
weavestitch.com, transferring all pattern 
markings and labels; this will aid in deciding 
on your layout. Be sure to position the pattern 
pieces on the fabric right side with the labeled 
side up.
2Weight or pin each pattern piece in place on 
the fabric and carefully cut out the pieces with 
a rotary cutter or scissors or trace around the 
pieces with a fabric marking pen and cut out 
with scissors.

Sew bodiCe pieCeS to Skirt pieCeS
3Finish the waistline edge of each fabric 
piece with a serger.
4Stitch each Bodice piece to its correspond-
ing Skirt piece, right sides together, and press 
the seams open. 
5Lay the garment pieces side by side in the 
positions they’ll occupy in the garment: Left 
Front next to Left Side Front, etc.

prinCeSS SeaMS & ShouLder SeaMS
6Stitch the Side Front units to the corre-
sponding Front units, and the Side Back units 
to the corresponding Back units matching the 
waist seams and notches.
7Serge or zigzag the seam allowances to-
gether, keeping the waist seams pressed open 
to maintain proper fi t of the garment.
8Press the front seams toward the Side units 
and the back seams toward the center back.
9Edgestitch along each vertical seamline, plac-
ing the stitches on the side of the seam where 
the seam allowance thickness lies. The edges-
titching is decorative, but it also holds the seam 
allowances in place and strengthens the seam.
0Stitch the shoulder seams, then serge the 
seam allowances and press the seam toward 
the back. Edgestitch the shoulder seams as 
in Step 9.

attaCh biaS triM
If you are using ready-made bias tape, skip to *.
-Following the instructions under Create 
Bias Binding on page 87, cut the gingham 
into 11⁄8" (2.9 cm) wide bias strips. Join the 
bias strips (see Diagonal Seams, page 87) 
to create a continuous length, about 6 yd 
(5.5 m).  Finally, follow the instructions under 
Fold Binding, option A, to create double-fold 

1⁄4" (6 mm) wide bias tape. *Beginning at 
the underarm, slip the folded bias tape over 
one armhole’s raw edge, nesting the raw 
edge in the center fold. Pin the bias tape in 

download tHe full-size 
Pattern for tHis ProjeCt 
at interweavestitCH.Com

available at independent fabric shops worldwide and at oliverands.com
join the discussion at oliverands.com/forums
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place around the armhole; when you reach 
the starting point, trim the bias tape to fit. 
Edgestitch along the inner fold of the bias 
tape (just shy of ¼" [6 mm] from the outer 
edge), through all layers, to bind the armhole, 
checking that the bias tape on the wrong side 
is being caught in the seam as you go. Repeat 
from * for the second armhole.
= Stitch the side seams, leaving an opening 
in the right side seam where indicated by the 
notches, creating a 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) opening for 
the belt to pass through. Be sure to backtack 
above and below the opening.
qClip the right side seam allowance at the 
notches and press the seam allowance open 
between the notches, creating the eyelet for the 
belt. Serge the remainder of both side seam al-
lowances and press toward the garment back.
w Edgestitch along the back edge of each side 
seam as in Step 9. 
eEdgestitch around the top, bottom, and sides 

of the right side seam opening to secure the 
pressed-open seam allowance (see figure 1). 
Edgestitch on both sides of the waistline seam, 
sewing continuously around the entire dress 
but breaking the edgestitching at the right side 
seam opening.
rCut two 36" (91.5 cm) lengths of bias tape. 
Edgestitch the folded edges to close the bias 
tape, creating the belts. Tie a knot in one end of 
each belt and pin the raw ends to the waistline 
seam at the front opening, one on each side, 
right sides together and raw edges matched.
tBind the front and neckline edges with bias 
tape as in Step 11, beginning at the lower 
edge on one side and working continuously 
around to the lower edge on the other side 
(don’t worry about the raw edges of the bind-
ing; these will be covered by the Flounce). 
Be sure to catch the belt ends in the binding. 
When the binding is complete, fold the belts 
over the bias so they extend beyond the front 
edges, and topstitch the belts to the binding.

Create Linen FLounCe
y Serge the Flounce hemline edge. Turn 1⁄8" 
(3 mm) to the wrong side and press. Topstitch 
the hem in place. 
u With right sides together, pin the Flounce 
to the dress lower edge, allowing the Flounce 
to extend 3⁄4" (2 cm) beyond the bound front 
edges on both sides. Sew the Flounce to the 
dress, finish the raw edges, and press the 
seam allowances down.
i At one side of the dress, fold the Flounce 
raw edge to the wrong side 3⁄8" (1 cm) and 
press. Fold and press an additional 3⁄8" (1 cm) 
to the wrong side, bringing the Flounce to 
meet the bound dress edge. Stitch close to 
the fold to secure the hem. Repeat to hem the 
other Flounce end.
oPin bias tape to the dress along the Flounce 
seamline, folding the bias ends to the wrong 
side at each front edge. Topstitch through all 
layers to attach the trim to the dress.
p Trim all loose threads and give the dress a 
good press. Enjoy!

Paula Corley was a full time instructor 
at the Otis College of Art and Design in Los 
Angeles as well as the owner and designer of 
Matilda & Co. for twelve years. The Vintage 
Tablecloth Wrap Dress was one of the last 
designs she produced for her company before 
closing the doors in 2008. Her designs have 
been featured in People, Cookie, BabyTalk, 
BabyCouture, OK, and Pregnancy maga-
zines, and on Extra, Good Morning America, 
and InStyle television shows. She has written 
for Altered Couture, Haute Handbags, 
Belle Armoire, Bead Trends, and Somerset 
Sew, Life & Memories. Visit her blog at 
 paulacorley.typepad.com/vintage2vogue.

Springtime Bibs
By Heidi Boyd {from page 49}

FabriC (for 1 bib)
— 3⁄8 yd (34 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide cotton 

print (Main; shown: Strawberry bib: Grand 
Revival by Tanya Whelan for Free Spirit Fab-
rics, Ava Rose TW02Mint; Carrot bib: green 
leaf print on white)

— ¼ yd (23 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide cotton print 
(Contrast; shown: Strawberry bib:  small floral 
print in blue; Carrot bib: Love by Amy Butler 
for Rowan, ab46 Sunspots in mint) 

— 3⁄8 yd (34 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide organic 
cotton terry cloth for backing

— 4" × 4" (10 × 10 cm) scrap of red print for 
Strawberry appliqué (shown: Lakehouse, 
LHO7008 two-tone check)

— 6½" × 3" (16.5 × 7.5 cm) scrap of orange 
print for Carrot appliqué (shown: Wild 
Thyme by Carolyn Gavin of Lilla Rogers Stu-
dio for P&B Textiles, tulip whisk in orange)

— 4" × 4½" (10 × 11.5 cm) scrap of green print 
for Leaf appliqué 

other SuppLieS (for 1 bib)
—1⁄4 yd (23 cm) fusible interfacing 
—4" (10 cm) of 3⁄4" (2 cm) wide sew-on Velcro
— 1 package 1⁄4" (6 mm) wide double-fold bias 

tape in pale pink for Strawberry bib or pale 
yellow for Carrot bib

— Sewing thread in colors to coordinate with 
appliqués

—Off-white cotton sewing thread for sewing bib 
— Bib pattern and PDF templates for Straw-

berry and Carrot appliqué on interweavestitch 
.com

Finished Size: 15" (38 cm) long × 10"  
(25.4 cm) wide

figure 1

download tHe full-size 
temPlates for tHis ProjeCt 
at interweavestitCH.Com
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note
—All seam allowances are ½" (1.3 cm) unless 
otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

ConStruCt bib
1 Cut a 13" × 11" (33 × 28 cm) rectangle from 
the Main fabric. Cut a 5" × 11" (12.5 × 28 cm) 
rectangle from the Contrast fabric. Lay the 
two rectangles right sides together, aligning 
one 11" (28 cm) edge, and sew together. Press 
the seam open.
2 From the interfacing, cut one 121⁄2" × 11" 
(32 × 28 cm) rectangle and one 41⁄2" × 11" (11.5 
× 28 cm) rectangle. Slide the appropriately 
sized interfacing rectangle under the seam 
allowances from each side, butting the inter-
facing raw edge against the seam and aligning 
the raw edges around the rectangle perimeter. 
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions to fuse 
the interfacing to the wrong side of the pieced 
cotton rectangle. 
3 Iron a separate piece of interfacing to the 
wrong side of each of the appliqué fabrics. 
Use the templates to cut the Carrot or Straw-
berry and the corresponding Leaf from the 
appropriate fabrics.
4 Referring to the photos above for placement, 
pin the Leaf appliqué onto the bib. Remember 
that the pieced cotton will be trimmed to size 
later (it might help to use the Bib pattern to 
visualize finished dimensions as you place the 
appliqué); use the center of the fabric block and 
the seam between fabrics as guides for placing 

the appliqué. With matching thread, use a short 
straight stitch (1.8–2.0 mm) to sew the Leaf to 
the bib, sewing 1⁄8" (3 mm) inside the appliqué 
edges. Add more lines of stitching to indicate the 
leaf veins, if desired. 
5 Pin the Carrot or Strawberry appliqué 
over the base of the Leaf. Change the color of 
your thread to complement the appliqué and 
set the machine for a zigzag satin stitch (5.0 
mm wide and 0.3–0.4 mm long). Note: Use 2 
scraps of interfaced fabric to test your stitch 
settings before working on the bib; the stitch 
should cover the fabric edges completely and 
smoothly without gaps or bunching. As you 
sew around the Carrot or Strawberry, align 
the edge of the fabric under the center of the 
presser foot, ensuring that the zigzag stitch 
spans from one fabric to the other, trapping 
the cut fabric edge in the center of the stitch.
6 Cut a 17" × 11" (43 × 28 cm) rectangle from 
the terry cloth. Lay the assembled bib front (right 
side up) over the terry fabric (right side down), 
and then pin the bib pattern over both pieces. Lift 
the pattern to double check the appliqué place-
ment within the bib perimeter. Cut both fabrics 
along the pattern outline. Set the terry aside.
7 Cut 2 pieces of Velcro 2" (5 cm) long. Sepa-
rate the hook and loop portions of the fastener. 
Lay the 2 hook pieces (the stiffer part) on the 
fabric right side at the end of the bib’s left neck 
strap (as worn; figure 1). Sew the Velcro in 
place along the edges of each strip (don’t worry 
if the Velcro hangs over the edges slightly; you’ll 
trim it later). Position and sew the softer loop 
strips of the fastener to the right side of the 

terry at the end of the bib’s right neck strap (as 
worn; figure 1). Note: With both the terry and 
the pieced bib panel face up, the Velcro positions 
appear to be the same, figure 1 shows velcro 
placement as it would appear with terry and 
pieced cotton bibs wrong sides together. Trim 
the Velcro so that its edges are flush with the 
terry and cotton fabrics.
8 Lay the terry and pieced cotton bibs wrong 
sides together, matching all raw edges, and 
pin. Stitch 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edges all 
the way around.
9 Unfold the bias tape. Press 1⁄4" (6 mm) to the 
wrong side at one end of the tape. Beginning 
with the pressed end at a relatively straight por-
tion of the bib perimeter, near the neck straps, 
match the bias tape’s raw edge to the bib’s raw 
edge and stitch along the first crease in the bias 
tape. Continue around the entire bib perimeter. 
When you return to the starting point, overlap 
the pressed end of the bias tape 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) and 
cut off the excess length. Refold the bias tape 
along the original creases, folding it around the 
bib raw edges. Slip stitch the bias tape to the 
seamline on the bib wrong side, enclosing the 
raw edges. 

Heidi Boyd is the author of ten books with 
North Light Books, most notably the Simply 
Beautiful series. She crafts at the dining table 
where she can keep an eye on the family and dash 
out the door for the next carpool. Her goal is to 
make sophisticated design approachable and easy 
for all. She has a fine art degree and got her start 
in professional crafting as a contributor to Better 
Homes and Gardens books and magazines.Visit 
her blog on heidiboyd.blogspot.com. 

figure 1

Alphabet Baby Quilt
By erin Gilday {from page 50}

download tHe full-size 
temPlates for tHis ProjeCt 
at interweavestitCH.Com
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FabriC 
Most of the appliqués can be cut from 9" × 12" 
(23 × 30.5 cm) sheets of felt, but you’ll need 
several colors by the yard to accommodate a few 
oversized blocks. Felt yardages are given for 72" 
(183 cm) wide felt. Use the colors listed below 
or desired colors. Assign each fabric a letter 
a–n as indicated, especially if using different 
colors than those listed.
— 1 sheet light blue felt (a)
— 1 sheet purple felt (b)
— 1 sheet orange felt (c)
— 2 sheets yellow felt (d)
— 2 sheets black felt (e)
— 3 sheets dark green felt (f)
— 3 sheets fuchsia felt (g)
— 4 sheets cerulean blue felt (h)
— ¼ yd (23 cm) pink felt (i)
— ¼ yd (23 cm) lime green felt (j)
— ½ yd (46 cm) white felt (k)
— ½ yd (46 cm) gray felt (l)
— 15⁄8 yd (1.5 m) 45" (115 cm) wide black and 

white mini check for quilt top (m)
— 15⁄8 yd (1.5 m) 45" (115 cm) wide gray flannel 

for quilt back (n)

other MateriaLS
— Fusible web 
— Coordinating sewing thread
— 1 crib-size (45" × 60" [115 cm × 153 cm]) 

batting
— 190" (483 cm) of 7⁄8" (2.2 cm) wide double-

fold bias quilt binding 
— Fabric marking pen or tailor’s chalk
— Bent-arm quilting safety pins
— Letter templates PDF on interweavestitch.com

Finished Size: 52 1⁄2" × 37 1⁄2" (133.5 × 95 cm).

note
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics, pp. 82–88.

pieCing the QuiLt top
1 Refer to the Cutting Table on page 97. Trans-
fer the letter templates to the felt. Use the 
templates as patterns, pin them to the felt, and 
cut around the pattern shapes or trace around 
the templates with a fabric marking pen or 
chalk before cutting. Flip the templates over 
and trace on the felt wrong side, if desired, to 
be sure no marks will be visible in the finished 
quilt. Cut out each letter and the pieces that 
are appliquéd on top of some letters.
2Using a zigzag stitch (2.5–3.0 mm wide × 
1.4–1.6 mm long) and matching thread, appli-
qué the letters to felt squares, using the photo 
and the Cutting Table at right as guides to 
sizes and colors. If desired, use a larger stitch 
for the large letters, or experiment with other 
machine stitches. The felt won’t ravel, so it’s 
not necessary to cover the appliqué edges with 
stitches. Don’t worry about stabilizing—the felt 
should stay in place all by itself. Position and 

appliqué the holes in the A, O, etc., after the 
main portion of the letter is stitched to the felt 
square. When the appliqué is complete, back 
each square with fusible web.
3 Cut a 53" × 38" (134.5 × 96.5 cm) quilt top 
from the mini check fabric and refer to the dia-
gram for letter placement, arranging the blocks 
within a 49" × 34" (124 × 86 cm) area at the cen-
ter of the fabric (see the photo above for place-
ment, if desired) and leaving a 2" (5 cm) margin 
between the extreme perimeter of the block 
of squares and the edge of the quilt top. When 
you’re satisfied with the placement, fuse each 
letter block firmly to the quilt top according to 
the fusible web manufacturer’s instructions. 
Allow the web to cool before sewing through it; 
otherwise, it will gum up your needle.     

4Appliqué each block to the quilt top with 
coordinating thread, using a zigzag stitch as 
before.

QuiLting the QuiLt
5 Cut a 56" × 41" (142 × 104 cm) quilt back 
from the flannel. Cut a piece of batting to the 
same size.
6Make a quilt sandwich with the quilt back 
on the bottom (right side down), batting in the 
middle, and quilt top on top (right side up). 
Smooth the sandwich so that there are no 
wrinkles or puckers at any point in the quilt. 
The quilt top is slightly smaller than the back-
ing and batting to allow for shrinkage during 
quilting. Pin all 3 layers together using quilting 
safety pins. Distribute pins generously, about 
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Cutting Table

FeLt  LetterS  baCkgroundS to Cut   
CoLor to Cut  (corresponding letter appliqué indicated)

Light blue (a) X C: 4 5⁄8" × 33⁄4" (11.7 × 9.5 cm)  
  R: 33⁄8" × 5" (8.6 × 12.5 cm)

Purple (b) F 
 O interior detail 
 U

Orange (c) L I: 41⁄2" × 3" (11.5 × 7.5 cm) 
 “AND" interior  
 details P: 31⁄4" × 45⁄8" (8.5 × 11.7 cm)
Yellow (d)  U: 53⁄4" × 51⁄2" (14.5 × 14 cm) 
  F: 6" × 8" (15 × 20.5 cm) 

Black (e) H Z: Smaller star
 V

Dark green (f) A interior detail 
 D 
 J 
 P 
 Q interior detail 
 R 
 T 
 W

Fuchsia (g) K B: 53⁄8" × 4" (13.7 × 10 cm) 
 S H: 43⁄4" × 43⁄4" (12 × 12 cm)  
 Y X: 41⁄4" × 31⁄2" (11 × 9 cm)

Cerulean blue (h) C K: 51⁄4" × 113⁄4" (13.5 × 30 cm) 
 E 
 I 
 N 
 “AND"

Pink yardage (i) O E: 81⁄4" × 81⁄4" (21 × 21 cm) 
  J: 41⁄2" × 41⁄4" (11.5 × 11 cm) 
  ST: 11" × 8 3⁄4" (28 × 22 cm)  
  AND: 51⁄2" × 10" (14 × 25.5 cm)

Lime green  
yardage (j) A L: 6" × 51⁄2" (15 × 14 cm)  
 Q J: 41⁄2" × 41⁄4" (11.5 × 11 cm) 
 R interior detail 
 Z

White yardage (k) B D: 35⁄8" × 4" (9.2 × 10 cm) 
 G  Q: 41⁄8" × 51⁄8" (10.5 × 13 cm) 
 M Z: Larger star 
 P interior detail

Gray yardage (l)  A: 141⁄2" × 103⁄4" (37 × 27.5 cm)  
  G: 151⁄4" × 71⁄2" (38.5 × 19 cm)  
  MNO: 111⁄4" × 16" (28.5 × 40.5 cm) 
  Y: 55⁄8" × 10" (14.3 × 25.5 cm)  
  V: 57⁄8" × 53⁄4" (14.9 × 14.5 cm) 

one pin every 4–6" (10–15 cm).
7Using a straight stitch, quilt through all 3 
layers around each block, about ½" (1.3 cm) 
outside the edge of the block. Some variation 
in the quilting stitch placement adds to the 
quilt’s free-form style. Roll the excess quilt up 
to fit under the arm of your sewing machine 
and remove pins as you go.

FiniShing the edgeS 
8 When you’ve quilted around each letter 
block, trim the batting and backing to match the 
quilt top edges. The finished measurements of 

the quilt should be about 52½" × 37½" (133.5 × 
95 cm). Square up the edges if necessary. Baste 
the layers together along the perimeter of the 
quilt, ¼" (6 mm) away from the edge.
9 Follow the instructions under Binding with 
Mitered Corners, option A, on page 87, place 
the binding with the back of the quilt facing 
up. Where instructed to slip stitch the binding, 
use the following instructions instead. Using a 
wide zigzag stitch, stitch along the quilt binding 
edge, positioning the stitch so the right swing 
of the zigzag catches the binding and the left 
swing enters the quilt just beyond the binding’s 

folded edge. Sew with the top of the quilt facing 
up. Press the quilt flat. Whipstitch the mitered 
corners closed by hand. 

erin Gilday  is a crafts designer and sewing 
instructor from Portland, OR.  Check out her free 
sewing tutorials at www.patchworkunder 
ground.com. 

Patchwork  
Growth Chart
By rasHida Coleman-Hale 
{from page 51}

FabriC
— 1⁄8 yd (12 cm) each of 6 different 45" (115 cm) 

wide cotton prints for patchwork (shown: 
Print A: gold with dots; Print B: light tur-
quoise with white dandelions; Print C: red 
with white dots; Print D: diagonal stripe; 
Print E: blue with white clouds; Print F: 
turquoise with gold flowers)

— 3⁄8 yd (34.5 cm) of 60" (153 cm) wide or 3⁄4 yd 
(68.5 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide linen (shown: 
natural; 45" [115 cm] wide linen must be 
pieced)

other SuppLieS
— Coordinating sewing thread
— Fabric ink-stamp pad (such as Versacraft) in 

black or other dark color
— Embroidery floss (shown: yellow)
— Rotary cutter and self-healing mat 
— Rigid gridded acrylic ruler
— Tailor’s chalk or a water-soluble fabric pen
— Large number rubber stamp set
— Point turner or similar tool (such as a knit-

ting needle)
— Handsewing and embroidery needles

Finished Size: 56" (142 cm) long × 7"  
(18 cm) wide.
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noteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Press all fabrics before beginning. 

Cut FabriC
1 Using a rotary cutter, a self-healing mat, 
and a rigid gridded acrylic ruler, cut the 
following pieces from the indicated fabrics 
(assign each of your 6 cotton prints a letter, 
A–F, to differentiate; using tailor’s chalk or 
a water-soluble fabric pen, mark the wrong 
side of each piece with the letter and number 
indicated).

Print A 
— Three 23⁄4" × 21⁄2" (7 × 6.5 cm) pieces (A1)
— 13⁄4" × 41⁄2" (4.5 × 11.5 cm) piece (A2)
— 23⁄4" × 81⁄2" (7 × 21.5 cm) piece (A3)
— Two 2" × 10" (5 × 25.5 cm) cotton print strips 

for straps

Print B
— Two 23⁄4" × 21⁄2" (7 × 6.5 cm) pieces (B1)
— 23⁄4" × 81⁄2" (7 × 21.5 cm) piece (B2)
— 33⁄4" × 21⁄2" (9.5 × 6.5 cm) piece (B3)
— 5" × 11⁄2" (12.5 × 3.8 cm) piece (B4)

Print C
— 5" × 21⁄2" (12.5 × 6.5 cm) piece (C1)
— Two 5" × 11⁄2" (12.5 × 3.8 cm) pieces (C2)
— 33⁄4" × 21⁄2" (9.5 × 6.5 cm) piece (C3)
— 23⁄4" × 81⁄2" (7 × 21.5 cm) piece (C4)

Print D
— 23⁄4" × 21⁄2" (7 × 6.5 cm) piece (D1)
— 5" × 21⁄2" (12.5 × 6.5 cm) piece (D2)
— 33⁄4" × 21⁄2" (9.5 × 6.5 cm) piece (D3)
— 23⁄4" × 81⁄2" (7 × 21.5 cm) piece (D4)
— 13⁄4" × 41⁄2" (4.5 × 11.5 cm) piece (D5)

Print E
— Two 33⁄4" × 21⁄2" (9.5 × 6.5 cm) pieces (E1)
— 23⁄4" × 21⁄2" (7 × 6.5 cm) piece (E2)
— 5" × 21⁄2" (12.5 × 6.5 cm) piece (E3)
— 23⁄4" × 81⁄2" (7 × 21.5 cm) piece (E4)

Print F
— 33⁄4" × 21⁄2" (9.5 × 6.5 cm) piece (F1)
— 23⁄4" × 61⁄2" (7 × 16.5 cm) piece (F2)
— 5" × 11⁄2" (12.5 × 3.8 cm) piece (F3)
— 13⁄4" × 41⁄2" (4.5 × 11.5 cm) piece (F4)
— 23⁄4" × 81⁄2" (7 × 21.5 cm) piece (F5)

Linen 
— 3" × 561⁄2" (7.5 × 143.5 cm) linen strip (or cut 

two 3" × 281⁄2" [7.5 × 72.5 cm] strips, seam 
together, and press seam allowances open) 
for left front panel

— Two 2" × 21⁄2" (5 × 6.5 cm) linen pieces for 
hang tabs

— 71⁄2" × 561⁄2" (19 × 143.5 cm) linen strip (or 
cut two 71⁄2" × 281⁄2" [19 × 72.5 cm] strips, 
seam together, and press seam allowances 
open) for backing 

pieCe patChwork
2 Assemble each of the patchwork blocks 
(1–7) for the front of the growth chart, refer-
ring to diagram A below for assistance with 
each block.  

A

B

C

D

E

F

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

B3

A2

C3

D3

F4

E1

E4 F5

F3

E3

B1 A1

C2

D2

C4 D4

B2 A3

C2

D1

F2E2

A1

B4

B1 A1

C1

E1

F1

D5

growth chart
diagram A
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4¼" (11 cm) from the top and ending 4¼" (11 
cm) from the bottom. Make the first inch indi-
cator and every sixth line afterward 11⁄4" (3 cm) 
long (the foot and half-foot markers) and the 
other marks 5⁄8" (1.6 cm) long (if you prefer, 
measure and mark in centimeters). 
7 Starting at the top of the marked linen 
strip, use the number stamps and ink pad to 
stamp a number at the top mark (5) and then 
every twelfth mark down so that each foot is 
marked in descending number order (the last 
mark at the bottom will be marked with a 1). 
Stamp the numbers 1½" (3.8 cm) from the left 
raw edge.
8 Place the stamped linen panel and the 
patchwork panel (created in Steps 2 through 
5) right sides together, lining up the 56½" 
(143.5 cm) edges on the left side of the patch-
work. Pin and then stitch together along that 
edge. Press the seam allowances toward the 
patchwork panel.  

Create hang tabS
9 Take one of the 2" × 2 1⁄2" (5 × 6.5 cm) linen 
pieces and fold it in half lengthwise, right 
sides together, then stitch the 2½" (6.5 cm) 
raw edges to create a tube.
0 Finger-press the seam allowance open and 
then turn the tab right side out. 
- Press the tab flat with the seam centered. 
Fold the tab in half widthwise with the seamed 
side in and press to crease. 
= Repeat Steps 9–11 with the remaining 2" × 
2½" (5 × 6.5 cm) linen piece.

aSSeMbLe growth Chart
q Place the hang tabs on the assembled front 
panel’s top edge, right sides together and raw 
edges matched, with each tab 1½" (3.8 cm) 
from one side edge. Pin.
w Place the linen backing and the assembled 
front panel right sides together and pin, with 
the hang tabs between the layers.
e Beginning near the center of one long edge, 
stitch around the perimeter of the growth 
chart, leaving a 6" (15 cm) opening for turning. 
r Clip the corners diagonally to reduce bulk 
and then turn the growth chart right side out. 
Gently push the corners into position with a 
point turner, knitting needle, or similar object.
t Press the seam allowances along the open-
ing to the wrong side, then slip stitch by hand 
to close. 
y Using the marks you made earlier as a 
guide, create the inch marks on the edge of 
the growth chart with embroidery floss using 
an individual straight stitch for each mark. 
Bring the needle through the chart, between 
layers, to travel from one line to the next, and 
hide the thread tails between fabric layers. 
Don’t pull the thread too tightly because it 
could cause the chart to buckle. The foot and 
half-foot lines should be 1" (2.5 cm) long, and 
the other marks 3⁄8" (1 cm) long.

1

2

3

4

5

growth chart
diagram B

3 Press all vertical seam allowances toward 
the left and all horizontal seam allowances 
toward the bottom.
4 Stitch the panels together in order (1–7), 
with 1 at the bottom and 7 at the top, and 
press the seam allowances toward the bottom 
(see diagram B at left).
5 You should have one patchwork panel mea-
suring 5" × 561⁄2" (12.5 × 143.5 cm); set aside.

prepare & aSSeMbLe Front paneL
6 Use tailor’s chalk or a water-soluble fabric 
pen and a ruler to measure and mark 49 inch 
indicators along the left-hand edge of the left 
front panel, on the fabric right side, starting 
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aSSeMbLe StrapS
u Fold one 2" × 10" (5 × 25.5 cm) cotton print 
strip (print A) in half, lengthwise, wrong sides 
together, and press. Open the fold and bring 
the two long edges to meet at the center 
crease. Press again. 
i Fold 1⁄4" (6 mm) to the wrong side along 
each short end and press. Refold the strip 
along the original center crease, encasing the 
raw edges, and press. 
o Edgestitch along the open edge to form the 
strap. 
p Repeat Steps 19–21 with the remaining 2" × 
10" (5 × 25.5 cm) strip. 
[ Loop one strap through each hang tab and 
tie the ends together. 

Using the Growth Chart
There are several ways you can record 
your child’s growth with this keepsake 
growth chart: 
 — Try cutting small strips or flags from 

colorful cotton scraps and use safety 
pins to attach them to the chart, 
along the inch marks. Assign a color 
or print to each child and cut out 
enough strips to use as they grow. 
You can even write or stamp the date 
on each strip.

— Cover large coverable buttons with 
linen or cotton and then stamp them 
with the name of the child and the 
date. Sew the buttons to the chart.

— Mark the height of the child with 
a water-soluble fabric pen, then 
embroider or stamp the name of the 
child and the date onto the growth 
chart at the mark.

Flight Cap
By Betz wHite {from page 52}

FabriC
— 1 fat quarter of cotton print fabric (Main; 

shown: print sateen from the Betz White 
Organic Cotton print line)

— 1 fat quarter of organic cotton sherpa, 
terry, or velour (Lining; make sure you 
have at least 18" × 22" [45.5 × 56 cm])

other SuppLieS
— Matching or coordinating sewing thread
— 5" (12.5 cm) of 1⁄8" (3 mm) wide white elastic
— 5⁄8" (1.6 cm) sew-through button (not a shank)
— Disappearing-ink fabric marker
— Press cloth
— Tailor’s ham or a rolled towel
— Baby Flight Cap pattern on Pattern Insert 

side B

Finished Size: Children’s head sizes vary. 
For an accurate fit, choose the pattern size 
based on the head circumference of the 
wearer. Measure the child around the head 
with a tape measure, above the eyebrows.
— Small: 6M–12M, fits head circumference 

16–17" (40.5–43 cm).
— Medium: 12M–18M, fits head circumfer-

ence 18–19" (45.5–48.5 cm).
— Large: 2T–3T, fits head circumference 

20–21" (51–53.5 cm).

note 
— All seam allowances are ¼" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.

— For explanations of terms and techniques 
and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82-88.

Cut pieCeS
1 Using the patterns provided, cut the fol-
lowing from both the Main fabric (for the 
shell) and the Lining fabric: 1 Center Crown 
Panel, 2 Crown Side pieces, 1 Brim, and 
2 Earflap pieces (be sure to cut 1 Earflap 
reversed). Transfer all pattern markings to 
the wrong sides of the fabric pieces with a 
disappearing-ink fabric marker.

Sew Crown & FLapS
2 Starting with the Main fabric pieces, pin the 
Crown Sides to the Center Crown Panel right 
sides together, aligning the Crown Side notch 
with the notch at the center of the Center 
Crown Panel’s long side. Ease the straight 
edge to fit the curve, distributing the fullness 
evenly, and sew. Press the seam allowances 
toward the center of the crown and topstitch 
1⁄8" (3 mm) from the seam on the center panel, 
through the fabric and seam allowances. 
Repeat the entire step with the Lining fabric 
pieces, trimming seam allowances to 1⁄8" (3 
mm) and omitting the topstitching.
3 Place the Main Fabric Earflap pieces right 
sides together. Stitch the short ends together. 
Press the seam allowance open. Repeat the 
entire step for the Lining Earflap pieces. 

Make & attaCh LoopS
4 Cut 2 pieces of elastic, each 2¼" (5.5 cm) 
long. *Fold one length of elastic in half to cre-
ate a small loop and pin the ends to the Earflap 
where indicated by the loop placement notch 
on the pattern. Stitch back and forth across the 
elastic ends, 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edge, to 
baste the elastic to the fabric. Repeat from *, 
creating a loop for the second flap. 
5 Place the assembled Earflaps (one Main and 
one Lining) right sides together, sandwiching 
the elastic loops between the layers, and pin. 
Sew around the perimeter, leaving the long 
straight edge unstitched. Trim seam allow-
ances to 1⁄8" (3 mm) and turn the flap right side 
out. Cover with a press cloth and press. To 
secure the lining to the shell, baste the long 
straight edges of the flap piece together, 1⁄8" (3 
mm) from the raw edges.

Sew briM & aSSeMbLe hat
6 Pin Lining Brim to Main fabric Brim right 
sides together. Sew around the outer curved 
perimeter, leaving the inner, less curved edge 
unstitched. Trim seam allowances to 1⁄8" (3 
mm) and turn the brim right side out. Cover 
with a press cloth and press the outer curve 
flat. Baste the unstitched edges of the brim 
piece together, 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edges.
7 Turn the sewn Main fabric Crown wrong side 
out. Place the sewn Earflaps inside the Crown, 
with the right sides of the Main fabric pieces 

rasHida Coleman-Hale studied fashion 
design at the Fashion Institute of Technology and 
rediscovered her love of sewing when she became 
a stay-at-home mom. Her first book, I Love Patch-
work, published by Interweave, was released in 
December 2009. She currently lives in Atlanta 
with her husband and three children. Read more 
about her crafty life at iheartlinen.typepad.com.
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Cathedral 
Window Blocks
By eunny janG {from page 53}

together. Align the center back (short) seam of 
the Earfl aps with the notch on one short end 
of the Center Crown Panel and pin the straight 
edge of the Earfl aps and the raw edges of the 
Crown together. 
8 Place the sewn Brim inside the Crown, with 
the right sides of the Main Fabric pieces togeth-
er. Align the center mark of the Brim with the 
notch on the remaining short end of the Center 
Crown Panel and pin together along the raw 
edges of the Crown. Next, place the sewn Crown 
Lining right side out down inside the Main Fabric 
Crown, sandwiching the Brim and Earfl aps (the 
right side of the Crown Lining should be facing 
the lining sides of the Brim and Earfl aps). Re-
pin around the entire perimeter, taking care to 
match all seams and pattern markings.
9 Starting near the back of the Crown, sew 
around the perimeter of the pinned Crown, 
through all layers, leaving a 2" (5 cm) opening 
at the back for turning. Trim intersecting seam 
allowances to reduce bulk. Turn the entire hat 
right side out, through the 2" (5 cm) opening. 
Place the hat onto a tailor’s ham or rolled towel, 
cover with a press cloth, and press. Handstitch 
the back opening closed using a slip stitch.
0 Find the center top of the hat and handsew 
the button securely through all layers. Fold 
up the earfl aps and secure by placing loops 
around the button.

Betz wHite is a designer, author, and “green" 
crafter who combines her whimsical color and 
design sense with a love for repurposing. Her line 
of home and fashion accessories is sold online and 
has been featured on Martha Stewart’s television 
show and in CRAFT, Country Living, and 
Adorn magazines. She is the author of two books, 
Warm Fuzzies and Sewing Green. Visit her 
at betzwhite.com for information about the new 
Betz White Organic Cotton print line.

FabriC (for 1 block)
— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide un-

bleached cotton muslin or any other 
quilting-weight cotton for base fabric 

— Twelve 2½" (6.5 cm) squares of quilting cot-
ton in coordinating colors (shown: 4 squares 
each of a solid and 2 coordinating prints)

other SuppLieS
— 2" (5 cm) thick medium-density compressed 

polyester chair pad (recommended: Nu-
Foam)

— Matching all-purpose thread
— Cotton handquilting thread to match base 

fabric
— Thimble
— Point turner or tweezers
— Short pins (1" [2.5 cm] or under)

Finished Size: Each block is about 31⁄4" 
(8.5 cm) square.

noteS
— Seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Using compressed polyester rather than 

foam makes the blocks completely washable.
— Unless you have a hot wire foam cutter, 

the neatest way to cut the chair pad is with 
a bread knife, in long strokes, or with an 
oscillating electric knife (like one used for 
carving a roast).

— It is very important that the base blocks be 
perfectly square and aligned with the fabric 
grain. Pull a thread across the fabric width to 
fi nd the straight grain, then align the gap left 
by the pulled thread with the grid on an acryl-
ic rotary cutting ruler to ensure cuts on the 
straight grain. Use a rotary cutter and gridded 
quilting ruler for the straightest edges.

— Chain piecing is most effi cient for the initial 
sewing. This is an effi cient, thread-saving 
process for stitching many seams when 
piecing a quilt. Place the fi rst two patches 
right sides together, raw edges aligned, and 
sew together. When the needle reaches the 
end of the patch, align the next two patches 
and feed them under the presser foot with-
out raising the presser foot or cutting the 
threads. Continue feeding pairs of patches 
under the presser foot, one after another. 
Clip the threads between patches when 
stitching is complete.

— Secure all handsewing threads with three 
tiny stitches on the inside of the cube or 
under a colored panel.

— Pin down points you're not working with to 
keep them out of the way.

Cut out FabriC & FoaM
1 Cut the base fabric into six 71⁄2" × 7½" 
(19 × 19 cm) squares.

2 Cut the foam into two 31⁄8" × 31⁄8" × 2" (8 × 8 
× 5 cm) blocks. Cut 3⁄4" (2 cm) off one square 
face of one block to make a block that is 31⁄8" × 
31⁄8" × 11⁄4" (8 × 8 × 3.2 cm). 

Make baSe bLoCkS
3 Fold one base square in half right sides 
together, matching the corners exactly. 
Seam the two short edges (figure 1). Clip the 
corners to reduce bulk and fi nger-press the 
seams open.
4 Open the stitched square and bring the 
remaining raw edges together, matching the 
seams precisely at the center. Sew the open 
side of the pocket, leaving a 1" (2.5 cm) gap 
on one side of the center seam for turning 
(figure 2). Clip the corners and fi nger-press 
the seams open.
5 Turn the block right side out through 
the gap, making sure to turn the corners 
completely with tweezers or another tool. You 
should have a neat square block. The opening 
for turning will be hidden in the fi nished block, 
so there is no need to sew it closed. Press the 
square thoroughly.
6 With the seamed side of the square facing up, 
fold and press each corner of the square to the 

figure 1

figure 2
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figure 3

6

7

5

figure 6

center, making sure the new corners formed 
by folding are sharp and square (figure 3). The 
side with the points is now the right side; the 
plain side becomes the wrong side.
7 Repeat Steps 3–6 to assemble 6 base 
blocks.

aSSeMbLe Cube
8 Position 2 blocks with their wrong sides 
together. Unfold and match one point from 
each block. Handsew with a running stitch 
along the fold line (figure 4). Take one 
whipstitch at each corner to secure the 
edges. Repeat to sew all 6 blocks together 
into a cross confi guration (figure 5; red lines 
indicate where blocks are joined). Fold the 
points back into place as you go. 

6

7

5

figure 5

6

7

5

figure 4

align blocks 
and sew along 
crease
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5

figure 7

Loopy Elephant 
By Heidi Boyd {from page 54}

FabriC
�1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) 60" (153 cm) wide Minky 

fabric for ears (A)
�1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) 45" (115 cm) wide fl annel 

print for trunk (B)
�1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) 45" (115 cm) wide fl annel 

print for body (C) 

other Supplies
You will only need about 6" (15 cm) of each rib-
bon and the rickrack, so this is a great way to 
use up various scraps.
�3⁄8" (1 cm) wide grosgrain ribbon (shown: 

yellow)
�3⁄8" (1 cm) wide polka-dot grosgrain ribbon 

(shown: orange and pink dippy dots ribbon 
by Offray) 

�5⁄8" (1.5 cm) wide grosgrain ribbon (shown: 
pink)

�5⁄8" (1.5 cm) wide satin ribbon (shown: pink)
�1⁄8" (3 mm) wide satin ribbon (shown: coral)
�5⁄8" (1.5 cm) wide rickrack (shown: pink)
�1⁄16" (2 mm) wide rickrack (shown: pink)
�3⁄8" (1 cm) wide grosgrain ribbon (about 4" 

[10 cm] for tail) (shown: yellow-orange)
�Fiberfi ll
�Coordinating sewing thread
�Point turner (optional)
�Handsewing needle
�Elephant pattern on Pattern Insert side A

Finished Size: About 9" (23 cm) long × 8" (20 
cm) high × 3" (7.5 cm) deep.

note
All seam allowances are ¼" (6 mm) unless 
otherwise indicated.
For explanations of terms and techniques 
and/or help with pattern markings, see Sew-
ing Basics on pp. 82–88.

FiLL in bLoCkS
9Press the edges of each 21⁄2" (6.5 cm) 
cotton square toward the wrong side by 3⁄8" 
(1 cm). Place a prepared 21⁄2" (6.5 cm) square 
on a diamond formed by 2 seamed and 
opened points, with the right sides up 
(figure 6). Fold the base fabric edges over 
the contrasting square, forming a curved 
frame that traps the cotton square and 
conceals its edges (figure 7). Pin each base 
fabric edge down. Handsew the frame to the 
cotton square with a slip stitch, taking two 
whipstitches at each corner to hold adjacent 
sides of the frame together, forming an at-
tractive point. Hide the beginning and ending 
of each thread under the contrast square or 
one of the base fabric folds.
0 Repeat Step 9 to fi ll in the fi rst fi ve 
seamed diamonds (figure 8). Then, join the 

edges indicated with arrows in fi gure 8 (with 
right sides together). The fabric will now 
form a cube with an open top fl ap. Turn the 
cube right side out and fi ll in the new dia-
monds created by the seaming, as in Step 9.  
- Insert both foam blocks, stacking them to 
form a cube shape. 
= Close the top fl ap of the cube by joining 
A to A, B to B, and C to C (see figure 8), 
turning in the seam allowances and joining 
the edges with a slip stitch. Fill in the new 
diamonds created, as in Step 9.
q On each face of the cube, handsew the 
four diamond points together, drawing the 
points tightly together at their very tips.

eunny janG plays occasional hooky from 
editing Interweave Knits with sewing projects. 

6

7

5

B

B

A

C

A

figure 8
C
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Cut FabriC
1 Using the provided pattern, cut the  
following pieces.
From fabric A:
�Cut 2 Ears (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
From fabric B:
�Cut 2 Trunk/Head (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
From fabric C:
�Cut 2 Body (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
�Cut 2 Ears (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
2 Cut the assorted ribbons and rickrack into 
3" (7.5 cm) lengths for a total of 8 to 10 pieces 
for each ear. 

aSSeMbLe eLephant
3 Fold each ribbon from Step 2 in half width-
wise, matching the cut ends. Lay a Fabric C 
Ear, right side up, on a flat work surface and 
arrange 8 to 10 ribbon loops around the curved 
edge, with the ribbon folds toward the center 
of the ear and the ribbon raw edges extending 
¼"–1⁄2" (6 mm–1.3 cm) past the fabric raw edge. 
Do not place ribbons along the ear’s straight 
edge, which will be sewn into the body. Lay a 
Fabric A Ear on the Fabric C Ear and ribbons, 
right sides together, raw edges matched, and 
pin. Repeat the entire step for the second Ear.
4 Machine stitch around the curved edges 
of each ear, trapping the ribbons in the seam 
and leaving the straight edge of the ear open. 
Make a second reinforcing seam just outside of 
the first seam, about 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw 
edges. Turn the ears right side out and lightly 
stuff them with fiberfill.
5 Place an ear on a Body piece, matching the 
notches, with Fabric C surfaces together. Allow 
the ear raw edges to extend 1⁄4" (6 mm) beyond 
the body raw edges. Lay a Trunk/Head piece on 
the other two right sides together, matching 
the notches, and pin the neck edge through all 
layers. Stitch the head to the Body piece, trap-
ping the ear in the seam. Make a reinforcing 
seam 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edge to prevent 
the ears from pulling loose. Repeat the entire 
step with the remaining Ear, Body, and Trunk/
Head pieces.
6 Fold the 4" (10 cm) ribbon tail in half width-
wise, matching the raw edges to form a loop. 
Pin the tail to one body at the notch, allowing 
the raw edges of the tail to extend 1⁄4" (6 mm) 
past the body raw edges. Place the 2 finished 
elephant halves right sides together and pin, 
making sure the ears and tail are sandwiched 
between the layers and that the ears will not 
be caught in the next seam. Stitch around the 
outside of the elephant, trapping the tail in the 
seam and leaving a 3" (7.5 cm) opening in the 
back of the hind leg. Turn the elephant right 
side out through the opening, using a point 
turner or other tool such as a knitting needle 
or chopstick, if necessary. 
7 Stuff the elephant with fiberfill, beginning at 
the tip of the trunk and continuing to stuff the 
entire elephant tightly. Handstitch the opening 
closed with a slip stitch.

Fleece Hedgehog
By Heidi Boyd {from page 54}

FabriC
�Anti-pill fleece, 60" (153 cm) wide, in the 

following (or desired) colors:
�1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) white (A)
1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) light pink (B)
�1⁄8 yd (23 cm) medium pink (C)
�1⁄4 yd (23 cm) dark pink (D)
�1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) dark rose (E)
�Small scrap of green (at least 4" [10 cm] 

square) for Leaves
� 2" × 7" (5 × 18 cm) strip of yellow or desired 

color for Rose (use a selvedge for one 7"  
[18 cm] edge, if possible) 

other SuppLieS
�Matching sewing thread
�Sewing thread to match fleece for Rose 

(optional)
�Sewing thread to match fabric D  

(optional for nose)
�Fiberfill
�Embroidery floss in lavender and pink (or 

desired colors to complement fleece; used 
for facial details)

�Removable fabric marker
�Crewel (embroidery) and handsewing 

needles
�Hedgehog pattern and templates on Pattern 

Insert side B

Finished Size: About 9" (23 cm) long  
× 5" (12.5 cm) high × 4 ⁄2" (11.5 cm) deep.

note
�All seam allowances are ¼" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
�For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

Cut FabriC
1 Use the provided pattern and templates to 
cut the following pieces.
From A:
�2 Face (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
�1 Chin
Transfer the facial features from the pattern to 
the fabric right side with a removable marker. 
Note: If not using colors shown, arrange fab-
rics B–E from lightest to darkest for a similar 
effect.
From B:
�2 Ears  
�4" × 12" (10 × 30.5 cm) rectangle
From C:
�2 Body (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
�2 Ears 
�4" × 12" (10 × 30.5 cm) rectangle
From D:
�1 Belly
�1 Nose
�4" × 12" (10 × 30.5 cm) rectangle
From E:
�4" × 12" (10 × 30.5 cm) rectangle

aSSeMbLe hedgehog
2 Place one fabric B Ear and one fabric C Ear 
right sides together. Stitch around the outside 
of the ear, leaving the straight edge open. Turn 
the ear right side out. Repeat the entire step to 
create the second ear.
3Position one Ear between the notches on 
one Face, aligning the raw edges, with the 
lighter color (B) surface of the ear against the 
Face right side. Baste the Ear to the Face 1⁄8" (3 
mm) from the raw edges. Repeat to attach the 
second Ear to the second Face. Place the Face 
pieces right sides together. Pin and then stitch 
together along the top edge (see pattern). 
Place the Chin right sides together with the 
Face pieces, easing slightly to fit the straight 
edges onto the curved edges. Pin and then 
stitch along the Chin sides, leaving the neck 
edges open.  
4 Place the Body pieces right sides together. 
Pin and then stitch along the rounded back 
edge (see pattern), leaving the neck and side 
edges unstitched. 
5  Fold the Fabric B rectangle in half length-
wise wrong sides together and pin it along the 
neck edge of the Body pieces, matching the 
raw edges. With right sides together, pin the 
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neck edges of the Face and Body together. To 
join the opposing curves here in a curved seam, 
start by matching the Face’s ear notches to the 
Body’s ear notches. Using several pins placed 
close together, pin from the Ears out to each 
side, easing the curves together and avoiding 
tucks. This will take a bit of patience so just go 
slowly and remember that while the seamlines 
must match, the cut edges will not; one will 
ripple against the other. The Fabric B rectangle 
(folded) and the ears will be sandwiched be-
tween the back and Face. Stitch together along 
the neck edge, watching for tucks and adjust-
ing the fabric as necessary. Note: The Chin is 
not sewn to the Body yet. 
6 Fold the Fabric C rectangle as in Step 5. 
Working with the right side of the Body and head 
facing up, place the raw edges of the folded strip 
on the Body, 1" (2.5 cm) from the neck seam, 
and pin in place. The strip should span the 
joined backs between the back-to-belly seam 
allowances. Starting at one end of the strip, 
stitch 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edges of the strip 
to secure it to the Body. Be sure to catch both 
layers in the seam. Repeat the entire step to 
attach the remaining two rectangles (fabrics D 
and E), each 1" (2.5 cm) from the preceding rect-
angle, with the colors progressing from lightest 
to darkest. Fold the previous strips forward, out 
of the way, as each new strip is added. 
7Turn the piece to the wrong side. With right 
sides together, pin the Belly to the Chin, align-
ing the neck edges. Stitch the 2 pieces together. 
Next, pin the Belly to the free edges of the 
Body, making sure the folded rectangles are not 
caught in the seam. Stitch, leaving a 2–3" (5–7.5 
cm) opening at the back of the Body. 
8Turn the hedgehog right side out through the 
opening. To stuff your hedgehog, start by push-
ing fiberfill into the end where the Nose will be 
sewn on, then continue filling the snout and the 
body. Slip stitch the opening closed.
9Make evenly spaced slits 3⁄4" (2 cm) apart 
along each of the strips. Cut through the folded 
edge and to within 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) of the seam 
attaching the strip to the body. This transforms 
the strips into looped “spikes." 
0 Fold the green fleece in half and use the 
provided Leaf template to cut the Leaf on the 
fold. When you unfold it you should have a 
two connected Leaves. Use the included Rose 
template to cut the angled strip for the Rose 
from the yellow (or desired color) fleece. Try 
to incorporate the selvedge edge of the fleece 
along the angle side of the strip so that the top 
of your Rose will roll slightly. 
-Tightly roll the strip, starting at the small 
end and working your way to the wide end, 
keeping the non-selvedge edges even. On 
the side opposite the selvedge, use matching 
thread to handstitch through the edges of the 
rolled fabric to hold the Rose together. Tie off 
securely, but do not cut the thread. Stitch the 
finished Rose and Leaves to the Body, above 
one of the hedgehog’s Ears. Make sure the 
Leaves are securely sandwiched between the 
Body and the Rose.

=Use 6 strands of lilac (or desired color) em-
broidery floss and a crewel needle to stitch the 
hedgehog’s eyelids and lashes onto her face, 
using long running stitches  to form a semi-
circle eyelid and 3 evenly spaced eyelashes (see 
the photo opposite). To hide your knot, insert 
the needle behind the first strip of “spikes" and 
carry the needle through to the starting point 
of the first eye, then bring the needle through 
the face to the opposite side for the second eye. 
Finish by exiting behind the first row of “spikes" 
on this side and knot your thread securely.
qUse 6 strands of pink (or desired color) em-
broidery floss to create a smiling mouth with 
backstitches, as shown on the pattern, hiding 
the knots as before. 
wUse matching thread and a handsewing 
needle to whipstitch the Nose to the tip of the 
Face.

Heidi Boyd is the author of ten books with 
North Light Books, most notably the Simply 
Beautiful series. She crafts at the dining table 
where she can keep an eye on the family and 
dash out the door for the next carpool. She has a 
fine-art degree and got her start in professional 
crafting as a contributor to Better Homes and 
Gardens books and magazines. Visit her blog 
on http://heidiboyd.blogspot.com/ 

�1⁄3 yd (30.5 cm) brown (C) for hill and tree 
trunk

�1⁄2 yd (46 cm) coordinating floral print for hill 
(D; shown: blue/green floral) 

�1⁄2 yd (46 cm) landscape print for back-
ground (E)

�8" × 8" (20.5 × 20.5 cm) scrap cornflower 
blue for tree leaves (F)

�5" × 3" (12.5 × 7.5 cm) scrap white for car 
windows and hubcaps (G)

�8" × 4" (20.5 × 10 cm) scrap aqua polka-dot 
print for car (H)

�1 yd (91.5 cm) backing fabric (shown: coor-
dinating car print)

�1⁄4 yd (23 cm) blue/brown floral print for 
binding 

Note: Don’t worry if you can’t find a similar 
landscape print—a cloud print would work, 
too. A a coordinating car print was used for 
the backing to have a more urban look to con-
trast with the countryside theme of the front.

other SuppLieS 
�Freezer paper
�Spray starch (optional)
�1⁄2 yd (46 cm) lightweight fusible web
�Sewing or embroidery thread to coordinate 

with each fabric
�1 yd (91 cm) low-loft cotton batting
�Invisible monofilament thread (optional)
�Safety pins (recommended: bent-arm quilt-

ing safety pins) or quilt-basting spray
�Walking foot for sewing machine (optional)
�Baby Car Quilt template PDF on  

interweavestitch.com

Finished Size: 28" × 33" (71 × 84 cm).

noteS
�All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise noted.
�For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
�If your sewing machine is capable of a 

blanket stitch, feel free to use that for the 
appliqué instead of a zigzag stitch.

Make hiLL teMpLateS
1 The shapes for each hill are indicated on 
the provided composite hill template. Trace 
the 3 straight sides and curve of the A hill 
template onto the paper (non-waxy) side of 
freezer paper. Cut the template out around 
the outer edge and label it. Repeat to make a 
template for the B hill.
2 The C and D hills face the other direction, 
so flip the template sheet over and use a 
light box or a window to trace freezer-paper 
templates for the C and D hills.

Make hiLLS
3 Lay each template, shiny side up, on the 
wrong side of the corresponding fabric, being 

Hilltop Drive  
Baby Quilt 
By Kevin KosBaB {from page 55}

FabriC
All fabrics are 45" (115 cm) wide cotton unless 
otherwise noted. Use similar fabrics to those 
listed or use desired colors/prints. 
�1⁄2 yd (46 cm) green (A) for hill
�1⁄4 yd (23 cm) cerulean blue (B) for hill

download tHe full-size 
temPlates for tHis ProjeCt 
at interweavestitCH.Com
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sure to leave at least a 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) margin 
around the template. Pin each template to 
the corresponding fabric (A–D), around the 
perimeter of the template. If the freezer paper 
curls, anchor it fl at with pattern weights or 
other heavy objects.
4 Cut the curve for each hill 3⁄8" (1 cm) outside 
the template edge. Cut the straight sides along 
the template edge. Do not remove the freezer-
paper templates from the fabric.
5 Using the tip of a hot, dry iron, press the 
seam allowance over the freezer-paper tem-
plate, making sure the fabric folds tightly around 
the edge of the template. Clip into the seam 
allowance along the curved edge every 1–2" 
(2.5–5 cm), if necessary, so the seam allowance 
lies fl at against the freezer paper and the fold 
creates a smooth curve. The shiny side of the 
freezer paper will hold the turned-under seam 
allowance in place. Remove the template when 
the hill fabric has cooled. Use spray starch, if 
necessary, to hold the pressed seam allowances 
in place when the template is removed.

attaCh hiLLS
6 Cut a 28" × 171⁄2" (71 × 44.5 cm) rectangle 
from the landscape print.
7 Referring to the photo above for placement 
guidance, arrange the hills and the landscape 
rectangle as follows. Place the C hill fi rst, align-
ing the straight right-hand edges and position-
ing the top of the hill 13" (33 cm) below the top 
of the landscape rectangle. Pin the hill’s curved 
edge in place, then position the remaining hills 
in the same way, placing the A hill 161⁄4" (41.5 
cm) from the top of the landscape rectangle, the 
D hill 71⁄2" (19 cm) from the top of the C hill, and 
the B hill 81⁄2" (21.5 cm) from the top of the A hill. 
Make sure the pieces align correctly at the sides 
and lower edge and that the sides are perpen-
dicular to the top edge. The pinned quilt top 
should measure 28" × 33" (71 × 84 cm). Make 
sure each hill has enough overlap to be sewn 
down along its pressed edge, then pin again so 
the entire quilt top is securely held together.
8 Starting with the C hill and working your way 
to the B hill, topstitch each hill in place, 1⁄8" (3 
mm) from the pressed edge, removing the pins 

as you go. Where a lower hill overlaps the edge 
being stitched, temporarily fold the upper-layer 
hill back so it isn’t caught in the current seam. 
Optional: After sewing each hill, fl ip the quilt top 
over and trim away the excess fabric of the pre-
vious hill, leaving a 1⁄4" (6 mm) seam allowance.

prepare appLiQuÉS
9 Trace each separate shape from the provided 
Car and Tree templates onto the paper side 
of fusible web, leaving at least 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) 
between the shapes.
0 Roughly cut each shape about 1⁄4" (6 mm) 
outside the traced line. Optional: To reduce stiff-
ness, cut the center out of the fusible shape, 
leaving a 1⁄4" (6 mm) margin of fusible web 
inside the line.
- Following the manufacturer’s instructions, 
press the fusible-web shapes onto the wrong 
sides of the corresponding (or desired) fabrics 
as follows. Press the tree trunk and car tires 
onto fabric C, the tree leaves onto fabric F, the 
car windows and hubcaps onto fabric G, and the 
car body onto fabric H.
= When cool, cut out each fused shape directly 
on the traced line. Referring to the templates 
for placement, peel off the paper backing and 
fuse the windows to the car body and the hub-
caps to the tires. Make sure the car body and 
tires are still backed with paper so they don’t 
stick to the pressing surface.

appLiQuÉ
q Using a zigzag stitch 2.0 mm wide and 
0.3–0.4 mm long, sew the car window and hub-
caps to the car body and tires with white thread. 
The right swing of the needle should fall into 
the foundation fabric immediately beside the 
appliqué, while the main body of the stitches 
falls on the appliqué itself. Pivot frequently with 
the needle in the foundation fabric for smooth 
curves. When you have sewn all the way around 
the shapes, pull the thread ends to the back 
and knot them.
w Peel the paper backing off the remaining 
appliqué shapes (including the car body and 
tires). Arrange them on the quilt top, referring 
to the photo above for placement or placing 

A

B

C

D
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them as desired. When you’re satisfied, fuse the 
appliqués in place, being sure to fuse the car 
body before the wheels.
e Matching thread color to the appliqué piece, 
zigzag stitch around the edges of each appliqué 
as described in Step 13.

QuiLt & FiniSh
r Square up the edges of the completed quilt 
top, if necessary.
t Cut the backing fabric 33" (84 cm) wide × 36" 
(91 cm) long. Cut the batting 32" (81 cm) wide × 
35" (89 cm) long. With the backing wrong side 
up, center the batting on top, then center the 
quilt top right side up on the batting to create 
a quilt “sandwich." Baste the 3 layers together 
with safety pins or basting spray.
y With matching or invisible thread and a 
straight stitch 2.5–3.0 mm long, stitch through 
all layers immediately beside the tree, the car, 
and each hill. Use a regular presser foot, a 
walking foot, or free-motion stitching for the 
quilting; work in the method with which you’re 
most comfortable. To further highlight the 
shape of the hills and hold the quilt together, 
quilt a few lines in each hill, parallel to the 
curved hilltop. Vary the lines’ length and spac-
ing. Quilt along the hills within the landscape 
print or around the clouds or other shapes in an 
alternate background fabric.
u Trim the batting and backing to match the 
quilt top. Cut 4 strips 2" (5 cm) wide across the 
width of the binding fabric and join into a con-
tinuous length (see Diagonal Seams on  page 
87). Press the binding in half, lengthwise, with 
wrong sides together. Follow the instructions 
under Binding with Mitered Corners, option B, 
on page 87 to bind the quilt edges.

Kevin KosBaB is a writer, an editor, and a 
pattern designer. His modern quilts and sewing 
projects have appeared in Stitch and American 
Patchwork & Quilting, and his Feed Dog Designs 
patterns are available on his website at feeddog.net.

For cat: 51⁄2" × 6" (14 × 15 cm; B) and 2" × 4"  
(5 × 10 cm; C)

other SuppLieS
— Fabric marking pen
— 6-strand black embroidery floss for eyes, 

nose, mouth, and whiskers 
— Coordinating sewing thread
— Embroidery needle
— Point turner (optional)
— Serger (optional)
— Bath Time Buddies pattern and templates 

on Pattern Insert side B

Finished Size: 8½" (21.5 cm) long × 5"  
(12.5 cm) wide, excluding ears.

noteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics, pp. 82–88). 

— Zigzag, serge, or overcast all raw edges.
— Look for brightly colored towels on clear-

ance to make funky mitts. 

Cut FabriC
1 Cut fabric as follows, using the provided 
pattern pieces where appropriate:
Cut 2 Mitts from terry toweling.
— Cut 1 Face to suit your animal from polyes-

ter fleece. 
— Cut a piece of fabric A measuring 2" × 5"  

(5 × 13 cm) for the hanging loop.
— Cut a piece of fabric A measuring 2" × 14"  

(5 × 36 cm) for the binding on the Mitt.
— Cut 4 Outer Ear pieces to suit your animal 

from fabric B.
— Cut 2 Inner Ear pieces to suit your animal 

from fabric C.

eMbroider FaCe
2 Using the pattern template, trace the face 
details onto the polyester fleece using a fabric 
marking pen. Using 3 strands of embroidery 

floss, embroider the facial details using a 
backstitch for the mouth, satin stitch for the 
eyes and nose, and long straight stitches for 
the whiskers. This is where you can individu-
alize your mitts by adding quirky expressions.
3 Pin the Face to the top of one Mitt, 1" (2.5 
cm) below the upper edge, and stitch around 
the edge of the polyester fleece with a zigzag 
stitch (2.0 mm wide and 1.6 mm long) and 
matching thread to attach it to the toweling.

Make earS
4 Position one Inner Ear on each of two Outer 
Ear pieces and attach using your preferred ap-
pliqué method. The cat ears are attached with 
a machine buttonhole stitch (2.0 mm wide 
and 2.0 mm long), and the bear ears show a 
raw edge appliqué technique, with the Inner 
Ears held in place with a straight machine 
stitch. For either of these techniques, trim 
the 1⁄4" (6 mm) seam allowance from the Inner 
Ear before appliquéing. For a clean-finished 
appliqué (as seen on the sheep ears), press 
the seam allowance on the Inner Ear’s curved 
sides to the wrong side before attaching the 
appliqués with a straight machine stitch.
5 Pin one assembled ear to each of the re-
maining Outer Ears with right sides together. 
Stitch together around the curved edges, 
leaving the bottom of the ear open. Clip the 
corners and trim the seam allowance to 1⁄8" 
(3 mm), then turn, using the point turner or 
another turning tool such as a chopstick or 
knitting needle to gently push out the ear 
points or curves. Press flat. Repeat the entire 
step for the other ear. For the sheep ears only: 
Fold 1⁄3 of each ear to the right side, partially 
covering the Inner Ear. This tuck will be at the 
top of the ear in the finished mitt; be sure to 
make right and left ears.
6 Pin the ears to the Mitt front, matching 
the raw edges (i.e., the bottom of the ear is 
aligned with the raw edge of the mitt), with 
the Inner Ear against the Mitt right side. Use 
the photo as a guide for positioning the ears: 
on top of the head for the cat ears, along the 
curve for the bear ears, and on the sides for 
the sheep ears. Machine baste 1⁄8" (3 mm) 
from the raw edges.

Mitt ConStruCtion
7 To make the hanging loop, press the shorter 
fabric strip in half lengthwise, wrong sides 
together. Open the fold and press both long 
edges to the wrong side so they meet at the 
center crease. Fold again along the center and 
press once more, creating a 1⁄2" × 5" (1.3 cm × 
12.5 cm) strip. Edgestitch along the open edge. 
Fold in half widthwise to form a loop. Position 
the loop on the left side of the Mitt, 1" (2.5 cm) 
above the bottom, matching the raw edges, and 
machine baste 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edge. 
8 Place the front and the back of the Mitt 
right sides together. Sew the sides and top 
of the Mitt together and then serge or zigzag 
the seam allowances together. Turn right 
side out. 

Bath Time Buddies
By lisa Cox {from page 56}

FabriC (for each Mitt)
— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) terry toweling fabric for each 

mitt (or use a hand towel; shown: white)
— 4" × 3" (10 × 7.5 cm) scrap polyester fleece 

for Face (shown: blue, orange, or pink; see 
photo above)

— 1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) print cotton to coordinate 
with Face fleece color for binding and hang-
ing loop (A)

— Scraps of 2 coordinating print cottons for 
ears: Outer Ears (B) and Inner Ears (C) 
 For sheep:  
5" × 8" (12.5 × 20.5 cm; B) and 4" × 3"  
(10 × 7.5 cm; C) 
For bear: 41⁄2" × 41⁄2" (11.5 × 11.5 cm; B) and 
2" × 4" (5 × 10 cm; C) 
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9 To make the binding, follow the folding 
instructions for option A under Create Binding 
on page 87 to create a 1⁄2" × 14" (1.3 × 35.5 cm) 
strip. Position the binding around the bottom of 
the Mitt and pin in place, beginning at the center 
back, encasing the terry raw edge in the binding. 
Overlap the binding ends by exactly 2" (5 cm) and 
trim the excess binding. Remove the pins near 
the ends of the binding and unfold the binding 
strip. Take one end of the binding and place its 
short edge along the long side of the other bind-
ing end right sides together. You’ll be overlapping 
a 2" (5 cm) square of binding at each end. Mark 
the 45-degree diagonal with a pencil; this will 

— 5" (12.5 cm) of 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) wide double-fold 
green novelty print bias binding for fl ower 
stem (optional)

— Machine embroidery thread 
— All-purpose sewing thread
— 3 yd (2.7 m) of 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) wide double-fold 

novelty print bias binding for edge and ties 
— Dressmaker’s carbon paper and tracing 

wheel or dull-pointed object such as a knitting 
needle (optional)

— Fabric marker
— Permanent fabric adhesive
— Fine-tip permanent black marker
— Temporary spray fabric adhesive
— Appliqué templates on Pattern Insert side A

Finished Size: 7" × 26" (18 × 66 cm).

noteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated. Sew seams with right 
sides together.

— For explanations of terms and techniques, 
see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

— Templates are already reversed for tracing 
onto the fusible web.

— The following is a list of approximate amounts 
of ribbon shown for each block.
Sunshine block: 3⁄4 yd (70 cm) of 3⁄8" (1 cm) 
wide yellow gingham bias tape; 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) 
of 5⁄8" (1.5 cm) wide yellow striped ribbon; 1⁄2 yd 
(46 cm) of 3⁄4" (2 cm) wide gold satin ribbon 
Flower block: 3⁄4 yd (70 cm) of 7⁄8" (2.2 cm) wide 
pink with green dots ribbon; 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 
11⁄2" (4 cm) wide pale green organza ribbon
Ladybug block: 3⁄4 yd (70 cm) of 1⁄4" (6 mm) 
wide black fl at velvet cord
Puppy block: 1⁄8 yd (12 cm) of 3⁄8" (1 cm) wide 
hot pink satin ribbon; 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 7⁄8" (2.2 
cm) wide hot pink satin ribbon

 — Each block includes some details, such as 
the puppy’s face and the ladybug’s anten-
nae, that will be embroidered in Step 7. You 
can draw in the lines freehand with a fabric 
marker or lay dressmaker’s carbon paper 
on each block (after the appliqués have 
been placed), position the template on top, 
and trace the details with a tracing wheel, 
dry ballpoint pen, or knitting-needle tip.

Cut out & prepare appLiQuÉS
1 Following the manufacturer’s instructions, 
trace 2 of each appliqué pattern onto the 
paper backing of the fusible web. Roughly cut 
the shapes 1⁄4" (6 mm) outside the outlines. 
Fuse one of each shape to the wrong side 
of the desired fabric scrap and one of each 
shape to the batting. Cut out each shape along 
the traced outline. 
2 Remove the paper backing from the fusible 
web–backed fabric shapes and apply each 
shape to the side of the corresponding batting 
shape that does not have fusible web  attached. 
Be sure to leave the paper backing on the bat-
ting shapes until this step is complete.

Tag Friends 
Crib Bumper
By Carol zentGraf {from page 57}

FabriC 
Refer to the photo on page 109 for the differ-
ent fabrics and ribbons used on the sample.
 — Scraps of cotton prints or brightly colored 

solids for appliqués 
— One 7" (18 cm) square each of 4 brightly 

colored cotton prints for backgrounds 
— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) cotton print fabric for backing 

other SuppLieS
— Fusible web
— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) low-loft bamboo batting or pack-

aged crib-size batting
— Assorted lengths of various ribbons (see Notes)

be your stitching line. Stitch along the line 
and trim the seam allowance to 1⁄4" (6 mm), 
creating a continuous binding with a diagonal 
join (figure 1). Refold the binding along the 
lengthwise creases and stitch it in place to fi n-
ish the bottom of the mitt. 

lisa Cox is an occupational therapist by day 
and an avid crafter at night. Her designs have 
appeared in Pretty Little Presents, Sweet 
Nothings, and Silver magazine. Lisa lives in 
Perth, Australia, and she collaborates with her 
daughter Sarah on a blog (spoonfullofsugar
girls.blogspot.com), where you can follow their 
crafting and baking adventures. 

figure 1
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aSSeMbLe bLoCkS
Refer to the photo above for assistance with 
each block.
3 For the Sunshine block: Use the fabric 
marker to draw the features on the sun’s face, 
using the template as a guide. Remove the 
paper backing from the batting and center the 
appliqué on the right side of one 7" (18 cm) 
square of background fabric. Do not fuse yet. 
Cut thirteen 4" (10 cm) lengths from assorted 
yellow and gold ribbons. Fold each ribbon 
length in half and secure the ends together 
with a dot of fabric adhesive. Arrange the cut 
ends of the ribbon loops under the sun ap-
pliqué, then press to fuse in place.
4 For the Flower block: Edgestitch closed the 
open edges of the 5" (12.5 cm) strip of bias 
tape or use a 5" (12.5 cm) length of 1⁄2" (1.3 
cm) wide green ribbon for the stem. 
Cut two 6" (15 cm) lengths of 1–11⁄2" (2.5–4 cm) 
wide ribbon for the leaves and six 4" (10 cm) 
lengths of the ribbon of your choice for the 
petals. Fold each ribbon length in half to make 
a loop and secure with fabric adhesive; pinch 
to gather the cut ends of the leaf loops and use 
glue to secure. Use fabric adhesive to lightly 
tack the stem to the center bottom edge of one 
7" (18 cm) fabric square, inserting the leaf ends 
under the stem and pinning the remainder of 
the stem to the background block.
Remove the paper backing from the fl ower 
center appliqué’s batting and place the ap-
pliqué on the background, overlapping the 
stem slightly. Insert the ends of the petal 
loops under the fl ower center, then press to 
fuse in place.
5For the Ladybug block: Use the permanent 
black marker to draw spots on the ladybug 
body, using the photo as a guide. Remove the 
paper backing from the batting and center 
the ladybug appliqué on the right side of one 
7" (18 cm) fabric square; do not fuse. Remove 
the paper backing and fuse the ladybug’s head 
at one end of the body appliqué.
Cut six 4" (10 cm) lengths of velvet or other 
black ribbon and tack the ends together with 
fabric adhesive to make loops. Insert the cut 
ends of the loops under the body (3 on each 
side for legs) and fuse in place.
6 For the Puppy block: Use the fabric marker 
to draw the features on the puppy’s face. 

Remove the paper backing from the batting 
and center the body appliqué on the right side 
of one 7" (18 cm) fabric square.
Cut four 4" (10 cm) lengths of ribbon for the 
legs and one 4" (10 cm) length of a narrower 
ribbon for the tail. Fold each ribbon in half, 
insert the cut ends of the ribbons under the 
body, and fuse in place.
Remove the paper backing from the puppy 
head and fuse it to the block, overlapping the 
body slightly. Remove the paper backing and 
fuse the ears in place, overlapping the sides 
of the head.
7Referring to the photos, use machine 
embroidery thread to satin stitch the appliqué 
edges and details (the sun face and the lady-
bug wings and antennae). Set the machine for 
a zigzag stitch 3.0–4.0 mm wide and 0.3–0.4 
mm long, depending on the size of the shape. 
Catch the ribbons in the satin-stitch around 
the appliqué edges; lift the fl ower petal 
ribbons out of the way when stitching the 
fl ower stem. Use a triple straight stitch (with 
a forward-and-backward motion) for the fi ner 
lines of the puppy’s face and the sun’s nose 
or stitch those details twice with a regular 
straight stitch.

aSSeMbLe Mat
8 Arrange the blocks side by side on a fl at 
surface. Sew the side edges of the blocks 
together with all-purpose thread and press 
the seam allowances to one side.
9 Place the row of blocks on the batting and 
cut a matching batting rectangle. Repeat for 
the backing fabric. Working with one side at 
a time, spray both sides of the batting with 
temporary fabric adhesive, then adhere the 
wrong sides of the mat front and the backing 
to the batting, matching the raw edges.
0 Cut three 12" (30.5 cm) lengths of the novelty 
double-fold bias binding for the ties. Edgestitch 
the open edges together on each strip. Use the 
remaining binding to fi nish the mat’s raw edges 
(see Binding with Mitered Corners, option A 
on page 87). Fold each tie in half. Pin one tie’s 
folded edge to the binding at one end of the 
mat, positioning the fold on the back of the mat, 
1" (2.5 cm) below the bound top edge. Stitch the 
tie to the mat by edgestitching through all lay-
ers, forming a rectangle (figure 1). Repeat to 

attach another tie to the other end of the mat. 
Fold the fi nal tie in half and attach it to the 
mat at the center seam between blocks. Make 
the rectangle of stitches smaller so it falls 
within the binding width, making it less visible 
from the front.

reSourCeS
Beacon Adhesives, beaconcreates.com for 
Fabri-Tac permanent fabric adhesive; Fairfi eld 
Processing Corp.,poly-fi l.com for bamboo bat-
ting; Michael Miller, michaelmillerfabrics.com 
for cotton print fabrics and bias binding; Sulky 
of America, sulky.com for rayon machine em-
broidery thread and KK 2000 Temporary Spray 
Adhesive; Warm Company, warmcompany
.com for Steam-a-Seam 2 fusible web sheets.

Carol zentGraf is a writer, designer, 
and editor who specializes in sewing, textiles, 
painting, and decorating. Her work has been 
published in several magazines, and she is the 
author of Pillows, Cushions and Tuffets, 
Decorative Storage, The Well-Dressed Win-
dow, Machine Embroidery Room-by-Room, 
Sewing for Outdoor Spaces, and Sewing 
Christmas Greetings. 

Label measurement
bar with: 1” (2.5 cm)

1"
(2.5 cm)

figure 1
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lace it up
Patchwork Lace Top
By Erin Gilday {from page 58}

Size Chart
 BUST LENGTH (cENTEr Back)
XS 31–32" (79–81.5 cm)  19½" (49.5 cm)
S 33–34" (84–86.5 cm)  20" (51 cm)
M 35–36" (89–91.5 cm)  20½" (52 cm)
L 37–39" (94–99 cm)  21" (53.5 cm)
XL 40–42" (101.5–106.5 cm)  21½" (54.5 cm)
Shown in size Small.

FabriC 
 — 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) each of 6 (6, 6, 7, 7) different 

nonstretch lace fabrics, 45" (115 cm) or 
wider; if you’d like to cut the top from whole 
lace yardage, rather than pieced lace, for a 
different effect, you’ll need 1¼ (1¼, 15⁄8, 15⁄8, 
15⁄8) yd (1.1 [1.1, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5] m) of 45" (114.5 
cm) wide lace fabric

 — 1⁄4  yd (23 cm) of nonstretch lace or eyelet 
fabric for the sleeves

Other SupplieS
 — Coordinating sewing thread 
 — 2 (2¼, 2½, 2¾, 3) yd (1.8 [2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7] m) 

ivory single-fold bias tape 
 — 1 yd (91.5 cm) of 1¼" (3.2 cm) wide eyelet 

beading (this is the trim used at the waist in 
the sample) for waistband

 — 1½ yd (1.4 m) velvety cord for drawstring 
(make sure your cord will fit through the 
eyelets in the eyelet beading)

 — Tailor’s chalk or removable fabric marking 
pen

 — Rotary cutter, self-healing mat, and rigid 
gridded acrylic ruler (optional)

 — Serger (optional) see sidebar on page 111
 — Full-size pattern PDF at interweavestitch 

.com

NOteS
 — All patchwork construction seam allow-

ances are ½" (1.3 cm). All other seam al-
lowances are 5⁄8" (1.5 cm) unless otherwise 
indicated. 

 — For explanations of terms and techniques 
and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

 — The pattern pieces are marked with a bias 
grainline for those who would like to make 
the garment from lace yardage rather than 
pieced laces. Remember that the grain of 
the pieced lace block runs diagonally, so the 
pattern piece will lie straight when cutting 
from a block of lace pieced according to the 
instructions. The pattern’s grainline will lie 
parallel to the patchwork seams.

patChwOrk prep
1 Cut four 4" (10 cm) wide strips across the 
fabric width from each lace patchwork fabric. 
Measure and draw the strip edges with tailor’s 
chalk or a removable fabric marking pen 
before cutting the strips with scissors or use 
a rotary cutter, ruler, and self-healing mat 
to measure and cut. Either way, take care to 
keep the strip edges straight and square. You 
will have a total of 24 or 28 strips (see cutting 
chart below). Trim the strips to the length 
given in the chart for the desired size. Divide 
the strips evenly into 2 sets with 2 strips of 
each lace in each set. One set will form the 
top’s front panel while the other will form the 
top’s back panel.

For THiS SizE USE THiS MaNy  TriM EacH 4" (10 cM) widE  cUT THiS MaNy 4" (10 cM) widE STripS
  LacE FaBricS STrip To THiS LENGTH FroM THE piEcEd BLock (STEp 3)

XS    6 24" (61 cm) 6  
S  6 32" (81.5 cm) 8
M  6 32" (81.5 cm) 8
L  7 32" (81.5 cm) 8
XL  7 32" (81.5 cm) 8

CuttiNg Chart

pieCe patChwOrk paNelS
Note: Sew all seams using one of the methods 
outlined in the sidebar on page 111 for fin-
ished seams.
2 Arrange the strips from one set vertically, 
side by side, on a flat surface to determine a 
pleasing arrangement. Sew one set of 12 or 14 
strips together, taking care not to stretch the 
lace as you sew. 
3 Cut across the assembled strips (figure 1) to 
create 6 or 8 (as indicated in the cutting chart) 
4" (10 cm) wide strips. A rotary cutter is easiest 
for this task, but if a rotary cutter is not avail-
able, measure and mark the cutting lines with 
a straightedge and tailor’s chalk, then cut along 
the lines with scissors.
4 Sew the strips from Step 3 together as 
before, offsetting the ends by one square, 
as shown in figure 2. Match the seamlines, 
turning the seam allowances in opposite 
directions to reduce bulk (all the seam allow-
ances in the first strip will be turned toward 
one edge of the strip, and all the seam allow-
ances in the second strip will be turned in the 
opposite direction, and so on). 
5 Join the free edges of the patchwork block, 
right sides together, to form a continuous tube 
(figure 3). Press the seam allowances to one 
side.  
6 Using the patch corners as a guide, mark 
a straight line anywhere along the tube (from 
corner to corner) and cut it open to form a 

1

2

download thE full-sizE 
pattErn for this projEct 
at intErwEavEstitch.com
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Seam Finishes
FreNCh Seam Place two strips wrong 
sides together and sew a 1⁄4" (6 mm) 
seam. Trim the seam allowance very 
close to the stitching. Fold the fabrics 
along the seam so their right sides are 
together. Stitch 1⁄4" (6 mm) from the 
fi rst seam, enclosing the raw edges. 
(Note: For the fi nest French seams, 
make the fi rst seam allowance a bit 
more than 1⁄4" [6 mm] and the second 
seam allowance a bit less. The total 
seam allowance used is still 1⁄2" [1.3 
cm], but the fi nal seam is narrower.)

DOuble-StitCheD After sewing the 
seam with a ½" (1.3 cm) seam allow-
ance, stitch again 3⁄8" (1 cm) from the 
raw edges with a straight or zigzag 
(2.0 mm wide and 1.5 mm long) stitch. 
Trim the seam allowance close to the 
second seam, leaving a generous 1⁄8" (3 
mm) seam allowance.

SergeD rOlleD hem Consult your 
serger manual to set up the machine 
for a rolled hem. Place two strips right 
sides together (remember to use ½" 
[1.3 cm] seam allowances) and feed as 
one through the serger. The result is a 
tiny seam covered by serger stitches.

interweavestitch.com *
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1

2

figure 1

1

2

figure 2

3

4

figure 3

3

4

fl at block of patchwork (figure 4). Press the 
panel fl at. The patchwork is now on the bias 
and therefore very susceptible to distortion, so 
take care to avoid stretching the panel.    
7 Repeat Steps 2–6 with the remaining lace 
strips to form the back panel.

Cut FabriC 
8 Using the provided pattern, cut 1 Front 
from the front patchwork panel and 1 Back 
from the back patchwork panel. Cut 4 Sleeves 
from the lace or eyelet fabric. Transfer all pat-
tern markings to the wrong sides of the lace 
patchwork or fabric.

aSSemble tOp 
Note: Use 5/8" (1.5 cm) seam allowances in 
this section, unless otherwise indicated.
9 Staystitch a scant 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw 
edge along the armhole and the neckline of 
both the Front and the Back. Matching the 
guidelines, sew the darts in the front. Press 
the darts downward.
0 Join the Front to the Back at the shoulder 
seams, using the method previously used for 
sewing the strips. Press the seams toward the 
back.

- With right sides together, sew 2 of the 
Sleeve pieces together along the outside edge 
using a ¼" (6 mm) seam allowance. Do the 
same for the other 2 Sleeve pieces. Turn right 
side out and press, clipping along the seam 
allowance, if necessary, so that the seam is 
smooth. Topstitch 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the fi nished 
sleeve edge.
= With right sides together, pin 1 sleeve to 
the top of an armhole, matching the sleeve 
notch to the shoulder seam. 
q Sew the sleeve to the armhole, using a ¼" 
(6 mm) seam allowance. 
w Leave the sleeve fl ipped up along the 
shoulder seam (right sides together). Open 
one fold of the bias tape and pin it to the entire 
circumference of the armhole right sides to-
gether, beginning and ending at the underarm 
raw edges.  
e Stitch the bias tape to the armhole with a 
¼" (6 mm) seam allowance, which should fall 
along the opened fold of the bias tape. The 
sleeve lies between the garment and the bias 
tape. Fold the tape to the garment wrong side 
and press. The bias tape should not be visible 
from the garment right side. Topstitch along 
the free edge of the bias tape. Repeat Steps 
12–15 for the other armhole.
r Apply bias tape to the neckline of the top, 
as in Steps 14 and 15. Begin applying the bias 
tape at one shoulder seam by folding 1⁄4" 
(6 mm) of the bias tape end to the wrong side. 
Pin the tape around the entire neckline, fi nish-
ing by overlapping the previously folded end. 
Trim away the excess bias tape. When the bias 
tape is pressed to the garment wrong side, the 
folded end will conceal the raw edges.
t With right sides of the Front and Back to-
gether, join the side seams using the method 
previously used for sewing the strips. Press 
the seams to one side. 
y Using the placement line on the pattern as 
your guide, pin the eyelet beading around the 
top, beginning at one side seam. When the 
beading returns to the starting point, cut the 
excess beading 1" (2.5 cm) beyond the over-
lap. Turn 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the wrong side so the 
folded end overlaps the raw edge 1⁄2" (1.3 cm). 
Stitch the beading in place along its top and 
bottom edges, through all layers. Thread the 
velvet cord in and out through the holes in the 
beading, beginning and ending at the center 
front (a large safety pin attached to the cord’s 
leading edge makes the process easier). Tie 
knots in each end of the cord.    
u To hem the bottom edge, fold 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to 
the wrong side and press. Fold and press an ad-
ditional 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the wrong side. Topstitch 
close to the upper fold to secure the hem.

Erin Gilday is a crafts designer and sewing 
instructor from Portland, OR.  Check out her free 
sewing tutorials at patchworkunderground.com. 

figure 4
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Lacy Clutch
By REBEKA LAMBERT {from page 59}

FABRIC
 — 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) 45" (115 cm) wide print fabric 

(Main; shown: blue)
 — 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) 45" (115 cm) wide print fabric 

(Lining; shown: gray)
 — 1⁄8 yd (12 cm) 45" (115 cm) wide print fabric 

(Contrast; shown: gray micro-dot) 

OTHER SUPPLIES
 — 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) sew-in 27" (68.5 cm) wide ultra 

fi rm interfacing
 — 3–4 yd (2.7–3.6 m) total of black lace, rang-

ing from 11⁄2–21⁄2" (3.8–6.5 cm) wide (each 
piece should be at least 3⁄4 yd [69 cm] long)

 — 12" (30.5 cm) black zipper
 — Zipper foot for sewing machine
 — Handsewing needle and thread
 — Lacy Clutch pattern on Pattern Insert side A

Finished size: 7" (18 cm) tall × 13" (33 cm) 
wide × 2" (5 cm) deep.

NOTES
 — Seam allowances are 3⁄8" (1 cm) unless oth-

erwise noted.   
 — For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
 — A fusible interfacing can be substituted for 

the sew-in interfacing. Choose  a heavyweight 
interfacing that will add structure to the bag. 

CUT OUT FABRIC
1 Using the Bag Body pattern, cut 2 pieces on 
the fold each from the Main and Lining fabrics 
and the interfacing.
2 Using the Top Band pattern, cut 4 pieces on 
the fold from the Contrast fabric and 2 pieces 
on the fold from the interfacing.

INSERT ZIPPER
3 The zipper will be attached to two of the 
four Top Band pieces. *Place the zipper face 
down onto the right side of one Top Band piece. 
Position the zipper stop 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) from a 
short end of the band, and lay the fi nished edge 
of the zipper tape 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) from one long 
edge. Using a zipper foot, sew the zipper to the 
band, 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the fi nished edge of the 
zipper tape, starting 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) from the end 
of the zipper tape and ending 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) from 
the opposite end of the tape (figure 1). Repeat 
from * to sew the other side of the zipper to a 
second Top Band.
  

ASSEMBLE BAG EXTERIOR
4 Securely pin the corresponding pieces of 
interfacing (or fuse if using fusible interfac-
ing) to the wrong sides of both Main Bag Body 
pieces and the remaining 2 Top Bands. Baste 
the interfacing to the fabric 1⁄4" (6 mm) from the 
raw edges (omit if using fusible interfacing).
5 With right sides together, align one long 
edge of an interfaced Top Band with the top 
edge of a shell (interfaced) Bag Body piece. 
Sew the band to the bag. Press the seam al-
lowances toward the band, then topstitch on 
the band, 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the seam. Repeat 
entire step for the other side of the bag.
6 Place the assembled bag pieces right sides 
together. Align all the edges and pin, then sew 
along each bag side and the bottom, leaving 
the corner cutouts open.
7 Refold the bag so one side seam is aligned 
with the bottom seam, right sides together, 
bringing the raw edges of the corner cutout 
together. Sew the corner seam (figure 2). 
Repeat entire step at the remaining corner.

ASSEMBLE LINING
8 With right sides together, align the bottom 
edge (the one nearest the zipper tape stitching) 
of one of the Top Bands attached to the zipper 
with the top edge of one lining Bag Body. Move 
the zipper out of the way and sew the Top Band 
to the lining. Press the seam allowances to-
ward the lining. Repeat entire step for the other 
side of the lining.
9 Partially unzip the zipper, then place the as-
sembled lining pieces right sides together. Sew 
the lining at the sides, folding the zipper tapes 
out of the way. Sew the bottom, leaving a 6" (15 
cm) opening at the center of the bottom seam 
for turning the bag in Step 12. 
0 Repeat Step 7 for sewing the corners.

ATTACH SHELL TO LINING
- With the shell wrong side out and the lining 
right side out, insert the shell into the lining. 
Align the top edges, matching the side seams. 
Pin in place. Sew all along the top edge of 
the bag.
= Using the opening in the lining, pull the shell 
through to the right side. Close the opening 
in the lining by hand with a blindstitch or by 
turning under the seam allowances and top-
stitching near the folds, then smooth the lining 
into the shell. Press the lining into place, then 
topstitch 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the top of the band, 
through all layers.
q Use a handsewing needle and matching 
thread to whipstitch the dangling ends of the 
zipper tape together at each end of the zipper.

figure 1 (only one zipper tape 
is shown for clarity)

1

figure 2

1

½"
(1.3 cm)

½"
(1.3 cm)

½"
(1.3 cm)

top band
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Modern Eyelet Pillow
By Blair stockEr {from page 60}

FabriC
— 1 yd (91.5 cm) beige burlap or other coarse, 

plain-weave fabric
— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) cream cotton eyelet lace fabric 

(20" [51 cm] wide or wider; shown: a simple, 
allover pattern with lots of open space for the 
contrast fabric to show from underneath) 

— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) quilting-weight cotton fabric in 
a contrast color (shown: blue)

Other SupplieS
— 11⁄4 yd (1.2 m) of 20" (51 cm) wide fusible 

interfacing 
— Coordinating sewing thread
— Embroidery floss in contrasting color of your 

choice (shown: dark blue)
— 18" (45.5 cm) square pillow form
— Disappearing-ink fabric marker
— Drinking glass or circle template, 31⁄2"  

(9 cm) in diameter (for tracing circles)
— Acrylic ruler
— Embroidery needle
— Point turner (optional)

Finished Size: 18" × 18" (45.5 × 45.5 cm).

NOteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanation of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Burlap fabric frays easily. To stabilize the 

fabric, back each piece of burlap with iron-
on interfacing cut to the same size. Choose 
a lightweight interfacing that won’t impede 
the embroidery needle.

Cut FabriC
1 Cut the following from the burlap and the 
interfacing: 
19" × 19" (48.5 × 48.5 cm) piece for the pillow 
front
2 panels, each 19" × 121⁄2" (48.5 × 31.5 cm) for 
the pillow back 
2 Cut a 19" × 5" (48.5 × 12.5 cm) piece from 
the eyelet fabric.
3 Cut a 19" × 5" (48.5 × 12.5 cm) piece from 
the quilting cotton.

aSSemble FrONt paNel
4Using a disappearing-ink fabric marker, 
draw circles on the right side of the front 
panel, one above the other, from top to bot-
tom, using your circle template or glass. Posi-
tion the circles 31⁄2" (9 cm) from the fabric raw 

edge (left or right edge, whichever you prefer). 
Leave 1⁄4" (6 mm) of space between circles 
and keep drawing them right up to and off 
the fabric edges at the top and bottom. Once 
all the circles are drawn, use a straightedge 
to draw a straight line through the centers of 
the circles, from top to bottom, 51⁄4" (13.3 cm) 
from the raw edge (figure 1).
5 Lay the eyelet rectangle on the contrast 
fabric rectangle right sides up and baste 
the layers together, 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw 
edges. Pin the eyelet and contrast fabric to 
the front panel from behind, centering them 
behind the circles. Smooth all layers flat and 
pin together securely.
6Using 3 strands of embroidery floss, hand-
sew a running stitch on each drawn circle 
on the front pillow panel. Be sure to catch 
all the layers while stitching; use a stabbing 
motion with the needle, rather than a rocking 
motion, if necessary. Stitch along the straight 
line dividing each circle in half, but do not sew 
between the circles. Remove the marks, fol-
lowing the pen manufacturer’s instructions.
7 Using small, sharp scissors such as 
embroidery scissors, carefully cut through 
the burlap only over one half of each circle, 
cutting ¼" (6 mm) inside the embroidered 
stitch lines. Alternate which half of each circle 
you cut to create a pattern (see photos at left 
and below). This exposes the eyelet with the 
contrast fabric peeking through it. 

FiNiSh pillOw
8 To hem the back panels of the pillow, fold 
1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the wrong side along one 19" 
(48.5 cm) edge of each piece and press, then 
fold over another 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) on the same 
edge and press again. Hem each panel with 
a straight stitch, stitching close to the folded 
edge and using matching thread.
9 Lay the panels on your work surface in 
this order: back panels (right side up and 
with hems overlapping in center), front panel 
(wrong side up and with circle pattern running 
from top to bottom). Match the raw edges, ad-
justing the overlap of the back panels, if nec-
essary. Thoroughly pin and then stitch around 

3 1/2" (9 cm)

5 1/4" (13.5 cm)

attaCh laCe
w You’ll be sewing rows of lace onto the bag 
from the bottom up to the top band.  Starting 
at a side seam, align the bottom of the first 
lace with the corner seam. Using a  handsewing 
needle and thread, slip stitch, backstitch, or 
use a running stitch to sew the length of lace 
all around the bag, sewing through the lace 
header (top of the trim) and the shell; do not 
carry the stitches through the lining. 
TIP: Measure and mark the distance from the 
top band to the lace header, all around the bag, 
to keep the row of lace even.
e When the lace returns to the starting point, 
overlap the leading edge 1" (2.5 cm) and trim 
the excess lace. Fold 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) of the lace 
end to the wrong side and stitch the fold over 
the leading edge, concealing the raw edge. Sew 
on row after row until you reach the top band, 
overlapping each preceding row slightly.  Make 
sure that the top row of lace is sewn right un-
der the top band for a seamless transition. Sew 
on as many rows of lace as necessary to cover 
the bag (bag shown has four rows); increase 
the overlap if necessary to fit the laces you’ve 
chosen to the bag dimensions.

rEBEka lamBErt lives with her husband 
and children in south Louisiana. Along with keep-
ing up with her busy family, she writes about her 
crafty adventures at http://artsycraftybabe 
.typepad.com and designs and sells her sewing 
patterns at http://artsycraftybabe.etsy.com.

figure 1

½"
(1.3 cm)

3½"
(9 cm)

5¼"
(13.5 cm)
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Seam Finishes 
for Knit Fabrics
Here are some suggestions for  
finishing with knit fabric.
trim & zigzag After stitching the seam, 
press the seam allowances to one side. 
Trim the seam allowance to 1⁄4" (6 mm). 
Set the machine for a wide zigzag (4.0 
mm wide and 1.5 mm long) and sew the 
seam allowance raw edges together.

trim & OverCaSt Finish the seam as 
above, but use an overcasting stitch on 
your sewing machine to finish the raw 
edges.

Serge Use a serger to stitch the seam, 
trim the seam allowances, and finish 
the raw edges in one step.

FabriC
— 11⁄3 (11⁄3, 1½, 1 ½, 1 ½) yd (1.2 [1.2, 1.4, 1.4, 

1.4] m) of 60" (153 cm) wide cotton jersey 
fabric (shown: gray)

— All sizes: 3⁄8 yd (34 cm) of 45" (115 cm) or 
wider lace fabric

Other SupplieS
— Matching sewing thread
— Fabric marking pen or tailor’s chalk
— Walking foot for sewing machine (optional)
— Ballpoint needle for sewing machine
— Full-size pattern PDF at interweavestitch.com

NOteS
— All seam allowances are 5⁄8" (1.5 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88. 

— Be sure to use a ballpoint needle for sewing 
the jersey fabric.

— If your machine has a straight or zig-
zag stretch stitch (consult your owner’s 
manual), use it for seaming and hemming 
knit fabrics. See the sidebar at right.

— A walking foot (also called an even feed 
foot) can help your machine sew knit fabrics 
neatly and without puckers.  

Cut FabriC
1 Print the pattern pieces from the full-size 
PDF pattern provided on interweavestitch.
com. Lay the pattern pieces on the fabric as 
shown in the layout diagram and cut out the 
pieces. Transfer all pattern markings to the 
fabric wrong side and mark the center front of 
the yoke and lower front pieces.

aSSemble tOp
2Sew gathering stitches across the top of the 
lower front. Lengthen the stitch to 4.0 mm and 
sew one row of gathering stitches ½" (1.3 cm) 
from the raw edge and a second row ¾" (2 cm) 
from the raw edge. The 5⁄8" (1.5 cm) seamline will 
fall between the two rows of gathering stitches.  
3Fold the ruffle lengthwise wrong sides to-
gether, matching the raw edges. Sew two rows 
of gathering stitches along the lengthwise raw 
edges, through both layers, as in Step 2.  
4 Place the ruffle on the lace yoke’s lower raw 
edge right sides together, matching the raw 
edges, sides, and centers. Pull up the gather-
ing stitches to fit the ruffle to the yoke and pin, 
distributing the gathers evenly between the 
seamlines. The ruffle should lie flat within the 
seam allowances at the armhole edges. Lay 
the lower front on the lace yoke, right sides 
together, with the ruffle between the yoke and 
lower front. Matching the raw edges, sides, 
and centers, pull up the gathering stitches to 
fit the front to the yoke and pin, distributing 
the gathers evenly between the seamlines. 
The lower front should lie flat within the seam 

allowances at the armhole edges. Sew all 3 
pieces together. Press the seam toward the 
yoke, pressing the ruffle down (toward the 
lower front). Remove the gathering stitches 
and finish the seam raw edges (see sidebar 
above). Baste the ruffle raw edges to the lower 
front at the armhole edges, trimming the ruffle 
if necessary to match the armhole contours.
5Sew the assembled front to the back at the 
shoulders. Finish the seam raw edges and 
press the seam toward the back. 
6 Pin and stitch the side seams with right 
sides together. Finish the seam allowances 
and press toward the back.
7Sew gathering stitches on each sleeve 
between the outer notches, across the sleeve 
caps, positioning the stitches as in Step 2. 
Sew each sleeve underarm seam, right sides 
together. Finish the seam allowances and 
press the seams toward the front.
8Pin each sleeve into the corresponding 
armhole right sides together, matching the 
underarm seams and placing the sleeve cap’s 
central notch at the top’s shoulder seam. 
Note: The underarm seamlines will match, but 
the seam allowances are pressed in opposite 
directions to reduce the bulk. Make sure the 
ruffle raw edges will be caught in the armhole 
seam. Pin flat below the notches, then pull the 
gathering stitches to fit the sleeve cap into the 
armhole. Pin, distributing the gathers evenly. 
Sew in each sleeve, starting and ending at 
the underarm seams. Remove the gathering 
stitches, finish the seam allowances, and press 
the seams toward the body. 
9To hem the sleeves, fold ¼" (6 mm) of the raw 
edge to the wrong side and press. Fold another 
¼" (6 mm) to the wrong side and press again. 
Stitch through all layers near the upper fold.
0 Fold ¼" (6 mm) to the wrong side along the 
neckline and press, clipping no more than 3⁄16" (5 
mm) into the lace yoke neckline, if necessary, so 
it lies flat when pressed. Fold and press another 
¼" (6 mm) to the wrong side. Pin, then stitch 
close to the first fold to finish the neck edge.

all four sides. Finish the seam allowance raw 
edges by sewing with a zigzag or an overcast-
ing stitch. Trim the corners slightly to reduce 
bulk and turn the pillow right side out, gently 
pushing the corners out as much as possible, 
using a point turner or other tool such as a 
knitting needle if necessary. Exercise caution 
when working the pillow corners into shape so 
the loosely woven burlap doesn’t come apart 
at the seams. Insert the pillow form through 
the overlapped edges on the pillow back.

Blair stockEr lives in Seattle, Washington, 
and writes about her creative attempts to turn 
ordinary into extraordinary via the world of 
handmade on her blog, wise craft (blairpeter 
.typepad.com). She believes everyone should sew 
a quilt in his or her lifetime.

Lace Ruffle Tunic
By BEki wilson {from page 61}

Size Chart
 LENGTH (cENTEr Back) BUST 
XS 23 1⁄2" (59.5 cm)  31–32" (79–81.5 cm) 
S 24" (61 cm)  33–34" (84–86.5 cm)
M 24 1/2" (62 cm)  35–36" (89–91.5 cm)
L 25" (63.5 cm)  37–39" (94–99 cm))
XL 25 1⁄2" (65 cm)  40–42" (101.5–106.5 cm)
Shown in size Small.

download thE full-sizE 
pattErn for this projEct 
at intErwEavEstitch.com
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bag diagram

— Handsewing needle
— Zipper foot for sewing machine
— Appliqué templates PDF on interweave-

stitch.com

Finished Size: 21" × 12" (53.5 × 30.5 cm) 
unfolded, 10½" × 12" (26.5 × 30.5 cm) folded.

NOteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄2" (1.3 cm)  

unless otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Templates provided are full size.

- Finish the raw edge at the shirt bottom 
with an overcasting or a zigzag stitch or use a 
serger to overlock the raw edge. Press 1" (2.5 
cm) to the wrong side and stitch 7⁄8" (2.2 cm) 
from the fold to secure the hem.

BEki wilson is a Seattle designer with a 
passion for fabric and garment construction. She 
launched a line of clothing, Out of Line, in 2000, 
offering casual and wearable designs sprinkled 
with unexpected design elements. Visit her at 
outofline.us.

Travel Lingerie Bag
By Blair stockEr {from page 62}

FabriC
— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) medium-weight fabric for body 

(Main; home decorator fabric or soft canvas 
works well)

— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) quilting-weight cotton for 
lining (Lining; shown: Paris Bebe fabric by 
Robin Mynatt)

— Scraps of laces and quilting-weight cotton 
fabrics in various prints for appliqués

Other SupplieS
— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) or 1 package lightweight  

fusible web
— Washable fabric glue
— Embroidery floss in various colors to 

complement your appliqués (shown: orange, 
light brown, tan, white, blue, and yellow)

— 10" (25.5 cm) of 1" (2.5 cm) wide sew-in Velcro
— Coordinating sewing thread
— Two 12" (30.5 cm) zippers in colors to match 

or coordinate with Main Fabric
— Disappearing-ink fabric marker
— Dressmaker’s carbon paper (optional)
— Tracing wheel, dry ballpoint pen, or knitting 

needle (optional)
— Embroidery needle

download thE full-sizE 
tEmplatEs for this projEct 
at intErwEavEstitch.com
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— The lightweight fusible web works well on 
both lace and fabric. To avoid leaving any 
adhesive residue on your iron or ironing 
board, cover the ironing board and the fabric 
appliqué with parchment paper or nonstick 
pressing sheets.

Cut FabriC
1Cut 2 pieces of the Main fabric, each 22" 
× 13" (56 × 33 cm).

2Cut 2 pieces of the Lining fabric, each 22" 
× 13" (56 × 33 cm).

prepare appliQuÉ 
& embrOiDerY DeSigNS
3Trace each of the appliqué templates onto 
the paper side of the fusible web. Roughly cut 
around each traced shape.
4Gather the scrap fabrics and laces for the 
appliqués. Apply the fusible web to the wrong 
side of the desired fabric or lace following the 
manufacturer's instructions. 
5Cut each appliqué shape along the traced 
outline and set aside for Step 9.
6Fold one Main fabric piece in half widthwise 
wrong sides together and press a crease at 
the fold. Now lay the piece fl at, right side up, 
on your work surface.  
7Draw the clothesline for each side of 
the bag on the Main fabric freehand with a 
disappearing-ink fabric marker, making a 
gentle curve across the bag width and refer-
ring to the template for guidance; or, as an 
alternative, lay dressmaker’s tracing paper on 
the Main fabric, position the template on top, 
and trace the clothesline with a tracing wheel, 
dry ballpoint pen, or knitting needle tip. 
8Add the words “Wash" and “Wear" in the 
same manner as the clothesline (refer to the 
templates and see the diagram on page 115 
for placement).

appliQuÉ & embrOiDer
9Following the layout on the templates and 
in the diagram, peel the paper off the back of 
the garment appliqué pieces and fuse them 
onto the right side of the body fabric, being 
careful to adhere each garment securely to 
the fabric. For the gathered skirt on the Wear 
side, pinch one end of the appliqué fabric 
before fusing to create gathers. Use a small 
amount of fabric glue for any edges that don't 
adhere well. Do this for all the pieces.
0Using 2 strands of coordinating embroidery 
thread, sew a running stitch around each 
garment, 1⁄16" to 1⁄8" (1 to 3 mm) inside the raw 
edge, to further secure them onto the bag and 
add a decorative element.
- To stitch the clotheslines, use 3 strands 
of embroidery fl oss in a color of your choice 
(shown: orange). Use a running stitch and 
follow the lines you’ve drawn. Remove the 
markings with water or according to the pen 
manufacturer’s instructions.
= Backstitch the words “Wash" and “Wear" 
using 3 strands of embroidery fl oss, in the 
color of your choice (shown: blue).

aDD velCrO & zipperS
qSeparate the strip of Velcro. Position one 
half of the hook-and-loop fastener on each 
end of the remaining Main fabric piece (the 
one without appliqués), centering the strip 2" 
(5 cm) below each end of the fabric (figure 1). 
Edgestitch around all four sides of each strip.

wPosition the 2 Main fabric panels right sides 
together, raw edges matched, and using a 
basting stitch (4.0 mm long), sew a 1⁄2" (1.3 
cm) seam along one of the 13" (33 cm) sides. 
Press the seam allowances open.
eWith the joined panels wrong side up, cen-
ter the zipper teeth right side down over the 
seam. Make sure the stops at each end of the 
zipper do not fall on the 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) seamline 
where the panels will later be joined at the 
sides. Hand baste the zipper tape to the seam 
allowances on each side, through all layers, to 
hold it in place. 
r  With the fabric facing right side up and using 
a zipper foot and coordinating thread, stitch the 
zipper through all layers, 1⁄4" (6 mm) away from 
the teeth, on each side of the zipper.
tUsing your seam ripper, carefully remove 
the basting stitches from Step 15. The zipper 
should open freely.
yRepeat Steps 14 through 17 on the remain-
ing 13" (33 cm) side with the second zipper.

Sew bag & aDD liNiNg
uOpen each zipper halfway, so the slide 
lies near the middle of the bag. Place the 
bag pieces right sides together, raw edges 
matched (the zippers will now be right sides 
together as well), and sew the side seams. 
Make sure the needle doesn’t hit the zipper 
stops as you sew across the zippers. Turn the 
bag right side out and press. 
iFollowing the crease you ironed across the 
center in Step 6 (fold and press again, if nec-
essary), sew a straight stitch across the bag, 
through all layers, dividing it in half widthwise. 
You now have the completed bag shell.
oFold 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) of each short end of the 
lining pieces to the wrong side and press. Fold 
each lining panel in half widthwise right sides 
together, matching the raw edges. Stitch the 
sides of each lining, leaving the pressed edges 
open. With the bag shell right side out and the 
lining wrong side out, insert one lining into 
each side of the bag, gently pushing into place.
pSlip stitch the lining’s pressed edges to the 
zipper tape to secure it in place.

Blair stockEr lives in Seattle, Washing-
ton, and writes about her creative attempts to 
turn ordinary into extraordinary via the world 
of handmade on her blog, wise craft (blairpeter
.typepad.com). She believes everyone should sew 
a quilt in his or her lifetime.

figure 1

2"  (5 cm)

2"  (5 cm)

velcro

velcro
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Wraparound 
Pot Holder
By RAshidA ColemAn-hAle 
{from page 64}

FabriC
 — 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide or wider 

linen (shown: natural)
 — 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide cotton 

print (shown: abstract fl oral)

other suppLies
 — 221⁄2" × 61⁄2" (57 × 16.5 cm) piece of cotton or 

insulated batting (such as Insul-Bright from 
The Warm Company)

 — 5" (12.5 cm) cotton cable cord or similar 
cording for hanging loop on back 
(optional)

 — Hera marker (optional)
 — Rounded object such as a drinking glass or 

jar lid for tracing
 — 1" (2.5 cm) wide bias tape maker (optional)

Finished size: 22" (56 cm) long × 6" 
(16.5 cm) wide.

notes
 — All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
 — For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
 — Press all fabrics before beginning.
— Refer to Diagonal Seams in the Stitch 

Glossary, page 87, for assistance with bias 
strips for the binding. 

Cut FabriC 
1 From the linen fabric, cut:
—Two 61⁄2" × 61⁄2" (16.5 × 16.5 cm) pockets
— One 221⁄2" × 61⁄2" (57 × 16.5 cm) main panel

2 From the cotton print, cut (refer to figure 1 
for assistance with cutting layout):
— 3 bias strips 2" (5 cm) wide and as long as 

possible (about 24" [61 cm])
Note: Cut the bias strips fi rst, then use the 
remaining fabric to cut the other pieces. The 
bias strips will be seamed together in Step 13.
— Two 31⁄2" × 61⁄2" (9 × 16.5 cm) pocket trim 

pieces
— One 22 1⁄2" × 61⁄2" (57 × 16.5 cm) backing

Create poCkets
3 Fold each pocket trim rectangle in half 
lengthwise wrong sides together and press.
4 Place a folded pocket trim piece on the 
right side of one linen pocket square, aligning 
them along one 6½" (16.5 cm) raw edge; pin 
together. 
5 Stitch along the pinned edge and press 
the seam allowances toward the print while 
pressing the print away from the linen.
6 With the right side of the pocket facing 
up, edgestitch along the seam, on the cotton 
print, through all the layers.
7 Repeat Steps 3–6 with the remaining pocket 
and pocket trim pieces. Set both pockets 
aside. 

Figure 1

 figure 1 

Figure 1

pot holder diagram
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Create pot hoLder bodY
8 On a fl at work surface, stack the largest 
pieces: the main panel (right side down), the 
batting, and the backing (right side up). 
9 Hand baste or pin the layers together.
0 Machine quilt as desired or refer to the fol-
lowing instructions to quilt as shown. Using a 
Hera marker or a water-soluble fabric pen 
and ruler, mark 21 vertical lines, parallel to 
the short sides and 1" (2.5 cm) apart, across 
the entire pot holder backing (cotton print). 
Machine-quilt with a straight stitch along 
each mark.
- Remove the basting stitches or pins and 
any remaining pen marks (according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions), then press.
= Using a rounded object such as a drinking 
glass or jar lid as a guide and a pencil or 
water-soluble fabric pen, mark curves at 
the corners of the pot holder body and the 
corresponding corners of the assembled 
pockets. Cut along the marked lines to curve 
the corners.

Create binding
q Join the bias strips with diagonal seams to 
create a strip at least 60" (153 cm) long.
w If you prefer, follow the manufacturer’s in-
structions and use a 1" (2.5 cm) wide bias tape 
maker to prepare 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) wide double-fold 
bias binding. If you are not using a bias tape 
maker, follow the folding instructions for option 
A under Create Binding on page 87.

attaCh binding & Finishing
Refer to the diagram at left for assistance.
e With the linen side of the pot holder body 
right side up, place the pockets on top, right 
side up, aligning one pocket at each short 
end with the cotton print trim toward the 
center. Pin in place. 
r Optional: To include a hanging loop, fold 
the cord in half to form a loop. At the center 
of one long edge on the back (cotton print) 
side of the pot holder, pin the loop in place, 
with the raw edges of the cord and pot holder 
aligned and the loop toward the middle. 
Stitch back and forth over the cord ends sev-
eral times within the seam allowance. Make 
sure the cord ends are covered by the bias 
binding in the steps that follow.
t Unfold the binding and press 1⁄4" (6 mm) of 
one short diagonal edge to the wrong side. 
Beginning with the folded-under edge of the 
binding at the center of one long pot holder 
edge, pin the binding to the front (linen) side 
of the pot holder, aligning the raw edges and 
including the pockets. Leave about 2" (5 cm) 
unpinned when you come back to the starting 
point. 
y Beginning about 2" (5 cm) from the point 
where you started pinning, stitch the binding 
to the pot holder through all layers, stitching 
along the fi rst crease of the binding for a 1⁄2" 
(1.3 cm) seam allowance. Decrease the stitch 
length slightly (1.8–2.0 mm) for more control 
when stitching around the curves. Stop sew-
ing where the pinning ends. Lay the binding 
along the remaining pot holder edge as it 
will be sewn, overlapping the pressed-under 
edge at the beginning. Mark the binding on 
the diagonal where it meets the raw edge 
(not the fold) of the pressed-under allow-
ance and cut along the mark. The ends will 
overlap 1⁄4" (6 mm). Pin and then stitch the 
remainder of the binding in place. 
u Refold the binding along all its creases, 
folding the binding over the edge of the pot 
holder to the back, encasing the raw edges. 
Pin in place. Slip stitch the binding fold to the 
cotton print side of the pot holder. Press and 
you’re fi nished!

RAshidA ColemAn-hAle studied 
fashion design at the Fashion Institute of 
Technology and rediscovered her love of sew-
ing when she became a stay-at-home mom. 
Her first book, I Love Patchwork, published 
by  Interweave, was released in December 
2009. She currently lives in Atlanta with her 
husband and three children. Visit her blog, 
iheartlinen.typepad.com, to read more about 
her crafty life.

Apple Coasters
By Ayumi TAkAhAshi {from page 65}

FabriC 
— ½ yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide red print 

cotton (Main)
— ½ yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide pale yel-

low cotton (Contrast; shown: Kona cotton 
from Robert Kaufman fabrics)

— Scrap of dark green felt, at least 4" × 4" 
(10 × 10 cm)

— Scraps of various red print fabrics 
— Scrap of brown with white polka dots (for 

apple seeds), at least 3" × 3" (7.5 × 7.5 cm) 
Note: Substitute plain brown fabric if dots 
aren’t available and add the dots with a 
white gel pen or fabric paint.

other suppLies
— 14" × 11" (35.5 × 28 cm) piece of 

lightweight fusible fl eece 
— Quilt basting spray
— Sewing thread in red, pale yellow, 

and brown 
— 1 sheet of lightweight fusible web 

(such as Heat N’ Bond)
— Embroidery thread in light green and dark 

green
— 4" (10 cm) of fl at leather cord
— Apple Coaster pattern and templates on 

page 120

Finished size: About 11" × 9" (28 × 23 cm) 
when 4 coasters are placed to make a single 
big apple (not including leaf). Each separate 
coaster is about 51⁄2" × 41⁄2" (14 × 11.5 cm)

note
— All seam allowances are ¼" (6mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
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Cut FabriC
1 Cut out one 14" × 11" (35.5 × 28 cm) piece 
each from the red print cotton and the pale 
yellow cotton. 
2 Using the provided Leaf template, cut 2 
leaves from felt; set aside for use in Step 11.

Make binding 
3 Using more of the Main fabric and scraps 
of other red fabrics, create a bias strip 
measuring 50" × 2" (127 × 5 cm) for bind-
ing the outer edges of the apple. Refer to 
the instructions under Create Binding on 
page 87 for joining the scraps with diagonal 
seams and folding the binding strip (option 
B). Cut the piece into 4 equal lengths, one 
for each apple section. 
4 Using the rest of the red print fabrics and 
the pale yellow fabric, create a binding tape 
for the straight edges of the apple sections. 
Begin with a 44" × 7⁄8" (112 × 2.2 cm) strip each 
of pale yellow and red, piecing as necessary 
to achieve the full length. Note: This strip 
does not need to be cut on the bias. Sew the 
2 strips along one long edge with right sides 
together. Press the seam open and fold the 
assembled strip in, then follow the folding 
instructions for option A under Create Binding  
(the center crease will actually be the seam-
line in this case), creating a strip that is pale 
yellow on one side and red on the other. Cut 
the assembled strip into 4 equal pieces.

Create Coasters
5 Iron the fusible fleece onto the wrong side 
of the 14" × 11" (35.5 × 28 cm) piece of red 
print cotton, following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Coat the other surface of the 
fusible fleece lightly but evenly with quilt 
basting spray and attach it to the wrong side 
of the 14" × 11" (35.5 × 28 cm) piece of pale 
yellow cotton. 
6 Thread the machine with pale yellow 
thread in the needle and red in the bobbin. 
Set the machine for a regular straight stitch 
and machine quilt the layers together. Sew 
with the pale yellow fabric on top so the 
stitches blend into the fabric on both sides. 
Stitch parallel lines 3⁄8" (1 cm) apart parallel 
to the 11" (28 cm) fabric edges across the 
entire fabric surface.
7 Using the provided Apple patterns, cut 
2 of each piece (Top and Bottom) from the 
quilted cotton (cut 1, cut 1 reverse for each 
piece to create a whole apple). The quilted 
lines should run from top to bottom of each 
apple section.
8 Using the pale yellow/red binding from 
Step 4, bind the inner two edges of each 
apple, making sure that each side of the 
binding is stitched to the corresponding 
color on the apple. Follow the instructions 
under Binding with Mitered Corners, option 
A, on page 87, to attach the binding and mi-
ter the corners. Trim the binding raw edges 
flush with the apple pieces’ outer edges.

apple coaster & seed templates

Apple Coaster
Leaf

(cut 2)

Apple Coaster
Seed
(cut 2)

Top Apple Coaster
Cut 2 (cut 1, cut 1 reverse) 

from quilted cotton

Bottom Apple Coaster
Cut 2 (cut 1, cut 1 reverse) 

from quilted cotton

outer edge

outer edge

in
n
er
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e

inner edge

inner edge
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9 Use the red binding from Step 3 to bind 
the outer edge of each apple (use option B 
this time). Unfold the binding slightly and 
press 1⁄4" (6 mm) to the wrong side at the 
beginning and end of each section so there 
are no raw edges on the binding.

attaCh seeds & LeaF
0 Following the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions, iron the fusible web onto the wrong 
side of the brown polka-dot fabric. Using 
the provided Seed template, cut 4 seeds 
from the bonded polka-dot fabric, position-
ing each seed so a tiny white dot sits at the 
rounded end of the seed. Fuse one seed onto 
each apple section (see photo on page 119, 
for placement).
- Embroider leaf veins onto one of the felt 
leaves using the light green embroidery 
thread (see Leaf template for suggested 
placement) and a running stitch. Stitch one 
end of leather cord to the leaf as you em-
broider, positioning it to form the stem.
= Place the 2 leaves, wrong sides together, 
making sure the leather cord is sandwiched 
between them. Join the leaves with a blanket 
stitch around the edge, using the dark green 
embroidery thread.
q Use brown thread and a running stitch to 
attach the other end of the leather cord to 
the top edge of one of the top apple coasters 
(figure 1). Make sure your stitches catch 
only the red fabric and do not show on the 
yellow side.

Ayumi TAkAhAshi was born and raised in 
Japan but now resides in northern California. 
She is passionate about creating things from 
scratch and shares her craft projects and easy 
sewing tutorials on her blog, Pink Penguin, at 
ayumills.blogspot.com.   

Lavender Trivet
By RAshidA ColemAn-hAle  
{from page 66}

FabriC
— Four 21⁄2" × 2" (6.5 × 5 cm) cotton print 

scraps for patchwork
— 61⁄2" × 31⁄2" (16.5 × 9 cm) linen rectangle for 

front top panel
— 61⁄2" × 11⁄2" (16.5 × 3.8 cm) linen rectangle for 

front bottom panel
— 61⁄2" × 61⁄2" (16.5 × 16.5 cm) cotton print 

square for backing

other suppLies
— Coordinating sewing thread
— Two 61⁄2" × 61⁄2" (16.5 × 16.5 cm) squares of 

cotton batting 
— Dried lavender buds
— One 7⁄8" (2.2 cm) grommet
— 10" (25.5 cm) of cotton cable cord or similar 
— Point turner or alternative, such as a knit-

ting needle
— Hera marker (optional)
— Small funnel
— Handsewing needle
— Grommet-setting tools (usually available as 

a set with the grommet)

Finished size: 6" × 6" (15 × 15 cm).

notes
— All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Press all fabrics before beginning.

pieCe patChwork
1 Take 2 of the 21⁄2" × 2" (6.5 × 5 cm) cotton 
print scraps and place them right sides to-
gether, lining up all edges. Pin together along 
one of the 21⁄2" (6.5 cm) edges and stitch, 
removing pins as you go. Repeat the entire 
step with the remaining 2 cotton print scraps. 
You now have 2 patchwork units.
2 Place the 2 patchwork units right sides to-
gether, pin along one 21⁄2" (6.5 cm) edge, and 
stitch. You now have a pieced strip measuring 
21⁄2" × 61⁄2" (6.5 × 16.5 cm). Press all the seam 
allowances in one direction.

asseMbLe trivet Front
3 Place the patchwork strip and linen front 
top panel right sides together, aligning one 
long edge, and pin. Stitch along the pinned 
edge, removing pins as you go. 
4 Place the free 6½" (16.5 cm) edge of the 
patchwork strip and the linen front bot-
tom panel right sides together, raw edges 
matched, and pin. Stitch along the pinned 
edge, removing pins as you go.
5 Press the seam allowances toward the 
linen pieces. 

asseMbLe trivet
6 Place the assembled trivet front, right side 
up, on one of the batting squares and baste 
1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edges.
7Place the 61⁄2" (16.5 cm) cotton print back-
ing square right side up on the remaining 
batting square and baste 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the 
raw edges. 
8 Place the trivet front and back right sides 
together and pin.
9 Stitch around the perimeter, leaving a 5" 
(12.5 cm) opening along the top edge, remov-
ing pins as you go. 
0 Clip the corners diagonally to reduce bulk, 
then turn right side out and gently shape the 
corners using a point turner, knitting needle, 
or similar object.

MaChine QuiLting
- Turn in the seam allowances at the opening 
and press to make a crease. 
= Using a Hera marker or a water-soluble fab-
ric pen and a ruler, mark guidelines 11⁄2" (3.8 
cm) apart, down the front of the trivet, in line 
with the seams in the patchwork on the front. 
q Topstitch along each marked line.

figure 1
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w Fill each channel in the trivet with laven-
der buds, beginning with the channel on the 
right. Use a funnel to guide the lavender into 
the channels, and do not overfi ll the trivet. As 
each channel is fi lled, slip stitch its open edge 
closed by hand.
e Following the manufacturer’s instructions, 
apply a grommet to the upper left corner of the 
trivet.
r Pass the cotton cord through the grommet and 
tie the ends together to make a hanging loop.

RAshidA ColemAn-hAle studied 
fashion design at the Fashion Institute of 
Technology and rediscovered her love of sewing 
when she became a stay-at-home mom. Her 
first book, I Love Patchwork, published by 
 Interweave, was released in December 2009. 
She currently lives in Atlanta with her hus-
band and three children. Read more about her 
crafty life at iheartlinen.typepad.com.

Eco Shopper
By lisA CoX {from page 67}

FabriC 
— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide linen or 

cotton fabric (Main; for bag)
— Fat quarter (18" × 22" [46 × 56 cm]) of cotton 

print (for pouch; shown: “Save Our Planet" 
fabric by Fabri-Quilt Inc.)

other suppLies
— Embroidery fl oss (for optional embroidery)
— Coordinating sewing thread

— 1 package 1⁄4" (6 mm) wide double-fold bias 
tape (shown: green or white)

— Fabric marking pen
— Hand-embroidery needle (for optional 

embroidery)
— Serger (optional)
— Small swivel hook 
— Eco Shopper pattern on Pattern Insert side 

B and optional Recycle emblem embroidery 
template below.

Finished size: Bag measures 151⁄2" × 10" 
(39.5 × 25.5 cm). Pouch measures 4" × 6" 
(10 × 15 cm).

notes
— All seam allowances are 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated. 
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

Cut FabriC
1 Using the pattern, cut fabric as follows:
From Main fabric: 
— 2 Bag Panels on fold and transfer the 

dashed fold line to each of the cut pieces on 
the fabric wrong side.

From fat quarter:
— 1" × 2" (2.5 × 5 cm) strip
— 7" × 11" (18 × 28 cm) rectangle

eMbroider design (optionaL)
2 Using the Recycle Emblem embroidery 
template, trace the emblem onto one Bag 
Panel using a fabric marking pen. Center the 
emblem from side to side, with its lowest point 
51⁄2" (14 cm) above the fabric lower edge. Using 
3 strands of embroidery fl oss, embroider the 
emblem with a backstitch (see photo at left).

Create bag
3 Using a serger or the zigzag stitch on your 
machine and coordinating sewing thread, 
fi nish the straight edges at the top and sides 
of the Bag Panels. Place the front and back 

of the bag with right sides together and sew 
the seam at the top of the handle. Press the 
seam open, then topstitch 1⁄4" (6 mm) from the 
seamline on each side. 
4 Pin the bias tape over the curved edge on 
one side of the handle, starting and ending 
at the side raw edges and sliding the curved 
edge into the bias tape fold. Edgestitch the 
bias tape through all layers, making sure the 
back side of the tape is caught in the stitches. 
Repeat for the other side of the bag handle.
5 Pin the side seams of the bag right sides 
together and sew the side seams, catching the 
binding ends as well. Press the seams open 
and topstitch 1⁄4" (6 mm) on each side of the 
seams to reinforce the sides of the bag.
6 Fold the bag along each fold line trans-
ferred from the pattern with wrong sides 
together and press. Fold the tote, right sides 
together, along each side seam and press 
again, forming an inverted pleat on each side 
of the bag. The base of the bag should mea-
sure 10" (25.5 cm).
7 Baste the lower edges together, 1⁄8" (3 mm) 
from the raw edge, to hold the pleats in place 
and keep the edges aligned. 
8 Cut a piece of bias tape that is 12" (30.5 cm) 
long. Unfold the bias tape and pin it to the bag 
lower edge, right sides together and raw edges 
aligned; 1" (2.5 cm) of tape will extend beyond 
the bag at each end. Stitch the tape in place 
along the fold line (1⁄4" [6 mm] from the edge). 
Turn the bag over. Fold both ends of the bias tape 
to the wrong side along the bag sides. Refold the 
tape along its creases, enclosing the bag raw 
edges, and pin in place. Edgestitch along the 
folded edge of the tape through all layers. 

Create pouCh
9 Fold the 1" × 2" (2.5 × 5 cm) fabric strip 
in half lengthwise, wrong sides together, 
and press. Open the crease and fold the long 
edges to meet at the center, then press again. 
Refold the strip along the center crease and 
press, creating a 1⁄4" × 2" (6 mm × 5 cm) strip. 
Edgestitch along the open edge. Fold the strip 
around the base of the swivel hook and baste 
the ends of the strip together.
0 Press 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the wrong side on one 
short end of the 7" × 11" (18 × 28 cm) rect-
angle. Press an additional 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the 
wrong side and edgestitch close to the fi rst 
fold to hem the edge. Repeat for the other 
short side, so you have a rectangle measuring 
7" × 9" (18 × 23 cm). 

Recycle Emblem
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- With the right side of the rectangle facing 
up, position the swivel hook on the fabric right 
edge, 2" (5 cm) below the top hem, and baste 
in place (figure 1). 
= Fold 31⁄2" (9 cm) of the lower hemmed edge 
to the right side, forming the pouch pocket 
(figure 2). Fold 11⁄2" (3.8 cm) of the upper 
hemmed edge to the right side, forming the 
top portion of the pouch. The pouch should 
now measure 4" × 7" (10 × 18 cm) with the top 
fl ap slightly overlapping the bottom fl ap. Sew 
the side seams of the pouch through all layers 
(figure 3). Serge or zigzag the raw edges of 
the seams together to fi nish. Turn the pouch 
right side out, and press. 

1

3

2

figure 1

1

3

2

figure 2

1

3

2

figure 3

Plastic Bag Dispenser
By Ayumi TAkAhAshi {from page 68}

FabriC 
— 7 different fabric scraps, each measuring 

at least 11" × 6" (28 × 15 cm) for patchwork 
panel (shown: 1 solid and 6 different prints)

— 5" × 18¼" (12.5 × 46.5 cm) piece of linen for 
shell top

— 18¼" × 12¼" (46.5 × 31cm) piece of cotton 
print for lining 

— 4¼" × 18¼" (11 × 46.5 cm) piece of cotton 
print for shell bottom

other suppLies
— 18¼" × 12¼" (46.5 × 31 cm) piece of light-

weight fusible interfacing
— Sewing thread to contrast with patchwork 

panel fabrics
— Sewing thread to coordinate with patchwork 

panel fabrics
— 5½" (14 cm) of 3⁄8" (1 cm) wide twill tape
— ½ yd (46 cm) of narrow cord (shown: 1⁄8" 

[3 mm] diameter)
— 4" (10 cm) of ¼" (6 mm) wide elastic
— Serger (optional)
— Safety pin (optional)

Finished size: About 11" (28 cm) long 
× 6" (15 cm) wide.

notes
— All seam allowances are ¼" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

Cut FabriC
1 Cut out fi fty-four 21⁄2" (6.5 cm) squares from 
the 7 different patchwork panel fabrics. 

Create patChwork paneL
2 On a fl at surface, organize the fabric 
squares in a grid, 9 squares wide and 6 
squares high. Arrange the squares so there is 
plenty of variety and remember that the fi rst 
and last rows will be sewn together in the 
fi nished project. Beginning with the column 
of 6 squares on the left, sew the patches into 
9 strips of 6 squares each. Press the seams 
in the fi rst and other odd-numbered strips up 
and press the even-numbered strips’ seams 
down.
3 Sew the strips together, matching the 
seams, with the seam allowances pressed in 
opposite directions to reduce bulk and create 
a better match (pressed in the previous step). 
Press the new seams to one side. Follow-
ing the manufacturer’s instructions, fuse the 
interfacing to the wrong side of the patchwork 
panel.
4 Set the machine for a zigzag stitch about 
4.0 mm wide and 1.6 mm long and thread the 
machine with the contrasting sewing thread. 
Topstitch along the patchwork seamlines, 
centering the zigzag stitch on the seamline.
5 Fold the twill tape in half widthwise and lay 
it on the upper edge of the patchwork panel, 
right sides together, 1" (2.5 cm) from the side 
edge. Position the ends of the twill tape side 
by side. Baste the twill tape to the patchwork 
1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw edges (this will be the 
hanging loop).

q To fold the bag: Fold each side to meet at 
the bag center. Fold the bottom edge up to 
meet the curved handle openings and fold the 
handle down over the bag body. Fold about 
one-third of the upper portion of the bag down 
once more, to create a bundle small enough to 
slip into the fabric pouch.

lisA CoX is an occupational therapist by day 
and an avid crafter at night. Her designs have ap-
peared in several books, including Pretty Little 
Presents and Sweet Nothings, and in Silver 
magazine. Lisa lives in Perth, Australia, and she 
collaborates with her daughter Sarah on a blog 
(spoonfullofsugargirls.blogspot.com), where you 
can follow their crafting and baking adventures. 
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Nametag Place Mats
By kevin kosbAb {from page 69}

asseMbLe bag
6 Place the 5" × 18¼" (12.5 × 46.5 cm) linen 
piece (shell top) on the patchwork panel right 
sides together and then lay the cotton lining 
fabric with its right side down on top of the 
patchwork panel (the shell top will be sand-
wiched between the layers). Match the raw 
edges and stitch together along the patchwork 
panel’s top long edge, catching the twill tape 
ends in the seam.
7 Lift up the cotton lining and place the  
5" × 18¼" (12.5 × 46.5 cm) cotton piece (shell 
bottom) on the patchwork panel (on the 
opposite side from the shell top) right sides 
together and then replace the cotton lining. 
Match the raw edges and stitch together along 
the patchwork panel’s bottom long edge.
8 Reaching in through an open side of the 
patchwork panel, turn the dispenser right side 
out. The patchwork panel and lining will be 
wrong sides together, with the top and bottom 
panels extending outward from the patch-
work. Press the top and bottom seams. 
9 Use a serger or zigzag stitch to finish the 
raw side edges of the dispenser. Fold the 
assembled unit in half lengthwise with right 
sides together (patchwork panel will be in-
side, cotton lining fabric will be outside).
0 Align the raw edges and sew the side seam, 
leaving 2" (5 cm) at both the bottom and the 
top unstitched. Press the seam open, continu-
ing to press the seam allowances to the wrong 
side all the way to the top and bottom edges.
- Turn the bag right side out and fold the top 
(linen) and bottom (cotton print) panels into 
the bag along the seamlines. Leave the twill 
tape loop extended upward from the patch-
work panel. Edgestitch along both the top and 
the bottom seams, through all layers.

Make drawstring 
= Fold the top and bottom panels back into 
position above and below the patchwork. 
Press 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the wrong side at the 
upper edge of the linen panel, then fold and 
press an additional 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the wrong 
side to make a casing for a cord at the top of 
the bag.

FabriC (for 1 place mat)
 — 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide solid red 

or blue cotton (Main)
 — 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide solid 

white cotton

other suppLies (for 1 place mat)
 — Coordinating sewing thread
 — 1" (2.5 cm) self-adhesive felt letters  

(see Notes)
 — 2" (5 cm) self-adhesive felt letters  

(see Notes)
 — 181⁄4" × 131⁄4" (46.5 × 33.5 cm) piece of cot-

ton batting
 — Black pearl cotton 
 — Drinking glass or other round object (to 

use as a guide for rounding corners)
 — Water-soluble fabric marking pen
 — Hand-embroidery needle
 — Nametag Place Mat template (for letter 

placement) on Pattern Insert side A

Finished size: 18" × 13" (46 × 33 cm).

notes
 — All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
 — For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
 — Self-adhesive felt letters, stocked by craft 

supply stores, make this a quick project. 
You’ll need enough 2" (5 cm) letters to 
spell “HELLO" and enough 1" (2.5 cm) 
letters for “MY NAME IS." You may want 
to consider applying a permanent fabric 
adhesive to the back of the felt letters be-
fore applying them to the fabric, to provide 
a more lasting bond. If you’d like an  even 
more durable place mat, trace letters from 
the template onto white fabric and appliqué 
them by hand or machine. The smaller let-
ters could be machine satin-stitched. 

 — Knots from the pearl-cotton quilting will 
show on the back of the place mat. To 
conceal them, cut the back rectangle from 
black cotton instead of the Main color or 
sew a nonslip pad to the back of the place 
mat after quilting.

 — Spot-clean place mats as necessary; do 
not machine wash.

Cut FabriC
1 Cut 2 rectangles for the front of the place 
mat from the Main fabric, one measuring 
181⁄2" (47 cm) long × 41⁄2" (11.5 cm) wide and 
the other 181⁄2" (47 cm) long × 11⁄2" (3.8 cm) 
wide. Cut another rectangle for the back 
measuring 181⁄2" (47 cm) long × 131⁄2" (34.5 
cm) wide.
2 Cut a rectangle for the name field from the 
white cotton, measuring 181⁄2" (47 cm) long × 
81⁄2" (21.5 cm) wide.

q Sew very close to the first fold. The pressed 
seam allowances will make openings where a 
cord can be inserted at the side seam.
w Insert the cord through the casing and 
make knots at the ends of the cord. If neces-
sary, attach a safety pin to one end of the cord, 
insert it into the casing, and work it along with 
your fingers until it pops out the other side. 

Finish bottoM
e Repeat Steps 12 and 13 at the bottom of the 
bag to make a casing for the elastic.
r Insert the elastic into the casing, using 
a safety pin as in Step 14, if necessary. As a 
safety precaution, pin the trailing end of the 
elastic to the outside of the dispenser so it 
isn’t pulled into the casing as you thread the 
elastic. Pull both ends of the elastic out, away 
from the casing, and overlap them 1⁄2" (1.3 
cm). Join the elastic ends by sewing back and 
forth through the overlapped area. Work the 
join into the casing so it doesn’t show. 
t Now, fill the dispenser with plastic bags, pull 
the top cord to close, and tie a pretty bow. Hang 
the dispenser from the twill tape loop. Pull the 
bags through the bottom opening to dispense.

Ayumi TAkAhAshi was born and raised in 
Japan but now resides in northern California. 
She is passionate about creating things from 
scratch and shares her craft projects and easy 
sewing tutorials on her blog, Pink Penguin, at 
ayumills.blogspot.com.   
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Make pLaCe Mat Front
3 With right sides together and 181⁄2" (47 
cm) sides aligned, sew one of the front Main 
pieces to the white piece. Sew the remain-
ing front Main piece to the opposite edge of 
the white piece. Press the seam allowances 
toward the Main fabric.
4 Fold the pieced front in half widthwise and 
finger-press a crease in the wider Main piece 
to indicate the center. Open the piece up and 
place it over the template from the Pattern 
Insert, aligning the fold with the dotted line on 
the pattern and the seam with the dashed line. 
Use a light box or bright window, if necessary, 
to see the pattern markings through the fabric.
5 Peel the paper backings off the felt letters 
and adhere them to the Main fabric, using 
the template as a rough guide for placement. 
The shapes of your letters may not match 
the template exactly, but use the template 
to keep the lines straight and spacing even. 
Start from the middle of each line of text 
and work outward to make sure the lines are 
centered.

asseMbLe pLaCe Mat
6 Using a drinking glass, spray bottle, or 
other round object as a guide, draw a curve 
1⁄4" (6 mm) inside each corner of the back 
Main piece, on the wrong side, to create an 
evenly rounded guide for sewing.
7 Center the pieced front on the batting, em-
bellished side up, then place the backing on 
top, marked side up (the front and back are 
right sides together). Pin all layers together.
8 Sew around the perimeter of the place 
mat, leaving an 8–10" (20.5–25.5 cm) opening 
near the center of the bottom edge. At the 
corners, sew on the marked curves, pivoting 
gradually and repeatedly to make a smooth 
curve that meets the next side at the 1⁄4" (6 
mm) seam allowance.
9 Trim the excess fabric at the corners to 
a 1⁄4" (6 mm) seam allowance, then clip the 
curved seam allowances to reduce bulk at 
the corners. Turn the place mat right side out 
through the opening.
0 Press the seam allowances to the wrong 
side at the opening so the bottom edge is 
straight. Edgestitch all the way around the 
perimeter of the place mat, making sure the 
bottom opening is sewn shut.

QuiLt pLaCe Mat
- Stitch in the ditch between the pieces of 
the front to stabilize the place mat.
= Write a name in large letters across the 
white piece of the front with a water-soluble 
fabric marking pen. Using pearl cotton, 
handquilt along the markings with a closely 
spaced running stitch.
q Clip thread ends to tidy the back of the 
place mat and lightly dampen the front to 
remove markings (or refer to pen manufac-
turer’s instructions).

other suppLies
 — Coordinating sewing and  

quilting thread(s)
 — Crib-size (45" × 60" [115 × 153 cm]) cotton 

batting 
 — Quilter’s clear acrylic ruler
 — Rotary cutter, self-healing mat, and rigid 

gridded acrylic ruler (optional but recom-
mended)

 — Safety pins or quilt basting spray
 — Handsewing needle

Finished size: 16" × 50"  
(40.5 × 127 cm).

notes
 — All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6 mm)  

unless otherwise indicated. 
 — For explanations of terms and  

techniques, see Sewing Basics  
on pp. 82–88.

 — Each patchwork block is comprised  
of a freehand-cut square and 2 or more 
freehand-cut strips. 

 — Press all patchwork seams to one side, 
alternating sides where seams intersect. 

Cut FabriC
1 Cut 4 strips 1½" (3.8 cm) wide, across the 
width of the binding fabric. Refer to Create 
Binding on page 87 to join the strips and 
prepare the binding (refer to option A for 
folding). Set it aside for Step 25.
2 From the remaining binding fabric, free-
hand cut strips at least 11⁄2" (3.8 cm) wide; 
use all the remaining fabric and cut as many 
strips as possible.
3 From the backing fabric, cut two 18" × 44" 
(45.5 × 112 cm) pieces. Set aside.
4 From the assorted cotton and linen 
fabrics, cut a variety of strips and squares. 
 Either cut the shapes freehand, with scis-
sors, or use a rotary cutter and mat, but 
strive to keep variations in width a part of the 
cutting process. For each of the 48 blocks, 
you’ll need to cut a square roughly 3" (7.5 
cm) on a side and a strip roughly 11⁄2" wide 
× 8" long (3.8 × 20.3 cm). Keep the strips of 
binding fabric separate to use in evening up 
the blocks before assembling them.

Create First  
patChwork bLoCk
Use the various freehand-cut squares and 
strips for the following instructions.
5 Pin a strip to one edge of a square right 
sides together, matching the raw edges at 
one end of the strip. Sew, then press the 
seam to one side. Trim the strip so it is even 
with the square.
6 Pin the remaining length of the strip, or a 
second strip, to an adjacent side of the same 
square right sides together, so that the sec-
ond strip is perpendicular to the first strip. 

 

kevin kosbAb is a writer, an editor, and 
a pattern designer. His modern quilts and 
sewing projects have appeared in Stitch and 
American Patchwork & Quilting, and his 
Feed Dog Designs patterns are available on the 
Web at feeddog.net.

Windows Improv  
Table Runner  
& Placemat 
By mAlkA dubRAwsky {from page 70}

FabriC
 — 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide cotton in 

cream or white for binding and piecing
 — 11⁄8 yd (1 m) of 45" (115 cm) wide coordi-

nating fabric for backing
 — 25 to 30 assorted, primarily solid color, 

cotton and linen scraps, each large 
enough for cutting 1 or 2 squares 3" (7.5 
cm) or larger

 — 25 to 30 assorted, primarily solid color, 
cotton or linen strips, each measuring at 
least 11⁄2" (3.8 cm) wide and long enough to 
cut 2 or 4 strips up to 41⁄2" (11.4 cm) long
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1 2

3

4

figure 1

1 2

3

4

figure 2

Sew, press, and trim as before. You now have 
1 completed block (figure 1).
7 Repeat Steps 5 and 6 to make 47 more 
blocks. 
8 As you join the blocks, the inner seamlines 
(between the square and the strip) should 
align in adjacent blocks. If necessary, add 
binding fabric strips (cut in Step 2) to alter 

1 2

3

4

figure 3

- Working on a design wall or tabletop and 
referring to figure 4, place 2 more patches so 
they abut the central 4-block unit along one 
corner, making sure the new blocks’ squares 
and strips are positioned as shown. 
= Referring to figure 5, place a block into 
the corner of the unit, orienting the new 
block’s square and strips as shown. 
q Referring to figures 6, 7, and 8, add 
blocks as shown. Three new blocks are 
added in each figure, completing a border 
around the original 4-block unit. 
w Visualize the arrangement as a row of 
blocks along each side of the center 4-block 
unit. Beginning with one of the rows to left or 
right of the center unit, place 2 patches right 
sides together, aligning the raw edges that 
were adjacent in the arrangement. Sew those 
edges together, press the seam allowances 

1 2

3

4

figure 4

5

6

the width of a block so both the raw edges 
and the inner seams of the blocks align. See 
figure 2 for an example of the relationship 
between adjacent blocks. Notice that the in-
terior seams match and that the lower block 
has been widened with a binding fabric strip 
to match the upper block’s width. Sew the 2 
blocks together, press seam allowances to 
one side, and trim any excess length or width 
from the binding fabric strip.
9 Find 2 more blocks with squares the same 
height as the first 2. Repeat Step 8 to join 
them, making a second pair of blocks. If nec-
essary, extend both the length and the width 
of a block so it fits into the group.
0 Pin the pairs of blocks right sides together 
along one long edge, matching the internal 
seams and the seams between blocks, and 
sew together (see figure 3). Trim any over-
hanging edges and press the seam allow-
ances to one side. You have now created the 
center 4-patch unit. 
For the next steps, place the patches as 
directed but do not sew yet. Remember to 
add the binding fabric strips as necessary to 
ensure that the blocks’ widths match as you 
add each new block.
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5

6

figure 5

5

6

figure 6

7

figure 7

to one side, and trim (if necessary) as before. 
Continue to attach the patches in this man-
ner until you have created a 4-block row.
e Repeat Step 14 with the 4-block row on the 
opposite side. Then, repeat with each of the 
2-block rows (at the top and bottom of the 
center 4-block unit).

8

9
figure 8
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o Lay the assembled backing, wrong side up, 
on a flat surface. Smooth the batting in place 
on top at one end of the backing fabric. Trim 
away the excess backing so it matches the 
batting length. Lay the pieced top right side up 
on the batting, centering it.
p Use safety pins spaced 4–6" (10–15 cm) 
apart to baste the 3 layers together, or apply 
quilt basting spray, following the manufac-
turer’s instructions.
[ Machine or hand quilt the layers together 
as desired, removing the basting pins as you 
work. To create a similar look to the quilting 
shown here, stitch concentric squares on each 
of the 4-block center units and concentric 
2-sided angles on the surrounding blocks (see 
figure 9).
] Square up the quilt (see Squaring up on 
page 87).
\ Using the binding created earlier, follow 
the instructions under Binding with Mitered 
Corners, option A, on page 87 to bind the quilt, 
being sure to miter the corners for a clean, 
neat finish.

variation: pLaCe Mat
Why not create fabulous patchwork place 
mats to go with your beautiful new table 
runner? To make a place mat, cut 2 strips 
for binding and set them aside, then sim-
ply repeat Steps 5 through 16 to create one 
patchwork unit. Follow Steps 21 through 25 to 
assemble, quilt, and bind the place mat. Easy!

Finished size: About 18" (46 cm) square (the 
size will vary, depending on the squares and 
strips used in assembly).

FabriC (for 1 place mat)
— 8 to 10 assorted, primarily solid color, cot-

ton and linen scraps, each large enough for 
cutting 1 or 2 squares 3" (7.5 cm) or larger

— 8 to 10 assorted, primarily solid color, cot-
ton or linen strips, each measuring at least 
11⁄2" (3.8 cm) wide and long enough to cut 2 
or 4 strips up to 41⁄2" (11.5 cm) long

— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide cotton in 
cream or white for binding and piecing

— 20" (51 cm) square of cotton batting (you’ll 
have enough left over from the table runner)

— 20" (51 cm) square of coordinating fabric for 
backing

mAlkA dubRAwsky crafts and dyes  
fabric from her home in Austin, Texas. She is the 
author of the forthcoming book Fresh Quilt-
ing from Interweave (see book preview on pp. 
22–27) and Color Your Cloth: A Quilter’s 
Guide to Dyeing and Patterning Fabric. Read 
her musings at stitchindye.blogspot.com.

Stepping-Stones  
Pot Holder
By kevin kosbAb {from page 71}

FabriC
See Notes.
 — 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 36" (91 cm) wide or wider 

wool felt (Main; shown: muted maroon)
 — Scraps of wool felt in 4 different colors 

(assign each color a number, 1–4; shown: 
pink [#1], muted yellow [#2], dark sage 
green [#3], and light sage green [#4])

other suppLies
— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) insulated batting (such as 

Insul-Bright from The Warm Company)
— 1⁄8 yd (11.5 cm) fusible web
— Brown embroidery floss
— Press cloth
— Hand-embroidery needle
— Stepping-Stones Pot Holder templates on 

Pattern Insert side A

Finished size:  
71⁄4" (18.5 cm) diameter. 

notes
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Follow the manufacturer’s instructions 

when using the fusible web. However, you 
may want to use steam to help the heat 
penetrate through the thick felt, even if 
the manufacturer recommends a dry iron.

— Feel free to mix felted wool of different 
textures, including wool recycled from 
felted clothing. Just be sure not to use 
acrylic felt if you want a functional pot 
holder, because the heat from a dish 
could melt it.

Cut FabriC
1 Trace and cut 2 of template A from the 
Main felt. Cut a 5" × 1⁄2" (12.5 × 1.3 cm) strip 

8

9

figure 9

r Sew one of the 2-block rows to the center 
unit, press, and trim (if necessary) as before. 
Repeat to attach the second 2-block row, then 
add a 4-block row to each side of the unit.

sew reMaining  
patChwork bLoCks
t Repeat Steps 5–16 twice to assemble a 
total of 3 units, each containing 16 blocks and 
as many additional binding fabric strips as 
necessary.
y Pin 2 units right sides together along one 
edge. Sew together and press the seam al-
lowances to one side. Repeat to attach the 
remaining unit, making a 3-unit runner.

Finish tabLe runner
u From the cotton batting, cut a rectangle 
measuring 20" × 60" (51 × 152.5 cm); set 
aside.
i Pin the 18" × 44" (45.5 × 112 cm) backing 
pieces, right sides together, along one short 
edge. Sew together and then press the seam 
open.
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adhere the circle appliqués to the Main 
piece. Note: Cover the felt with a press cloth 
to help avoid a shiny appearance from the 
heat of fusing.
6 Using 2 strands of embroidery floss and 
the hand-embroidery needle, blanket stitch 
around each of the circle appliqués.

asseMbLe pot hoLder
7 Center the batting circle on the wrong 
side of the remaining Main circle, then 
place the appliquéd Main circle on top right 
side up, so the batting is sandwiched be-
tween the circles. Pin around the perimeter. 
To make a hanging loop, fold the 5" × 1⁄2" 
(12.5 × 1.3 cm) Main felt strip in half and 

insert both ends between the layers of felt, 
overlapping the ends and inserting about 
1⁄2" (1.3 cm) between the layers. Pin the 
strip in place.
8 Again using 2 strands of embroidery 
floss, blanket stitch securely around the 
Main pieces to attach them to each other, 
enclosing the batting and catching the 
hanging loop in the stitches.

kevin kosbAb is a writer, an editor, and 
a pattern designer. His modern quilts and 
sewing projects have appeared in Stitch, and 
his Feed Dog Designs patterns are available on 
the Web at feeddog.net.

pot holder color key

#1 (pink)

#2 (muted yellow)

#3 (dark sage green)

#4 (light sage green)

from the Main felt. Cut 1 of template F from 
the insulated batting. 
2 Trace the remaining templates onto 
the paper side of fusible web, tracing the 
number indicated below. Be sure to leave at 
least ½" (1.3 cm) between circles.
 — 3 of template B
 — 5 of template C
 — 5 of template D
 — 2 of template E
3 Cut out the fusible web circles roughly 
1⁄4" (6 mm) outside the lines. Following the 
manufacturer’s instructions, press the web 
to the wrong side of the felt scraps as indi-
cated (or as desired).
 —From felt #1: 1 each of B, C, D, and E
 —From felt #2: 1 of B, 2 of D
 —From felt #3: 3 of C, 1 of D
 —From felt #4: 1 each of B, C, D, and E
4 Cut the fused felt circles along the lines.

attaCh CirCLe appLiQués
5 Peel the paper backings from the fused 
felt circles. Arrange the circles, fusible side 
down, on one of the Main A pieces, refer-
ring to the diagram opposite for guidance 
on placement. Press with a steam iron to 
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Waterfall Scarf
By TRICIA WADDELL {from page 72}

DOWNLOAD THE FULL-SIZE 
PATTERN AND PROJECT 
INSTRUCTIONS AT 
INTERWEAVESTITCH.COM

One Pleat Skirt
By BEKI WILSON {from page 73}

SIZE CHART
 HIP LENGTH (CENTER BACK)
XS 301⁄2–311⁄2” (77.5–80 cm) 25” (63.5 cm) 
S     321⁄2–331⁄2” (82.5–85 cm) 25 1⁄4” (64 cm) 
M    35–361⁄2” (89–92.5 cm) 251⁄2” (65 cm)
L     38–39” (96.5–99 cm) 253⁄4” (65.5 cm) 
XL 41–42” (104–106.5 cm) 26” (66 cm) 
Shown in size Small.

FABRIC
— 7⁄8 (7⁄8, 11⁄4, 11⁄4, 11⁄4) yd (80 cm [80 cm, 1.2 m, 

1.2 m, 1.2 m]) of 60" (153 cm) wide bottom-
weight stretch fabric (shown: stretch 
corduroy)

OTHER SUPPLIES
— Matching sewing thread
— 7" (18 cm) zipper in color to match fabric
— 3⁄4 (7⁄8, 7⁄8, 1, 1) yd (68.5 [80, 80, 91.5, 91.5] 

cm) of 1" (2.5 cm) wide grosgrain ribbon to 
match or coordinate with skirt fabric

— Three 1⁄2” (13 mm) shank buttons 
— Tailor’s chalk
— Serger (optional)
— Full-size pattern PDF at interweavestitch.com

NOTES
— All seam allowances are 5⁄8" (1.5 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.

DOWNLOAD THE FULL-SIZE 
PATTERN FOR THIS PROJECT 
AT INTERWEAVESTITCH.COM

Lapped Zipper Application
1 Attach a zipper foot and adjust it so the foot is to the right of 
the needle.
2 Position the skirt, wrong side out, so the waistline is toward 
you and the right seam allowance (the skirt back) extends away 
from the skirt in a single layer.
3 Open the zipper and lay it face down on the skirt with the 
top stop 5/8” (1.5 cm) below the waist edge and the zipper coil 
(teeth) along the seamline (figure 1).
4 Pin the right zipper tape to the seam allowance and machine 
baste along the zipper guideline, removing the pins as you sew.
5 Close the zipper and turn it right side up, turning the right seam 
allowance under along the stitches. Shift the zipper foot to the 
other side of the needle and, with a regular stitch length, edges-
titch the folded seam allowance to the zipper tape (figure 2).
6 Lay the skirt wrong side up, with the seam allowances 
open and the zipper fl at on top of the seam (figure 3. A small 
pleat will form at the bottom of the zipper where the fi rst zip-
per tape has been sewn.
7 Beginning at the seamline just below the bottom zipper 
stop, sew across the zipper tapes and seam allowances, 
perpendicular to the seam, to the guideline on the unattached 
zipper tape. Pivot with the needle down and sew parallel to 
the zipper teeth all the way to the waistline raw edge. This 
seam will be visible on the skirt right side (figure 4).
8 Remove the basting stitches and carefully press the zipper, 
using a press cloth and a moderate iron temperature to avoid 
melting the zipper coil. figure 2

figure 1

figure 3
figure 4

GREAT PRODUCTS
GREAT VALUE
GREAT ART

Books and DVDs • Digital downloads •
Calendars • Fibers and Embellishments •

Surface Design and Mixed-Media Supplies •
Plus subscriptions, subscriber services, 

and exclusive online art and articles

interweavestore.com
866-949-1646
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— For explanations of terms and techniques 
and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

— When instructed to fi nish the raw edges you 
have a few options. Serge the edges, use a 
zigzag or an overcasting stitch on your sew-
ing machine along the edges, or stitch 1⁄4” (6 
mm) from the edge and then pink the raw 
edges to prevent raveling.

CUT FABRIC
1 Print the pattern pieces from the full-size 
PDF pattern provided on interweavestitch.com. 
Lay the pattern pieces on the fabric as shown 
in the layout diagram and cut out the pieces. 
Transfer all pattern markings to the fabric 
wrong side with tailor’s chalk. Designate one 
skirt piece as the Front and mark with a safety 
pin or tailor’s chalk on the fabric wrong side.

ASSEMBLE SKIRT
2 Matching the guidelines, pin and sew each 
dart. Press the darts toward the center front 
(on Front piece) or center back (on Back piece).
3 Lay the skirt pieces right sides together. 
Measure 8½” (21.5 cm) from the waistline raw 
edge along the left side seam and mark. Set the 
machine for a long stitch (4.0 mm) and baste the 
seam from the waistline to the mark. Return the 
stitch to its regular length (2.5 mm) and stitch 
the side seam below the zipper opening. Finish 
the raw edges, press the seam open, and sew in 
the zipper behind the basting stitches. Remove 
the basting stitches when the zipper is in place.
4 Pin and sew the other skirt side seam. Fin-
ish the raw edges and press the seam open.
5 Fold the Lower Skirt Front, wrong sides to-
gether, along each dashed line. Bring the folds 
to meet at the solid line, forming a pleat. Press 
to set the folds and pin the folds at the upper 
edge. Lay both the Lower Skirt pieces right 
sides together and sew the side seams. Finish 
the raw edges and press the side seams open.  
6 Turn the lower skirt inside out and place it 
on the skirt body, right sides together, match-
ing the skirt’s lower edge to the lower skirt’s 
upper raw edge. Align the side seams and 
make sure the pleat is positioned on the skirt 
front. Pin and sew. Finish the raw edges and 
press both seam allowances down.
7 Measure the waistline seam on the skirt 
pattern pieces without seam allowances. Cut 
a piece of grosgrain ribbon 1” (2.5 cm) longer 
than the measurement. Fold 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the 
wrong side on each ribbon end and press.
8 Open the zipper. Turn the 3⁄8” (1 cm) waistline 
seam allowance to the wrong side and press to 
crease, then reopen the seam allowance. Lay 
the prepared ribbon right side up on the waist-
line seam allowance, overlapping the raw edge 
1⁄4” (6 mm). Match the pressed ribbon ends to 
the seamline at the zipper opening and pin the 
ribbon along the waistline seam allowance.
9 Edgestitch the ribbon to the seam allowance 
around the entire waistline. Press the skirt 
along the seamline again, pressing the ribbon 

to the inside. Slip stitch the folded ribbon ends 
to the side seam allowances, making sure the 
zipper teeth are free. Topstitch the waistline 
1⁄4” (6 mm) below the fold, through all layers, to 
secure the ribbon waistline facing.
0For the hem, fold the bottom edge to the 
wrong side 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) and press. Fold an 
additional 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the wrong side and 
press again. Stitch close to the upper fold 
through all thicknesses.
- Sew 3 buttons to the skirt front in a vertical 
line directly above the center of the pleat. 
Position the fi rst button 3⁄4” (2 cm) above the 
seamline and space buttons 1” (2.5 cm) apart.   

BEKI WILSON is a Seattle designer with a 
passion for fabric and garment construction. She 
launched a line of clothing, Out of Line, in 2000, 
offering casual and wearable designs sprinkled 
with unexpected design elements. Visit her at 
outofline.us.

Ruffl e Tote
By CAROL ZENTGRAF {from page 74}

FABRIC
— 1 yd (91.5 cm) of 46" (117 cm) wide 

Ultrasuede (Main; shown: bright yellow from 
Toray at ultrasuede.com) for shell

— 7⁄8 yd (80 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide coordinat-
ing cotton print (Lining) for lining

OTHER SUPPLIES
— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) sew-in interfacing
— Self-adhesive, double-stick basting tape 

(such as Wonder Tape)
— All-purpose sewing thread 
— Removable fabric marker
— Two 11⁄8” (29 mm) shank buttons (shown: 

JHB #80233)
— Two 1½” (38 mm) shank buttons (shown: 

JHB #80231)
— Pattern tracing cloth or paper
— Handsewing needle
— Ruffl e Tote pattern on Pattern Insert side A

Finished Size: About 16” (40.5 cm) high 
× 18” (45.5 cm) wide without handle.

NOTES
— All seam allowances are 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Needles and pins will leave permanent 

holes in Ultrasuede. Avoid removing seams 
and keep all pins, if necessary, inside the 
seam allowances; use basting tape instead 
of pins where possible. 

— Do not press Ultrasuede with an iron; fi nger-
press seams and edges as needed and use 
topstitching to hold them in place as directed.

CUT FABRIC
1 Trace the tote pattern onto the folded 
pattern tracing cloth or paper to make a com-
plete shape. Cut out the pattern.
2 From Main, cut:
— 2 Bag Body pieces
— 51⁄2" × 46" (14 × 117 cm) strip (bottom ruffl e)
— 41⁄2" × 46" (11.5 × 117 cm) strip (middle ruffl e)
— 41⁄2" × 39" (11.5 × 99 cm) strip (top ruffl e)
— 2" × 24" (5 × 61 cm) strip (handle)
— 4" × 12" (10 × 30.5 cm) rectangle (closure 

strap)
3 From Lining, cut:
— 2 Bag Body pieces
— 11" (28 cm) square (pocket)
4  From interfacing, cut:
— 2 Bag Body pieces
— 11⁄2" × 23" (3.8 × 58.5 cm) strip (handle)
— 3" × 11" (7.5 × 28 cm) rectangle (closure strap)

ASSEMBLE TOTE SHELL & LINING
5 To assemble the tote shell, baste (with bast-
ing tape) an interfacing piece to the wrong side 
of each Main Bag Body piece. Sew the darts 
and fi nger-press downward. Edgestitch close to 
each dart, through all the layers, and trim the 
excess fabric on the wrong side. Sew the front 
and back together along the sides, matching 
the darts. Turn right side out.
6 For each ruffl e strip, sew the short edges 
together with a 1⁄4” (6 mm) seam. Finger-press 
the seam allowances open. Topstitch close 
to the seam on each side to hold the seam 
allowances in place. Sew a gathering stitch (to 
avoid extra needle holes in the faux suede, only 
one row of gathering stitches is used) 1⁄4” (6 
mm) from one edge of each 46” (117 cm) long 
ruffl e strip (bottom and middle ruffl es). Place 
the completed tote shell on a fl at surface. Slip 
the bottom ruffl e around the shell, placing the 
gathered edge 5” (12.5 cm) above the bot-
tom edge, following the shape of the bag and 
positioning the seam at the center back. The 
lower edge of the ruffl e will fall along the bag 
bottom seam. Secure the gathered edge to the 
tote with basting tape, then topstitch in place 
along the gathering stitch line. Repeat with the 
middle ruffl e, arranging it so the lower edge 
overlaps the gathered edge of the bottom ruffl e 
11⁄4” (3.2 cm). To add the top ruffl e, apply basting 

1

2

3

1

2

3
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strap to the bag back (figure 3). Sew the second 
1½” (38 mm) button to the closure strap only, 
centering it 23⁄4” (7 cm) above the buttonhole.

RESOURCES
See Toray, ultrasuede.com for Ultrasuede, 
 Fabri-Quilt, fabri-quilt.com for the lining fab-
ric, and JHB Buttons, buttons.com for 
the buttons.

CAROL ZENTGRAF is a writer, a designer, 
and an editor who specializes in sewing, textiles, 
painting, and decorating. Her work has been pub-
lished in several magazines and she is the author 
of Pillows, Cushions and Tuffets, Decorative 
Storage, The Well-Dressed Window, Machine 
Embroidery Room-by-Room, Sewing for Out-
door Spaces, and Sewing Christmas Greetings.

1

2

3

figure 1

1

2

3

figure 2

1

2

3

figure 3

tape along one long edge and slip the ruffl e 
over the shell. Remove the paper backing from 
the tape, evenly gather the edge by hand, and 
adhere it to the shell, with the gathered edge 2” 
(5 cm) below the bag’s upper edge. The bottom 
edge will overlap the top of the middle ruffl e. 
Topstitch the top ruffl e in place, 1⁄4” (6 mm) from 
the gathered upper edge of the ruffl e. 
7 Fold the cotton pocket square in half with 
right sides together. Sew the raw edges 
together, leaving an opening for turning. Trim 
the corners diagonally, turn right side out, and 
press. Handstitch the opening closed with a slip 
stitch. Measure and mark 1” (2.5 cm) and 11⁄2” 
(3.8 cm) from each corner on the long, stitched 
pocket edge. Fold the pocket on one 11⁄2” (3.8 
cm) mark and bring the fold to meet the nearby 

1” (2.5 cm) mark, forming a small pleat (figure 
1). Pin the pleat at the pocket’s lower (stitched) 
edge to secure. Repeat to make a pleat near 
the second corner (refer to fi gure 1). Center the 
pocket on the right side of one Lining bag body 
piece, with the pocket’s folded edge 3” (7.5 cm) 
from the bag body’s upper raw edge (figure 
2). Pin the upper corners of the pocket 9” (23 
cm) apart to correspond to the pleats; the up-
per edge of the pocket will bow away from the 
lining. Edgestitch the side and bottom edges 
of the pocket to secure it to the lining, stitching 
through the pleats at the lower edge. To divide 
the pocket, topstitch a vertical line down the 
pocket, 3” (7.5 cm) from one short edge.
8 Follow Step 5 to sew the darts in the Lining 
bag body pieces, but do not edgestitch or trim 
the lining darts. Sew the Lining bag body pieces 
along the side edges, right sides together, 
matching the darts and leaving a 6” (15 cm) 
opening in the seam at the bottom. Do not turn 
right side out.
9 Place the shell inside the completed lin-
ing with right sides together and side seams 
aligned. Pin the top edges together within the 
seam allowance, then sew. Turn right side out 
by pulling the shell through the opening in the 
lining seam. Handstitch the opening closed with 
a slip stitch. Insert the lining into the shell and 
fi nger-press the seam. Topstitch close to the 
edge, around the top of the bag, then again 1⁄4” 
(6 mm) from the fi rst stitch line. 

FINISH TOTE
0 To make the handle, center the interfac-
ing handle strip on the wrong side of the Main 
handle strip. Fold in half lengthwise, interfaced 
surfaces together and edgestitch around the 
entire handle. Position the handle ends over the 
side seams on the outside of the bag, with the 
handle ends ¾” (2 cm) below the bag’s top edge 
and topstitch a square on each handle end, 
through all layers, to secure them to the bag. 
Sew a 11⁄8” (29 mm) button to each handle end, 
over the topstitched square.
- To make the closure strap, center the 
interfacing closure strap on the wrong side of 
the Main closure strap. Fold in half lengthwise, 
interfaced surfaces together, and edgestitch 
around the entire strap. Sew a 15⁄8” (4.1 cm) long 
buttonhole, 5⁄8” (1.5 cm) from one end of the 
closure strap, aligning the buttonhole parallel 
to the closure strap’s long edges. 
= Fold the tote in half to fi nd the center front, 
and mark a buttonhole placement at the center 
front, 13⁄4” (4.5 cm) above the bottom of the mid-
dle ruffl e. Sew one of the 1½” (38 mm) buttons 
at the mark, stitching through the ruffl e and the 
tote shell, but not the lining. Button the closure 
strap in place. The lower edge of the strap will 
fall near the bottom of the middle ruffl e, while 
its other end extends above the bag top. Fold the 
strap’s free end over the bag top and use basting 
tape to hold the strap to the bag center back, 
with the end of the closure strap 21⁄2” (6.5 cm) 
below the bag’s upper edge. Topstitch a rect-
angle through all layers to attach the closure 

Undulating 
Pleat Scarf
By KATRINA WALKER {from page 75}

FABRIC
— 2 yd (1.8 m) each of silk or polyester chiffon 

or other lightweight, drapable sheer fabric in 
2 colors (shown: light brown silk chiffon [A] 
and muted green silk chiffon [B]) Note: For 
dramatic effect, a crisp sheer may be used; 
consider reducing the scarf length for greater 
ease in wearing if you choose this option.

OTHER SUPPLIES
— Liquid stabilizer (such as PerfectSew or 

Stay Flow) (optional; see Notes)
— Sewing thread to match both fabrics
— Machine needle appropriate for sheer silk 

fabric (suggested: Microtex size 70/10)
— T-square or gridded acrylic ruler

Finished Size: About 6” (15 cm) wide × 68” 
(173 cm) long.

NOTES
— Seam allowances are 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.

1½"
(3.8 cm)

folded 
edge

1"
(2.5 cm)

3"
(7.5 cm)
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— For explanations of terms and techniques, 
see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

— Chiffon is very easy to work with if it is fi rst 
pretreated with a liquid stabilizer, such as 
PerfectSew or Stay Flow. Liquid starch or a 
similar product may also be used. Prewash 
the chiffon, then saturate the fabric with 
stabilizer, according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Gently squeeze out the excess 
and hang to dry, keeping the grainlines 
straight. If necessary, press the dried fabric 
to remove any wrinkles. Cut and sew the 
project with treated fabric as instructed. 
When the project is completed, gently 
handwash to remove all stabilizer. Hang the 
scarf to dry and press as needed, but try not 
to fl atten the pleats as you press.

— Always use a new fi ne, sharp needle when 
sewing with silk. 

— To help avoid seam slippage on chiffon, 
shorten the stitch length slightly.

ASSEMBLE SCARF
1 Prewash and/or pretreat the fabric as de-
sired (see Notes). Press the fabric prior to cut-
ting. Then, cut the following pieces as directed:
Fabric A: Cut 6 strips, each 2” (5 cm) wide × the 
entire length of the fabric.
Fabric B: Cut 5 strips, each 3” (7.5 cm) wide × 
the entire length of the fabric.
2 Sew 1 strip of Fabric A to 1 strip of Fabric B, 
right sides together, along one long side. Note: 
Be sure to backtack at the beginning and end 
of each seam to reinforce the seams during the 
fabric manipulation to follow.
3 Sew a second strip of Fabric A to the other 
side of the Fabric B strip, right sides together. 

4 Continue sewing the strips together, alternat-
ing colors and ending with Fabric A (figure 1). 
5 Press all the seam allowances toward the 
Fabric B strips. Trim the seam allowances to 
1⁄4” (6 mm). Use a T-square or a gridded acrylic 
ruler to square the ends of the scarf, if neces-
sary, so that each short end is at a right angle 
to the seams and long edges. 
6 Fold the fi rst Fabric B strip in half, lengthwise, 
wrong sides together, keeping the seam allow-
ances turned toward the Fabric B strip. Baste the 
seamlines together, enclosing the seam allow-
ances. Repeat with each Fabric B strip in turn.
7 Stitch in the ditch along the previous 
seamlines, creating a stitched pleat from each 
Fabric B strip. Remove the basting stitches and 
carefully press all the pleats toward one side 
(figure 2). Square the ends of the scarf again, 
if necessary. 
8 Hem the scarf’s long edges (see sidebar).
9 Fold and press the scarf in half widthwise 
to create a center fold. Fold each end to the 
center fold and press to create quarter folds.
0 Fold and press again twice more between 
folds, to create 15 equally spaced fold lines.
- Starting at one end, stitch the pleats in place 
1⁄4” (6 mm) from the scarf’s edge.
= Working toward the opposite end of the 
scarf, at the next fold line, fl ip the pleats in the 
opposite direction and stitch them down, using 
the fold as a stitching line (see figure 3).
q Continue to work toward the opposite end of 
the scarf, alternating pleat direction at every 
fold mark until the opposite end of the scarf is 
reached (figure 3).  
w At the end of the scarf, alternate the pleat di-
rection from the previous stitching and stitch the 
pleats in place 1⁄4” (6 mm) from the scarf’s edge.
e Hem the short ends of the scarf as in Step 8.

Triple-Stitched 
Chiffon Hem
This narrow hem creates a sturdy but 
attractive edge on sheers.
1 Stitch 1⁄4” (6 mm) away from the raw 
edge.
2 Press 3⁄16” (5 mm) toward the wrong 
side, so the line of stitches is folded 1⁄16” 
(2 mm) toward the wrong side.
3 Stitch 1⁄8” (3 mm) away from the 
folded edge, just inside the previous 
stitching, through both layers.
4 Trim the raw edge close to the sec-
ond line of stitches.
5 Turn/roll the hem fold toward the 
scarf wrong side, enclosing the newly 
trimmed raw edges. One row of stitch-
ing will still be visible on the wrong 
side of the hem.
6 Stitch the hem once more, directly 
on top of the visible stitches.  
The hem is fi nished, with one row of 
stitching visible from the right side, and 
two rows of stitching layered on top of 
one another on the wrong side. 

1
2

figure 1

1
2

figure 23

figure 3

KATRINA WALKER is a sewing educator and 
an apparel designer who specializes in garment 
construction and surface design techniques. Based 
in Puyallup, Washington, she traditionally works 
with natural fibers, particularly silk and wool. 
In addition to sewing, Katrina spins, knits, beads, 
and needlefelts, and has even been known to do 
shuttle tatting once in a while. You can follow her 
adventures in sewing and textile arts via her blog 
at KatrinaWalker.com.
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Bejeweled Pillow
By blair stocker {from page 77}

Fabric
— 3⁄4 yd (69 cm) medium-weight fabric in a 

solid color for body of pillow, such as baby 
wale corduroy, cotton canvas, or twill (Main)

— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) or one fat quarter quilting-weight 
cotton fabric in a pattern that inspires you to 
add jewels (Contrast; shown: #7874 Luna by 
Gail Foundation & Maywood Studios)

— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) muslin (this fabric is for back-
ing and won’t be seen) 

Other SupplieS
— Coordinating sewing thread
— Swarovski round sew-on/center hole 

crystals (shown: random mixture of 3 mm, 4 
mm, and 5 mm crystals in silver, available 
at fusionbeads.com)

— Size 11° seed beads, clear (these are 
needed to secure the crystals) 

— Beading thread (shown: Coats & Clark Art 
D35, available at many retailers)

— 16" (40.5 cm) square pillow form
— Dinner plate to trace around or 11" (28 cm) 

circle template
— Removable fabric marker
— Beading or straw needle (must be thin 

enough to pass through the smallest beads 
you’ll be using)

— Pinking shears (optional)
— Point turner (optional)

Finished Size: 16" × 16" (40.5 × 40.5 cm).

NOteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— To sew a crystal onto the fabric, use a bead-

ing or straw needle and a double strand of 
beading thread. Bring the needle up from the 
back of the fabric, in the center of the bead 
location. Insert the needle through a crystal 
from the back and slip the crystal down to 
the surface of the fabric. Thread the needle 
through a seed bead, then reinsert the 
needle back through the hole in the crystal, 
pulling the thread to the fabric wrong side 
(figure 1). Grasp the seed bead as you pull, 
sliding the bead down to sit snugly on top of 
the crystal. Take a small stitch through the 
fabric behind the crystal or tie a knot in the 
thread, before moving on to the next crystal 
location. With the thread secured between 
crystal locations, a broken thread will release 
only a single crystal and bead. 

— Beading and straw needles both have a 
consistent diameter from point to eye, mak-
ing them ideal for sewing on beads. Some 
beading needles are very long, for stringing 
many beads, but for a sewing project such 
as this one, a shorter needle is preferable.

— Beading thread is stronger for its size than 
sewing thread is, so it’s the best choice for 
beading. Choose a color close to the bead 
color; for example, white thread with silver 
beads. If beading thread is unavailable, 
choose a strong polyester sewing thread. 
Cotton thread is easily shredded by glass 
bead edges, causing it to break during use.

cut Fabric
1 Cut a 17" × 17" (43 × 43 cm) pillow Front 
panel and two 17" × 11 ½" (43 × 29 cm) pillow 
Back panels from Main fabric.
2 Cut one 17" × 17" (43 × 43 cm) piece of 
Contrast fabric.
3 Cut one 17" × 17" (43 × 43 cm) piece of 
muslin.

create iNSet ON FrONt paNel
4 Lay the pillow Front panel, wrong side up, 
on your worktable. Fold into quarters and 
lightly press to find the center of the panel. 
Position your dinner plate or circle template 
in the center of this panel, centering it top to 
bottom and side to side. Trace the plate or 
circle with a removable fabric marker. 
5 Carefully cut out the inside of this circle, 
leaving a generous 1⁄4" (6 mm) seam allowance 
inside the line you’ve drawn. Do not cut on the 
line. Clip into the seam allowance inside and 
along the drawn line, cutting up to but not into 
the line.
6 Layer the panels on your work surface, 
right sides up, from bottom to top: muslin 

panel, Contrast fabric panel, and Main fabric 
Front panel. Smooth and pin these layers 
together in several places.
7 Edgestitch around the circle’s pressed 
edge, through all layers, stitching on the Main 
fabric Front panel. These 3 layers will become 
the pillow front.
8 You’re now ready to sew on the crystals. 
Using a beading or straw needle and coor-
dinating thread, sew the crystals and beads 
onto the Contrast fabric as desired or follow 
the pattern on the print fabric (see Notes).

FiNiSh pillOw
9 Fold 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) to the wrong side of one 
Back panel, along a 17" (43 cm) edge, and 
press. Fold an additional ½" (1.3 cm) to the 
wrong side along the same edge and press 
again. Repeat with the second Back panel. 
Zigzag stitch along the inside edge of each 
hem, covering the folded edge.
0 Bring the 2 Back panels together wrong 
sides facing up, with the hemmed edges 
overlapping by 4" (10 cm), to form a 17" (43 cm) 
square. Pin the overlapping edges. Flip the pan-
els over so that the right side is facing up. Place 
the assembled pillow front on the Back panels, 
right sides together. Thoroughly pin and then 
stitch around all four sides. Finish the seam 
allowances with pinking shears, by serging, or 
with a sewing machine zigzag or overcasting 
stitch. Trim the corners diagonally and turn the 
pillow right side out through the overlapped 
Back panels, gently pushing the corners out as 
much as possible (use a point turner or similar 
tool if necessary). Insert the pillow form.

blair stocker lives in Seattle, Washing-
ton, and writes about her creative attempts to 
turn ordinary into extraordinary via the world 
of handmade on her blog, wise craft (blairpeter 
.typepad.com). She believes everyone should sew 
a quilt in his or her lifetime.

figure 1
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Passementerie  
Pincushion
By eva Hanusova {from page 78}

Fabric
— 8 to 10 different fancy trims, 3/8" to 1" (1 to 

2.5 cm) wide, at least 6" (15 cm) long (such 
as braid, rickrack, beaded trim, etc.), in 
colors that complement the taffeta

— Two 6" × 6" (15 × 15 cm) squares of taffeta 

Other SupplieS
— Cotton or all-purpose sewing thread in a 

variety of colors
— Matching all-purpose or polyester sewing 

thread
— Small package of rice or sand

Finished Size: About 5" × 5" (12.5 × 12.5 cm).

NOteS
— All seam allowances are ½" (1.3 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques, 

see Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.
— Play with a combination of crocheted, 

beaded, and woven trims to add more visual 
interest to your project.

aSSemble piNcuShiON
1 Cut the various trims into 6" (15 cm) 
lengths and play with their arrangement. Let 
your imagination take over as you play with 
colors, textures, and design. The strips may 
lie side by side or overlap slightly. 
2 Position the strips in the desired arrange-
ment on the right side of one taffeta square; 
pin in place.
3 Using various colors of cotton or all-pur-
pose thread to enhance the design, carefully 
topstitch each trim, stitching along both long 
edges to secure. If necessary, handstitch deli-
cate trims or those embellished with beads 
and sequins.

4 Place the 2 taffeta squares right sides 
together and pin. Using all-purpose or 
polyester sewing thread, sew together around 
the perimeter, leaving 3" (7.5 cm) open in the 
middle of one side. Be very careful not to sew 
over beads or anything that could damage the 
needle; if necessary, remove a few beads at 
each end of a beaded trim, afterward taking 
care to secure the thread holding the beads so 
others are not released. 
5 Turn the pincushion right side out and 
fill with the rice or sand. Turn in the seam 
allowances along the opening and pin, then 
handsew closed with a slip stitch.

eva Hanusova’s passion for fabrics and 
notions emerged with the discovery of hidden 
treasures in her mother’s sewing machine at age 
ten. Her work has been featured in Country 
Living and Country Home magazines and 
can be viewed at evahanusova.com.

Zippy Pouches
By Heidi boyd {from page 79}

Fabric (for one pouch)
— ¼ yd (23 cm) each of 3 coordinating print 

fabrics (see Notes)

Other SupplieS
 — ¼ yd (23 cm) fusible interfacing
 — 9" (23 cm) zipper
 — Sewing thread in 3 or 4 coordinating colors
 — Fusible web
 — 6" (15 cm) fine silk cord for zipper pull
 — One ¾" (2 cm) and one 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) felt 

bead (shown: red and white; can be found at 
artbeads.com) for zipper pull

 — Clear-drying craft glue or seam sealant
 — Zipper foot for sewing machine
 — Crewel (embroidery) and handsewing needles
 — Zippy Pouches pattern on Pattern  Insert 

side A; appliqué templates PDF on 
 interweavestitch.com

hedgehOg & FlOwerS
 — 3" × 4" (7.5 × 10 cm) off-white (or desired 

color) linen scrap for Hedgehog applique
 — 6" (15 cm) of 1⁄4" (6 mm) wide picot-edged 

satin ribbon (shown: muted green)
 — Brown and green (or desired colors)  

embroidery floss 
 — 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 11⁄2" (3.8 cm) wide pleated 

ribbon trim (shown: taupe)
 — Two 1⁄4" (6 mm) round plastic buttons 

(shown: shades of brown)
 — 11⁄2" × 7⁄8" (29 × 22 mm) wooden leaf button 

triO OF muShrOOmS
 — 2" × 4" (5 × 10 cm) off-white (or desired color) 

linen scrap for Mushroom stem appliques
 — 10" (25.5 cm) of 1⁄4" (6 mm) wide picot-edged 

satin ribbon (shown: muted green)
 — Miniature flower buttons (shown: three 

3⁄16" [5 mm] buttons and two 3⁄8" [10 mm] 
 buttons)

 — Green (or desired color) embroidery floss

Finished Size: 9" (23 cm) wide × 51⁄4" (13 cm) 
high × 13⁄4" (4.5 cm) deep.

NOteS
 — All seam allowances are ¼" (6 mm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
 — For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

 — Fabrics shown: Wild Thyme by Carolyn Gavin 
of Lilla Rogers Studio for P&B Textiles: Wild 
247 P, Wild 249 Z, Wild 252 P. Erin McMorris 
for Free Spirit Fabrics: Parkslope Collec-
tion, EM07Fuschia.
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cut & prepare Fabric
1 Using the provided pattern, cut the follow-
ing pieces as directed.
The 3 main fabrics are interchangeable, 
so use each for the pieces of your choice. 
Pouches shown have all 3 fabrics on the shell 
(one for the front, one for the back, and one 
for the gusset) and 2 fabrics in the lining (one 
for the front and back, and one for the gusset). 
Save scraps for making the appliqués.
 — 4 Bag Body (2 for shell, 2 for lining)
 — 2 Gussets on fold (1 for shell, 1 for lining)
From interfacing (use inner [“interfacing”]  
cut lines):
 — 2 Bag Body
 — 1 Gusset on fold
2 Center each interfacing piece, adhesive 
side down, on the wrong side of the corre-
sponding shell fabric pieces and, following the 
manufacturer’s instructions, fuse the interfac-
ing to the fabric.

embelliSh & aSSemble pOuch
3 On the shell Body pieces, fold the top edge ¼" 
(6 mm) toward the wrong side, over the interfac-
ing, and press. With right sides facing up, pin 
the folded edges of the Body pieces to the zipper 
tape (one on each side), 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the zip-
per teeth. Using the zipper foot on your machine, 
edgestitch the pieces in place (figure 1). 
4 Using the templates provided, trace the 
appliqué shapes for either the Hedgehog 
and Flowers or the Trio of Mushrooms onto 
the paper surface of the fusible web. Cut out 
the shapes roughly, leaving a margin around 
the traced outlines. Position the fusible web 
shapes on the wrong sides of the linen scrap 
and the leftover print fabric you’d like to use 
for the appliqués, referring to the templates 
for the fabric type used for each piece. Fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions, fuse 

Embellishments
Refer to the photos at right and below for 
assistance with placement.

FlOwerS & hedgehOg
a. Cut the ¼" (6 mm) wide ribbon into 2 
lengths, one slightly shorter than the other. 
Position the 2 lengths of ribbon vertically on 
one side of the pouch front so that the bot-
toms of the ribbon are flush with the bottom 
raw edge of the pouch. Temporarily place 
the Flower appliqué shapes (from Step 4 of 
the project instructions) on top of the ribbon 
stems to ensure the stems’ placement leaves 
sufficient room for both Flowers. Remove 
the Flowers and, using coordinating thread, 
topstitch down the center of each ribbon to 
secure the stems in place. Trim any excess 
ribbon length.
b. Set your machine for a zigzag stitch, 2.0 
mm wide and 0.3–0.4 mm long. Test the stitch 
on interfaced fabric scraps to determine 
the ideal length and width settings before 
stitching on the pouch. Place the Hedgehog 
beside the flower stems, remembering to allow for the seams at the sides and bottom, 
and fuse the Hedgehog to the pouch. Position the center of the presser foot along the cut 
fabric edge so that the zigzag stitch spans from the appliqué to the pouch fabric, trapping 
the cut edge in the center of the stitch. Using a matching or coordinating color of sewing 
thread, stitch carefully around the perimeter of the Hedgehog, pivoting frequently around 
the curves. Repeat this process to attach each of the Flowers, making sure the Flowers 
overlap the tops of the ribbon stems, and switching thread colors to coordinate with the 
Flower appliqués.
c. To make the Hedgehog’s spines, cut three 2" (5 cm) lengths of the pleated ribbon trim. 
Starting with one length of trim, fold one side of the pleats over the central ribbon so all 
that’s visible is a double tier of pleats (figure 2). Edgestitch along the fold to keep the 
pleats in place (figure 3). Repeat the process with the remaining two sections. Beginning 
with the strip farthest from the Hedgehog’s nose, handstitch the prepared trim pieces to 
the appliqué. Each strip should slightly overlap the strip before it, and the fold of the final 
strip should fall near the leading edge of the Hedgehog’s front paw.
d. Using a handsewing needle and coordinating thread, stitch on the button eye, nose, 
and leaf, referring to the photo for placement. Use 3 strands of brown (or desired color) 
embroidery floss and a crewel needle to embroider a smiling mouth on the Hedgehog, 
using a backstitch.

triO OF muShrOOmS
e. Place the 1⁄4" (6 mm) wide ribbon horizon-
tally across the lower third of the front pouch, 
11⁄4" (3 cm) above the bottom raw edge. Use 
coordinating thread to topstitch down the 
center of the ribbon. Trim the ribbon ends to 
match the sides of the pouch.
f. Repeat Step b of the Flower and Hedgehog 
instructions, above, to attach the trio of  
Mushrooms, beginning with the stems. Be 
sure to place them far enough apart to accom-
modate each of the mushroom caps, referring 
to the photo at right for placement. Position 
the mushroom caps to overlap the stems a bit.
g. Use a handsewing needle and coordinating thread to sew on the flower buttons. Finish 
by using 3 strands of green (or desired color) embroidery floss and a crewel needle to 
embroider blades of grass around the mushroom stems as desired (or see photo), using 
long straight stitches.

figure 1

figure 2

figure 3
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the web to the fabric wrong side. Cut out each 
shape on the traced outline and remove the 
paper backing. Refer to the sidebar on page 
137 to complete the embellishments for 
either of the appliqué sets or embellish as 
you desire.
5 Unzip the zipper halfway and fold the shell 
in half, right sides together, along the zipper. 
Pin the Gusset to the Bag Body and stitch 
the Gusset in place. Reinforce the seams 
by stitching again 1⁄8" (3 mm) from the raw 
edges, then trim the excess fabric close to 
the second row of stitches.
6 Repeat Step 5 with the lining pieces, ignor-
ing references to the zipper. Use a 3⁄8" (1 cm) 
seam allowance to make the lining slightly 
smaller than the shell. Stitch again 1⁄4" (6 mm) 
from the raw edges, then trim the fabric close 
to the second row of stitches and turn the 
lining right side out. Press 1⁄4" (6 mm) to the 
wrong side along the lining upper edge.
7 Pull the lining over the pouch shell so 
that the wrong sides are together. Match the 
pressed edge of the lining to the stitches along 
the zipper and slip stitch the lining to the zip-
per tapes. Tuck the Gusset ends down between 
the pouch layers. Handstitch them together 
near the zipper pull, tucking in the ends of the 
zipper tape, and to the base of the zipper on the 
other side. Turn the finished pouch right side 
out through the opened zipper.
8 Loop the silk cord through the zipper pull 
and use the crewel needle to string the 2 
felt beads onto the cord. Remove the needle 
and thread it onto the other end of the cord 
and pass it through the beads again. Tie both 
cord ends together in an overhand knot.Tie a 
second knot for extra security, if necessary. 
Trim the cord ends and add a touch of clear-
drying craft glue or seam sealant to prevent 
raveling. Another dot of glue will further 
secure the knot in the cord. 

Heidi boyd is the author of ten books with 
North Light Books, most notably the Simply Beau-
tiful series. She crafts at the dining table where 
she can keep an eye on the family and dash out 
the door for the next carpool. Her goal is to make 
sophisticated design approachable and easy for all. 
She has a fine art degree and got her start in profes-
sional crafting as a contributor to Better Homes 
and Gardens books and magazines. 

Pretty Petals Clutch 
By rebeka lambert {from page 80}

Fabric
— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide natural-

colored linen for shell (Main)

— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide print cot-
ton for lining (Contrast)

— 30 scraps of various coordinating prints, 
each at least 1" × 2" (2.5 × 5 cm; or use 
fewer, but larger, scraps) for appliqué 

Other SupplieS
— 1⁄4 yd (23 cm) of 27" (68.5 cm) wide sew-in 

ultra-firm interfacing
— 9" × 12" (23 × 30.5 cm) sheet of fusible web
— Matching sewing thread
— Sewing thread to coordinate with appliqué 

fabrics (optional, see Step 9) 
— 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) magnetic snap
— 12 to 20 buttons in various sizes, 3⁄8" to 7⁄8" 

(10–22 mm)
— Removable fabric marking pen
— Handsewing needle 
— Appliqué Clutch pattern and template PDF 

at interweavestitch.com 

Finished Size: 6" (15 cm) tall × 11" (28 cm) 
wide × 2" (5 cm) deep.

NOteS
— Seam allowances are 3⁄8" (1 cm), unless 

otherwise indicated.  
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88. 

— A fusible interfacing can be substituted for 
the sew-in interfacing.  

— The fusible appliqué technique does not 
require additional stitching; however, deco-
rative stitching can be added just inside the 
petal edges, if desired.

cut Fabric
1 Using the provided pattern, cut 2 Bag Body 
pieces each from the Main fabric, Contrast 
fabric, and interfacing. Cut 1 Bag Flap each 
from the Main fabric and Contrast fabric, and 
2 from the interfacing. Cut a 3½" × 2 ½" (9 × 
6.5 cm) rectangle from the Contrast fabric for 
the flower center.

prepare appliqué
2 Cut a 3½" × 2½" (9 × 6.5 cm) rectangle from 
the fusible web. Following the manufacturer’s 
instructions, adhere the fusible web to the 
wrong side of the same-size Contrast rectangle.
3 Using the Flower Center template, trace 
the flower center onto the fusible web’s re-
lease paper and cut along the traced outline; 
set aside. 
4 Using the Petal template, trace 30 petals onto 
the paper side of the remaining fusible web. 
Roughly cut the petals about 1⁄8" (3 mm) outside 
the traced outline. Place each traced petal on 
the wrong side of a fabric scrap and fuse. Cut 
out each petal along the traced outline, then 
remove the paper backing from the petals.

apply appliqué
5 Transfer the petal row guidelines from the 
Bag Body pattern to the right side of one Main 
fabric piece using removable fabric marking 
pen. 
6 Starting 3⁄8" (1 cm) from one end of the out-
ermost placement line, align the straight side 
of one petal with the guideline. Continue plac-
ing petals, side by side, until you have filled 
the line; you will use 11 petal pieces. Adjust 
the spacing, if necessary, by allowing space 
between petals or overlapping adjacent pet-
als. Remember not to position petals within 
the seam allowance at the bag top. Fuse the 
row of petals in place.
7 Repeat Step 6 with the middle row, then the 
innermost row. Use 10 petals for the middle 
row and 9 petals for the inner row.
8 Next, remove the paper backing from the 
flower center, aligning its straight edge with 
the top edge of the bag and covering the 
straight edges of the innermost row of petals. 
Fuse in place.
9 If desired, topstitch around the flower 
center, close to the edge. Additional rows of 
stitching can be added along each row of pet-
als, if desired.

prepare bag clOSure
0 Pin baste one piece of the Bag Flap inter-
facing to the wrong side of the Contrast fabric 
Bag Flap.
- Transfer the magnetic snap location indicated 
on the pattern to the right side of the flap lining 
(Contrast fabric). Following the manufacturer’s 
instructions, insert the male half of the mag-
netic snap through both layers at the mark.
= Pin baste the remaining Bag Flap interfacing 
to the wrong side of the Main fabric Bag Flap. 

download tHe full-size 
pattern for tHis project 
at interweavestitcH.com
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figure 1

Place the Bag Flap pieces right sides together, 
aligning the raw edges. Sew around the flap 
using a 1⁄4" (6 mm) seam allowance, leaving the 
straight edge open. Turn the flap right side out.
q Pin baste a piece of interfacing to the 
wrong side of the appliquéd Bag Body. 
Transfer the magnetic snap location from the 
template to the flower center’s right side and 
insert the second half of the snap at the loca-
tion through all layers.

aSSemble bag bOdy
w Pin baste the remaining Bag Body interfac-
ing to the wrong side of the bag back (the un-
embellished Bag Body). Place the Bag Bodies 
right sides together, aligning the raw edges. 
Sew the side seams and the bottom seam.
e Fold the bag right sides together so one 
side seam is aligned with the bottom seam 
and the corner cutout edges meet in a straight 
line. Sew the corner seam (refer to figure 2 
on page 112 for assistance). Repeat the entire 
step at the other corner.
r Repeat Steps 14 and 15 for the bag lining, 
omitting the interfacing layer. Leave a 5" (12.5 
cm) opening in the lining bottom seam for 
turning.

aSSemble bag
t Pin the Bag Flap to the shell bag back, 
right sides together (linen against linen). 
Position the flap between the notches on the 
bag back and align the raw edges.
y With the bag shell wrong side out and the 
lining right side out, insert the lining into the 
bag shell, with the flap between the bag lay-
ers. Align the top edges of the shell and lining, 
matching the side seams, and pin in place.
u Sew the bag to the lining around the entire 
top.
i Reach through the opening in the lining 
to turn the bag right side out, pulling the 
flap away from the bag and lining. Close the 
gap in the lining seam with hand or machine 
stitches, then smooth the lining inside the 
bag. Press.
o Topstitch around the top of the bag, 1⁄4" (6 
mm) from the edge.
p Arrange a variety of buttons to cover the 
entire surface of the flap. With matching or 
coordinating thread, handsew the buttons 
to the flap. Hide knots under the buttons, 
or slip them between the flap layers, and 
sew through only the upper fabric layer and 
interfacing so the stitches aren’t visible on the 
flap lining.

rebeka lambert lives with her husband 
and children in south Louisiana. Along with 
keeping up with her busy family, she writes 
about her crafty adventures at artsycraftybabe 
.typepad.com and designs and sells her sewing 
patterns at artsycraftybabe.etsy.com.

Cupcake Pillow
By donna babylon {from page 81}

Fabric
— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) each of 2 colors of 60" (153 cm) 

wide fleece for pillow Bottom, Back, and Top 
(shown: blue and white)

— 1⁄2 yd (46 cm) of 45" (115 cm) wide print 
cotton fabric for ruffle icing (shown: pink 
“sprinkles” print)

Other SupplieS
— Tear-away stabilizer (optional, if using satin 

stitch)
— Matching sewing thread for all 3 fabrics 

used
— 11⁄2" (3.8 cm) diameter red pom-pom for 

cherry
— Fiberfill (one bag)
— Rotary cutter, self-healing mat, and rigid 

gridded acrylic ruler (optional)
— Water-soluble fabric marker
— Point turner
— Handsewing needle
— Cupcake pattern PDF at interweavestitch.

com

Finished Size: 16" (40.5 cm) wide × 15"  
(38 cm) tall × 3" (7.5 cm) deep.

NOteS
— All seam allowances are 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) unless 

otherwise indicated.
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see 
Sewing Basics on pp. 82–88.

— Fleece has a nap (directional texture), so 
make sure all pattern pieces are placed on 
the fabric in the same direction.

cut Fabric
1 Using the provided pattern pieces, cut one 
Back and one Bottom from the blue fleece, 
and one Top from the white fleece (or using 
your chosen colors). Transfer the vertical 
guidelines on the Bottom piece to the right 
side of the fabric with a water-soluble fabric 
marker. Optional: If you plan to use a satin 
stitch to create the ridges in the bottom of the 
cupcake, cut one piece of tear-away stabilizer 
slightly larger than the Bottom. 
2 From the cotton print for the ruffle icing, cut:
— 1 piece 5" × 24" (12.5 × 61 cm)
— 1 piece 5" × 28" (12.5 × 71 cm) 
— 1 piece 5" × 31" (12.5 × 79 cm) 

embelliSh the bOttOm  
& prepare ruFFle iciNg
3 Using thread to match the Bottom fabric, 
either straight stitch (2.5–3.0 mm long) or 
satin stitch (1.5 –2.0 mm wide and 0.3–0.4 
mm long) directly on the transferred lines to 
create the illusion of the folds in the cupcake 
paper. If satin stitching, place the tear-away 
stabilizer under the fleece for stitch stability. 
Do not remove the stabilizer yet. Note: Experi-
ment with stitch length and width settings on 
a scrap first, to make sure the chosen stitch 
will feed smoothly across the fleece.
4 Fold each cotton print strip in half length-
wise right sides together and stitch together 
along the long edge, leaving the short ends 
open. Press the seams open and turn the 
tubes right side out.
5 Center the seam of each tube and press 
smooth and flat (this way, the seam won’t 
show at all from one side of the flattened 
tube).

download tHe full-size 
pattern for tHis project 
at interweavestitcH.com
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6 Cut each short tube end at a diagonal 
(figure 1).
7 Adjust your machine for a gathering 
stitch. Place one icing tube, seam side down, 
under the needle and stitch 3⁄4" (2 cm) from 
each long pressed edge. Do not backtack at 
either end and be sure to leave long thread 
tails. Repeat the entire step with each of the 
remaining tubes.
8 Tightly grasp the bobbin threads only at one 
end of the first tube. With your free hand, gently 
slide the fabric over the threads, away from the 
ends being held and toward the center of the 
strip, to create the gathers (figure 2). Adjust 
your grasp as needed on the bobbin threads as 
the tube becomes gathered. Stop sliding the 
fabric at the middle of the strip and repeat the 
process from the other end. Use the rows of 
gathering stitches to gather the shortest tube 
to about 11" (28 cm) long, the middle tube to 
about 14" (35.5 cm) long, and the longest tube 
to about 151⁄2" (39.5 cm) long. Note: Be gentle 
as you create the gathers to avoid breaking the 
thread. If the thread breaks, release the gathers 
completely and resew the gathering stitches, 
then make a fresh start.
 

arraNge ruFFle iciNg 
9 Evenly distribute the gathers along each 
tube.
0 Referring to the photographon page 139 to 
arrange the three rows of ruffles on the Top 
piece (or arrange them as desired). Adjust the 

figure 2

ruffles to fit by either tightening or loosening 
the gathers. The diagonal edges of the ruffles 
should roughly match the contoured shape of 
the Top piece. Pin the ruffles in place.
- Change thread to match the ruffle icing 
and, using a regular stitch length, topstitch 
each ruffle directly down the center, between 
the basting stitches (figure 3). When all 3 
ruffles have been attached, remove all basting 
stitches.

attach tOp tO bOttOm
= Using the guidelines on the pattern, place 
the Top piece over the Bottom piece, with right 
sides facing up. Pin in place.
q Stitch the Top to the Bottom following the 
curved lower edge of the Top with either a 
medium-wide satin stitch (3.0 mm wide and 
0.3–0.4 mm long) or a straight stitch and 
thread that matches the cupcake Top. Care-
fully remove the stabilizer if still in place.
w On the wrong side of the attached pieces, 
trim away the excess Bottom fabric to within 
1⁄8" (3 mm) of the stitching line.  

FiNiSh pillOw
e Pin the Back piece to the assembled 
cupcake front, right sides together. Be sure to 
push the icing gathers out of the way so they 
will not be trapped in the seam but do catch 
the icing raw edges in the seam. Stitch around 
the entire shape of the pillow, leaving a 5" 

(12.5 cm) opening along the bottom edge for 
turning and stuffing.
r Clip any curved seam allowances, every 1⁄2" 
(1.3 cm). To avoid bulk, trim the seam allow-
ance diagonally at the corners. 
t Turn the pillow right side out and insert the 
point turner into the opening. Use the tool to 
push out the corners and smooth the rounded 
areas.  
y Handsew the pom-pom “cherry” to the top 
of the cupcake.
u Using the fiberfill, stuff the pillow to the 
desired fullness. To stuff, take a handful of 
fiberfill and fluff the fibers with your fingers to 
remove any clumps. Begin filling the corners 
and small sections of the pillow, working 
toward the center of the pillow to stuff the 
remaining areas.
i Handstitch the opening closed with a slip 
stitch.

donna babylon specializes in helping 
DIYers decorate their homes on a budget. She 
designs and writes how-to sewing books and 
patterns under her brand More Splash Than 
Cash. Her most recent book, Decorating Sew-
lutions, is an all-in-one sewing and decorating 
book that uses only three sewing techniques to 
create more than 100 items for the home. Visit 
Donna at MoreSplashThanCash.com.

figure 3
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The right braid
can enhance

any
project.

Books & supplies at:
Braiding & MacrameBraiding & Macrame

Kumihimo
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916-941-1104

www.batiks.com

Batiks Etcetera
SewWhat Fabrics

&
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FOUR YEARS AGO, I made the decision to be greener in 
some way. I also wanted to save money and improve my 
sewing skills. To combine these ideas I decided to abstain 
from buying any new clothes for six months and instead 
only refashion secondhand clothes or make my own 
from scratch. Mentioning it on my blog gained a lot of 
interest, and with the help of a fellow blogger, the Ward-
robe Refashion online community was born.  

Refashioning is reusing old clothing to 
make updated garments that custom fi t your 
shape and style. People have been doing 
this for generations, but with the arrival 
of cheap and disposable fashion and our 
increasingly busy lives, refashioning 
became a chore and went by the wayside. 
I wanted to avoid contributing to the 
wasteful fashion cycle of buying clothes intend-
ed to last only a season then be thrown away in an e� ort 
to do my part in saving our planet. It’s also a great way to 
learn sewing skills. And best of all, you can get creative 
and customize your wardrobe, save money in the process, 
and feel proud when people compliment the outfi ts you 
wear, and you tell them, “I made it myself!”

Even though I made lots of sewing mistakes in those 
fi rst six months, I was motivated to keep sewing and 
improve my skills because otherwise I would have noth-
ing to wear! The hardest part was fi nding the time to sew. I 
wanted to sew all the time—I had become addicted! Those 
six months went by in a fl ash, and the Wardrobe Refashion 

website grew into something wonderful. 
To keep things interesting on the site, I created “the 

pledge.” Participants vow to abstain from the purchase of 
“new” manufactured clothing for a period of two, four, or 
six months, or life. By publicly pledging, participants feel 
committed and therefore will think twice about making 
a purchase. If you fall o�  the wagon, you must confess 
on the blog by displaying a “Get Out of Refashionista Jail 

FREE” card. Giving up shopping for clothes can be 
terribly hard, and it takes a lot of willpower 
to stop, but over time it does become easier.  

Another important aspect of Wardrobe 
Refashion is encouraging participants to “have a 

go.” Many are beginning sewers, and by creating 
their own wardrobes, they learn new techniques 

and improve their sewing skills. My sewing abilities 
have increased tremendously since I started the 

pledge! And it warms my heart to see new sewers 
proudly show o�  their creations in our online community.

So head out to your local thri�  store or, better yet, 
dig something out of your closet and get creative. Then, 
when you have fi nished your creation, head on over to 
Wardrobe Refashion to sign up and show it o� !

NICHOLA PRESTED lives and works in Melbourne, 
Australia, with her husband and three little girls. She works 
in a fabric store by day and in her spare time likes to keep busy 
with blogging and sewing. You can find out more about Ward-
robe Refashion at wardroberefashion.net.  

Nichola Prested, founder of the Wardrobe 
Refashion website, shares her journey to 
truly live a handmade lifestyle.

by  NICHOLA PRESTED

sewing revolution

robe Refashion online community was born.  

make updated garments that custom fi t your 

wasteful fashion cycle of buying clothes intend-
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DoWnLoAD THe FULL-siZe 
PATTeRn FoR THis PRoJeCT 
AT inTeRWeAVesTiTCH.CoM

Ruffl ed Halter
By LiesL Gibson {from page 41}

fAbRiC
— 1 (1¼, 1¼, 1½, 1½) yd (91.5 cm [1.1, 1.1, 

1.4, 1.4 m]) light- to medium-weight 
woven fabric, such as quilting cotton, 
shirting, or linen (for a crisper look, try 
silk taffeta or douppioni)

otHeR suPPlies
— Matching sewing thread
— About 9 (10, 11, 12, 13)" (23 [25.5, 28, 

30.5, 33] cm) of 3⁄8" (1 cm) wide elastic
— Tailor’s chalk or water-soluble fabric 

marker
— Point turner or other turning tool such as 

a knitting needle or chopstick
— Scrap of tissue paper (optional)
— Serger or pinking shears (optional)
— Bodkin or safety pin
 — Full-size pattern PDF on interweavestitch.com

finisHeD siZe: XS: fits sizes 18–24M/2T; 
S: fits sizes 3T–4T; M: fits sizes 5–6; L: fits 
sizes 7–8; XL: fi ts sizes 10–12

siZe CHARt
 LenGtH (at SIDe Seam) LenGtH (at Center FrOnt)
XS 9” (23 cm)  121⁄4” (31 cm) 
S 10” (25.5 cm)  133⁄4” (35 cm)
m 11” (28 cm)  151⁄4” (38.5 cm)
L 12” (30.5 cm)  163⁄4” (42.5 cm)
XL 13” (33 cm)  181⁄4” (46.5 cm)
Shown in size Small.

notes 
— For explanations of terms and techniques 

and/or help with pattern markings, see Sew-
ing Basics on pp. 82–88.

— Ruffles cut on the bias have a nice drape, 
and stitching their raw edge helps keep 
fraying under control while giving them a 
soft edge. 

— When instructed to fi nish the seam allow-
ances, you have a few options. Serge the 
edges, use a zigzag or an overcasting stitch 
on your sewing machine along the edges, 
or stitch ¼” (6 mm) from the edge and then 
pink the raw edges to prevent raveling.

Cut fAbRiC
1 Trace and cut all pattern pieces from the 
fabric, referring to the Cutting Layout above. 
Be sure to transfer all pattern markings to 
the wrong side of the fabric, except the Front 
Halter.

BONUSpattern
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8

figure 4

For Front Halter (see note below): Using tai-
lor’s chalk or a water-soluble fabric-marking 
pen, trace the center front line and the ruffle 
placement lines on the fabric’s right side and 
the dots on its wrong side.
Note: Once you’ve marked the notches and 
transferred the dots to the fabric, an easy way 
to transfer the ruffle placement lines to the 
fabric is to trim the paper pattern piece at the 
Ruffle #3 placement line and lay the trimmed 
pattern piece back on the fabric to trace the 
newly cut line. Then trim the pattern piece 
again, this time at the Ruffle #2 placement 
line, and transfer that line to the fabric. 

Assemble Ruffle #1  
& CReAte tie CAsing
2 Topstitch the bottom edge of Ruffle #1 with 
a regular straight stitch, ¼” (6 mm) from the 
raw edge of the fabric. This stitching will allow 
the ruffle to ravel a bit without getting too 
messy. Be careful not to stretch the bias edge 
as you stitch.
3 Pin the right side of Ruffle #1 to the wrong 
side of the Front Halter, matching the top and 
armhole edges (note that the lower edge of 
Ruffle #1 is wider than the Front Halter, so 
the bottom edge will not lie flat when the top 
and armhole edges are matched together, al-
lowing the ruffle to stand away from the halter 
when it’s worn). Stitch the ruffle’s top edge 
with a ½” (1.3 cm) seam. Then, stitch the arm-
holes with a ½” (1.3 cm) seam, beginning at 
the dot you transferred from the pattern piece 
(located 5⁄8” [1.5 cm] below the top seamline) 

and backtacking at the dot as well as at the 
end of the seam (figure 1). The gap left above 
the dot will become the opening of the casing 
for the halter Tie. 
4 Trim the seam allowances to 1⁄8” (3 mm) 
and turn the ruffle to the right side. As you 
turn the corners right side out, the seam al-
lowances at the opening of the casing might 
get pushed out through the gap; gently tuck 
them back inside (use the point turner, knit-
ting needle, or chopstick) before finger-press-
ing the stitched edges, rolling them slightly to 
the wrong side before pressing them with an 
iron to finish the top and armholes. 
Note: Lay a scrap of tissue paper below the 
corner where you start edgestitching (in Step 
5) to prevent the corner from being pushed 
into the throat plate hole as you begin to 
stitch. Once you’re finished, carefully tear 
the tissue paper away without affecting the 
stitching.
5 With the seam allowances tucked inside 
the casing opening, edgestitch the halter’s top 
edge. 
6 Using tailor’s chalk or a water-soluble 
fabric-marking pen, draw a line 5⁄8” (1.5 cm) 
from the top edge of the halter (1⁄2” [1.3 cm] 
from your edgestitching). This line should 
intersect the bottom edge of the gap you left 

for the casing. Stitch along line to create the 
casing (figure 2).
 
Hem fRont HAlteR  
& AttACH Ruffles
7 Fold and press 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the wrong 
side along the Front Halter’s bottom raw edge, 
then fold and press an additional 1” (2.5 cm) 
to the wrong side. Edgestitch the innermost 
folded edge to finish the hem (figure 3).
8 Topstitch the bottom edge of Ruffle #3 with 
a regular straight stitch, ¼” (6 mm) from the 
fabric’s raw edge, as you did with Ruffle #1 (in 
Step 2). 
9 Stitch two rows of gathering stitches at 
the top edge of Ruffle #3, 1⁄8” (3 mm) and ¼” 

12

3
4

5

6
Cutting lAyout

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

figure 1
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figure 3
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8

figure 2

 Pattern # name
 1  Front Halter
 2  Back Halter
 3  Ruffle #1
 4 Ruffle #2
 5  Ruffle #3
 6  Tie
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figure 6
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figure 8

(6 mm) from the top edge. Fold the ruffle in 
half widthwise to find the center, and mark it 
with a pin.
0 Pin the side edges of Ruffle #3 so that 
the ruffle’s top edge touches the Ruffle #3 
placement line you transferred from the pat-
tern piece. Pin the center of the ruffle to the 
halter’s center line, then pull the gathering 
stitches to match the ruffle width to the halter. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

figure 9

and bottom edges of the Front Halter to the 
notches on the Back Halter. The excess length 
of the Back Halter will become the elastic 
casing at the top edge and the hem at the 
bottom edge. Stitch the sides with a 1⁄2” (1.3 
cm) seam, catching the ruffles in the seam 
(figure 7).
e Finish the seam allowances together and 
press the seam allowances toward the Back 
Halter. Continue pressing the seam allowanc-
es to the wrong side through the casing and 
hem allowances (figure 8). Press carefully to 
avoid flattening the ruffles.
r Fold and press 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the wrong 
side along the Back Halter’s top raw edge. 
Fold and press an additional 1⁄2” (1.3 cm). The 
outside folded edge should match the Front 
Halter’s finished edge (figure 9). Edgestitch 
the innermost folded edge to form the elastic 
casing.
t Fold and press 1⁄2” (1.3 cm) to the wrong 
side along the Back Halter’s bottom raw edge, 
then fold and press an additional 1” (2.5 cm). 
Edgestitch the innermost folded edge to fin-
ish the hem, and edgestitch (by machine) or 
blindstitch (by hand) the folded short ends of 
the hem to finish them. 
y Attach a bodkin or safety pin to one end of 
the 3⁄8” (1 cm) wide elastic, and feed it through 
the back casing. Adjust the elastic to fit the 
wearer, and pin each end of the elastic along 
the side seams. Stitch back and forth through 
the elastic and all the layers, just inside the 
end of the casing (about ¼” [6 mm] from the 
folded end) to secure it, and trim the excess 
elastic length.
Note: To trim the ends of the elastic, stretch it 
while you cut near the opening of the casing. 
Once you’ve trimmed the elastic, it will bounce 
back inside the casing, hiding the cut edges. 

mAke tie
u Fold and press the short ends of the Tie 
toward the wrong side by 1⁄2” (1.3 cm). Fold the 
Tie in half lengthwise, wrong sides together, 
and press the fold to create a center crease.
i Open the lengthwise fold, and lay the Tie 
flat and wrong side up (with the short edges 
still pressed to the wrong side). Fold each of 
the fabric’s two long raw edges in to meet at 
the center crease, and press these two folds.
o Fold the fabric along the center crease 
again and press it, enclosing the raw edges in 
the fold. The fabric is now folded in four thick-
nesses to form the Tie.
p Edgestitch the Tie along its open edge to 
finish it. 
[ Attach a bodkin or safety pin to one end of 
the Tie, and feed it through the front casing.

LiesL Gibson is the founder and designer for 
the children’s wear pattern company Oliver + S. 
See the profile on Liesl on pages 41–45 and visit 
her website at oliverands.com.

Check to make sure the bottom edge of the 
ruffle matches the finished hem of the Front 
Halter, and adjust the placement of the ruffle 
slightly higher or lower, if necessary. Distrib-
ute the gathers equally and pin the ruffle’s full 
width to the Front Halter (figure 4). 
- Stitch the ruffle to the halter between the 
two rows of gathering stitches (a narrow ¼” 
[5 mm] seam). If desired, use a zigzag stitch 
across the top edge of the ruffle to hold the 
gathered edge flat against the halter. Trim the 
tails of the gathering stitches, or completely 
remove the gathering stitches if desired.
= Repeat Steps 8–11 to prepare and attach 
Ruffle #2 at the second placement line. 
Lift Ruffle #1 out of the way, and align the 
top of Ruffle #2 with the #2 placement line 
(figure 5).
q Pin the side edges of the ruffles to the side 
edges of the Front Halter, and baste them 3⁄8” 
(1 cm) from the raw edges (figure 6).

 Assemble HAlteR
w Align and pin the Front and Back halters, 
right sides together, matching the finished top 

Ru�ed Halter

7

figure 7
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1zippy pouches by heidi boyd 
project photo on p. 79; instructions on p. 136.

templates

pattern

4lace clutch by rebeka lambert 
project photo on p. 59; instructions on p. 112.

2tag friends crib bumper by 
carol zentgraf project photo on p. 57; 
instructions on p. 108.

3loopy elephant by heidi boyd 
project photo on p. 54; instructions on p. 104.

5nametag placematsby kevin 
kosbab project photo on p. 69; instructions 
on p. 124.

6stepping stones potholder 
by kevin kosbab project photo on p. 71; 
instructions on p. 128.

7ruffled tote by carol zentgraf 
project photo on p. 74; instructions on p. 132.

8bathtime buddies  by lisa cox 
project photo on p. 56; instructions on p. 107.

9eco shopper by lisa cox project 
photo on p. 67; instructions on p. 122.

0fleece hedgehog by heidi boyd 
project photo on p. 54; instructions on p. 104.

-flight cap by betz white project 
photo on p. 52; instructions on p. 100.



place on fold
place on fold
place on fold

cutting lines Multisize patterns 
have different cutting lines for each 
size.

place on fold bracket This is 
a grainline marking with arrows point-
ing to the edge of the pattern. Place on 
the fold of the fabric so that your fin-
ished piece will be twice the size of the 
pattern piece, without adding a seam.

grainline The double-ended arrow 
should be parallel to the lengthwise 
grain or fold.

notches Notches are triangle-
shaped symbols used for accurately 
matching seams. Pieces to be joined 
will have corresponding notches.

darts Dashed lines and dots mark 
darts. The dashed lines show where 
the stitching will be, and the dot shows 
the position of the dart point (signal-
ing the point, near the end of the dart, 
where your stitching should taper down 
to the end).

drill holes Circles with crossed 
lines inside indicate an area where a 
mark needs to be made, often indicat-
ing dart points, but otherwise explained 
in the pattern instructions.

slash marks Long lines indicate 
an area to make a slash. Further in-
structions for making the slash will be 
included in the pattern instructions. 
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pattern symbols & markings
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place on fold

assembling full-size pattern printout

1To ensure that the 
pattern has printed 
at the correct scale, 
check the size of the 
TEST SQUARE. The 
Test Square should be 
2 × 2” (5 × 5 cm).

2To begin assembling 
the pattern, cut off or 
fold the dotted margin 
around each page.

3The pages are 
numbered in rows, so the first row of pages is numbered 1a, 1b, 
1c, etc.  Line up the rows and match the dotted lines together so 
they overlap. Tape the pages together. Use the illustrated guide 
to match each piece. Once the pattern is complete, find your size, 
pin the pattern to the fabric, and follow the coordinating line to 
cut out or trace the pattern.

layout, marking & cutting guidelines

1Find the lines that correspond to your size and trace 
the pattern pieces, either on tissue paper or directly onto  
the fabric, using tracing paper and a tracing wheel. 

2 If you are cutting pattern pieces on the fold or cutting 
two of the same pattern piece, fold the fabric in half,  
selvedge to selvedge, with right sides facing. 

3Lay the pattern pieces on the fabric as close together 
as possible. Double-check that all pattern pieces to be  
cut “on the fold” are placed on the fold.

4Make sure all pattern pieces are placed on the fabric 
with the grainline running parallel to the lengthwise grain. 

5Copy all pattern markings onto the wrong side of the fabric.

6Read through all cutting instructions listed in the project 
instructions for directions on how many pattern pieces to  
cut out of your fabric and interfacing.

7Use weights to hold the pattern pieces down and use 
pins to secure the corners as needed.

8 Cut the pieces slowly and carefully. 

Test Square
2  2" [5  5 cm]
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-Flight Cap 
Earflap

Cut 2 Main (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
Cut 2 Lining (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
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Center Crown Panel
Cut 1 Main on fold

Cut 1 Lining on foldplace on
 fold
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1Zippy pouches 

Gusset

Cut 2 on fold (1 shell, 1 lining)

Cut 2 interfacing on fold

interfacing cut line pl
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Bag Body
Cut 2 shell
Cut 2 lining

Cut 2 interfacing

interfacing cut line
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1  Zippy Pouches

2 Tag Friends Crib Bumper
3 Loopy Elephant
4 Lacy Clutch

5 Nametag Placemats

6 Stepping Stones Pot Holder

7 Ruffle Tote

8 Bath Time Buddies
9 Eco Shopper
0 Fleece Hedgehog
-  Flight Cap
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3Loopy Elephant 
Ear

Cut 2 (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)

3Loopy Elephant 
Trunk/Head

Cut 2 (cut 1, cut 1 reverse)
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4Lacy Clutch 
Bag Body

Cut 2 on fold from Main
Cut 2 on fold from  Lining

Cut 2 on fold from interfacing

4Lacy Clutch 
Top Band

Cut 4 on fold from Contrast
Cut 2 on fold from interfacing
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7Ruffle Tote 
Bag Body

Cut 2 on fold from Main
Cut 2 on fold from Lining
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Sheep Face 
Cut 1 fleece
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Bear Face 
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Bag Panel

Cut 2 on fold from Main
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Cut 2 (cut 1, cut 1 reverse) as directed
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